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ABSTRACT

The making of conscious efforts to include women in political decision making at

all levels has come to be seen as an integral part of development in contemporary times.

Though this is not an absolutely new phenomenon. the last quarter of the twentieth

century which began with the declaration of 1975 as the International Year of Women

marked a watershed in the collectivization of hitherto singular efforts at women's

empowerment. The United Nations and other gender-sensitive Non Governmental

Organisations were key in this drive.

Though this work has not made a single suggestion as to the way forward. it

stands to be considered a part of this clarion call for women's empowerment for it traces

how far women have come in all the efforts they have made in the post-colonial politics

of Ghana.

This work seeks to erase the conception widely held. even by academics. that

women in Ghana have not played any meaningful political role. To do this, this work has

traced the political history of Ghana in the post-colonial era and within this broader

picture, highlighted women where their roles were felt.

Though emphasis, as far as this work is concerned, is on the post-colonial period,

a chapter has been devoted to an overview of the situation prior to independence.

One sub-theme which has also been treated because of its connection with politics

is women's mass movements. The most accommodating regimes for women as far as

access, participation, influence and impact are concerned were the regimes of Nkrumah

and Rawlings' Provisional National Defence Council. In these regimes, the impact of
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INTRODUCTION

The history of post-colonial Ghana, like those of many other African

countries provides several examples of women who have overcome difficult

socio-cultural barriers to make an impact on politics. One of these difficulties is

the idea that women must be seen and not heard. In spite of this chauvinist stance

some women have been seen as well as heard. Their trump card has been their

sensitivity, tenacity and capacity for sacrifice. Women's role in the Ghanaian

society and indeed most, if not all, of Africa was traditionally restricted to

agricultural and domestic work; in the tending of animals, the performance of

household chores such as cooking, fetching water, collecting wood, grinding,

spinning of cotton, cloth making and other forms of drudgery.. In short they

functioned as hewers of wood and drawers of water. Women were "imprisoned"

by these duties in a world predominantly fashioned out by men. This tradition has

been dying slowly but progressively with isolated instances of feminine

awakening. Nana Yaa Asantewaa, the famous queen-mother of Edweso with her

activities in the first decade of the twentieth century appears to be the most

shining example.

After Yaa Asantewaa, Ghanaian women virtually went into oblivion until

after the end of the Second World War in 1945 when nationalist movements that

sprang up across Africa saw Ghanaian women, especially the traders, joining in

the mass movements. Even then, their traditional duties coupled with low
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education, poverty and inferiority complex made them content with positions far

from the forefront of the struggle.

The issues demanding attention on the eve of independence such as

structural development in general and social justice in particular were the same

issues that needed to be tackled in independent Ghana. One realistic way of

looking at those issues was to take a second look at the role of women. The

efforts made by Dr. Kwame Nkrumah to see many women in politics after 1957

were sustained by the military regime of FIt. Lt. J. J. Rawlings. In between these

two periods, very little was seen about Ghanaian women politicians.

The subject of women in politics in Ghana in the 1957 - 1992 period has

received virtually no attention. It is common to examine the political history of

this country without adequate regard for the role of women. This is totally wrong

and unfair.

A DISCUSSION ON THE CONCEPT OF POLITICS

Edwin Coulter describes politics as "the public actions of free men and

women intent on being heard and involved in public questions."! In Coulter's

view, "Political governments open themselves to all appropriate opinions and

seek conciliatory compromises which emerge as temporary laws or decisions.

Politics is an activity- a means to an end. It can take place in simple or complex

(social) structures.
,
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It is a human, normal process. It is civilized humanity in the fullness of their

public being',2

To Leslie Paul Thiele, "Politics is often defined as the art and science of

government. Government refers to the institutions and processes through which

binding decisions are made for a society. Politics, then, pertains to the means

employed to organise and regulate collective human existence."I] All human

beings, in his opinion. are under the influence of politics one way or the other. He

writes, "Politics is found everywhere that humans are found. No areas of human

life are completely beyond its reach or wholly untouched by its effects. To say

that there are few if any areas of human life unaffected by politics. however, is

not to say that everything is or should be political in the same way or to the same

Thomas Magstadt's view simplification of politics is also worth citing,

" ... politics encompasses the way human beings in the aggregate govern

themselves. Governing implies the existence of a community-that is, an

association of individuals who share a common identity. Because the basis for

this identity often is geographical. ...people inhabiting the same region generally

are thought to constitute a natural community. Characteristically, the members of

a community share common ethical values, religious or social beliefs and ethnic

origins. Occasionally, a community can be created by instilling a sense of

3



common purpose or a single political allegiance within the members of an

the . eli ,,5o rwise verse group....

In a preface to Political Science: An Introduction. Gilbert Keith Bluwey

describes how existing literature and even teachers in a good number of

universities, either completely ignore or give. "only peripheral treatment to most

of the basic concepts, institutions and processes of government and politics"?

Again, Bluwey observes that existing literature failed to reflect "elements in the

African political setting".' His work. therefore. would correct the anomalies

created by a blurred understanding of politics in the African setting.

Bluwey was, however. quick to add "1 am of course aware that no

individual effort can fully exhaust the vast area of government and politics'"

The concept of politics defies simplification. This is what has made it

possible to have as many definitions as there are political scientists. What appears.

more or less, to be a point of convergence is the adoption of and sometimes

adaptation to Aristotle's teaching that man is a political animal. Bluwey could not

agree with Aristotle more; "Modern man is undoubtedly a political animal"

Bluwey writes, "and political activity is a universal pre - occupation in every

organised human collectivity. This is so because the average person in the world

today, no matter where he lives. what kind of work he does for a living. whether

he is single or married. literate or illiterate. or whether he lives in a city or a

remote village, finds himself engaged in some sort of discussion on politics every

4



day in his life. If he is thinking about the state, the discussion may range from the

conditions of local roads, the school system, the supply of water and electricity to

his community, the attitude of a public official towards him, to news of war and

peace in places both near and far from his home. On the other hand, he may

engage in discussions on the social behaviour of the local minister of his church,

or of the mullah of his mosque, or on arrangements for a proposed festival in his

home town or village" .9

Part of Aristotle's teaching is that man lives in organised communities

where relationships between one another are regulated. Power is used in the

regulation of these relationships by the authorities, rulership or simply the

leadership. This is the angle from which Max Weber sees politics.and, therefore,

defines political science as "the discipline that concerns itself with the

relationships of power, rule or authority". 10

Politics is not political science and political science is not politics. Politics is an

art and political science is the study of that art in a scientific way. Politics,

however, is not always scientific. This means that the two are different concepts.

It is however, scholars' understanding of politics that informs their definition of

its study-political science.

In all the definitions above, one can see politics as concerning itself with

"the overall organisation of society, the modes of creating and distributing

5
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benefits and obligations and in general, the best ways of ensuring fairness and

order in society.nil

The plurality of definitions of the concept of politics has made it even the

more important to operationalise the concept as it relates to this work. As far as

this work is concerned politics shall be viewed as the activity that has an

immediate effect on the state or government. To this end, remote activities like

the authority exerted by a clergywoman over her church, though essentially

political, would not be treated. Also the activity of traditional councils and

authorities would not receive mention.

A history of women in politics in Ghana is, without doubt. a broad subject.

One can focus attention on women in politics in the rural areas, women in politics

in the urban areas, women in democratic opposition parties, women in local

government and women in ambassadorial positions.

As far as this work is concerned attention would be on three broad sub-

themes: women in the governments of military regimes, women in parliament and

the women's mass movement.

STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Ghanaian women have played an important role in politics since

independence but have not been recognized. The principal aim of this research is

to establish the facts behind this thesis.

6
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Again, it is a must to determine the role of women in politics in post-

colonial Ghana. There are two main reasons for this:

(i) Women form more than 50% of Ghana's population. It is

inconceivable that such a chunk of the population have not played any

part in national politics.

(ii) The country's history provides examples of eminent women

personalities. It is proper that the political role of such women is

determined and documented.

To date no serious effort has been made to do this, as the literature review

below shows.

LITERATURE REVIEW

It has to be mentioned that most of the literature available on the subject of

women in politics be it in Ghana or elsewhere in the world treat the issue from the

perspective of sociology. Explanation is given to the paucity of numbers in

respect of political participation in purely sociological terms. Very little

recording by way of actual happenings has been made. That is to say the

historical eye appears to have been effectively shut on this subject. Even in

instances where the angle appears to have a historical slant. the purpose is to

explain a point in sociology. The importance of the sociological explanations

would,however, not be degraded by the researcher because of the new trend in

7
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historical reconstruction which advises a multidisciplinary approach to the

explanation of historical phenomena. It is in the light of this that sociological and

sometimes anthropological literature was consulted for explanation.

Dr. K. A. Busia in The Position of the Chief In The Modem Political

System of Ashanti touches on the role of women in the traditional state. "The

queen-mother is described as the 'mother' of the chief. She is more often his

sister, but constitutionally she is regarded as the chiefs mother. hence her title.

:lhemmaa (female monarch), is usually translated queen mother. She is expected

to advise the chief about his conduct. She may scold and reprove him in a way

none of his councillors can. Two queen-mothers of Juaben, Ataa Birafo and Afua

Kobi, were destooled for not advising their sons (that is, the chiefs).well. When a

chiefs stool becomes vacant, it is from the queen mother that the elders ask for a

man to fill the vacant stool. As the mother of the members of the royal lineage

she is regarded as the authority on the kinship relations of the lineage".

The difference Dr. Busia's work has with the subject of this thesis is that it

discusses a pre-independence Ghanaian situation. Secondly. his is not a work that

gives a historical account but merely explains a point in anthropology. The

references to Ataa Birafo and Afua Kobi are just to explain an anthropological

reason by making a historical reference.

Maria Nzomo in a contributory article to Democratic Theory and Practice

edited by Walter O. Oyugi, E.S Atiemo Odhiambo, Afrifa K. Gitonga and

8
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Michael Chege, has this to say about low women participation in politics in

Africa, "Many years of societal indoctrination and psychological conditioning

have led many African women to accept the inferior and subordinate status

accorded them, thus inhibiting them from challenging the male-dominated status

quo. Indeed, some of the African women are aware that they have the same

rights and responsibilities as men in society. but they do not have the courage and

self-confidence to exercise these rights, It is this acquiescence. built sometimes

on ignorance and sometimes on lack of assertiveness that to a significant extent

helps to perpetuate the paternalistic attitudes African men continue to have

towards their fellow women citizens," This quotation is not historical in content

but it does assign reasons that are deep-rooted in history. As could be seen. the

observation on women is general and does not explain the specific case of Ghana

within the period this research investigates,

Edzodzinam Tsikata in a contributory article to The State. Development

And Politics In Ghana edited by Emmanuel Hanson and Kwame Ninsin, is not

happy with the dominance of political power by males. "from the realm of

traditional rule to that of central government... the few women who get into

government, although involved in the direct exercise of political power. do not

make much impact on the male-dominated character of government". Like the

other works previously cited. there is no mention of the names that are so

necessary alongside dates or periods to give her work a historical flavour.

9
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Sandra Pepera in an article in Political Parties and Democray in Ghana's

Fourth Republic edited by Kwame Ninsin and F. K. Drah states that the political

system has failed women notwithstanding their active participation in both the

colonial struggle and post-colonial national politics. She writes "The importance

of women's participation has always been recognized, but this has brought little

actual progress or improvement in the condition of women in Ghana. The visible

representation of women in Ghana is both quantitatively and qualitatively low,

and has done nothing to remove the invisibility surrounding women". This was

an appraisal of pre-Fourth Republic Ghana. She goes on to provide some

statistics in the Provisional National Defence Council era to support what she

describes as a depressing situation. "In the consultative Assembly which drafted

the 4th Republican Constitution. there were only 2S women out of some 260

members, and whilst the nine-person ruling Provisional National Defence Council

itself has always since 1983 had one woman member. there are presently no

women secretaries of state, whilst a few have been and are deputies. There are

only two women ambassadors in Ghana's diplomatic corps."

Equally important are some statistics she reveals about parliamentary

representation in pre-Fourth Republic Ghana. Because this work was not an

extensive research on women but one of several articles in an edited work. Sandra

Pepera could not for example tell the positions some of these women held, the

duration of their respective tenures, their relationship with their male counterparts

10



and even how they evaluate the political situation of their times. These are areas

this research has tried to study.

Takyiwaa Manuh contributes to the volume of work on Ghanaian women.

In the article under review titled .. Women the State and Society Under the

P.N.D.C" culled from Ghana under PNDC Rule edited by E. Gyimah-Boadi, she

writes on women in the Ghanaian political economy. market traders and the

Revolution launched and headed by FIt. Lt. Rawlings and laws that were made for

women among others. The most important sub-theme treated in the article is the

31" December Women's Movement, perhaps the most influential Ghanaian

feminine mass movement of all time. Takyiwaa Manuh discusses the

relationships between the Movement and the PNDC. the Movement and other

women's groups, the Movement and the National Council on Women and

Development .She then attempts a general survey of the socio-political landscape

by assessing the gains of the movement.Though Takyiwaa Manuh takes a look at

the 1981-92 period, no personalities in centre stage politics have their names

mentioned. Perhaps the look was too cursory to spot some of the women like

Ama Ata Aidoo, Joyce Aryee, Vida Yeboah who were daily newsmakers. Nor

was mention made of the role of any of such women in many of the policies and

programmes of the longest serving military regime in the history of the country.

Kojo Vieta in The Flagbearers of Ghana writes about such women as

Hannah Cudjoe, Mabel Dove-Danquah, Susanna AI-Hassan and Sophia Oboshie

11



Doku and the contributions they made to the struggle for independence and the

formative years of the new nation. Vieta also writes about their contributions to

the governments that came after the overthrow of the government of Dr.

Nkrumah. Vieta's work is sketchy. It does not deal so much with the women as

they appeared in those milieux. That is to say his work says very little about the

general environment the women operated in and what might have conditioned

their rise to prominence. The work lacks an in-depth analysis of the various

issues raised. Vieta cannot be taken on for he was merely attempting a summary

of biographies. Some of his shortcomings notwithstanding, his work would be

one of the springboards on which to leap towards an extensive interpretation and

analysis of the period.

In By Nkrumah's Side, Tawia Adamafio recounts the history behind the

National Council of Ghana Women which was formed to among other things help

women to "go shoulder-to-shoulder with our men to advance the socialist cause of

progress and prosperity for Ghana". Names such as Sophia Doku, Hannah

Cudjoe and Dr. Amarteifio are mentioned in the work. There is, however, little

mention of the impact of the NCGW on the political participation of women.

Adamafio cannot be criticized for paying little attention to this. As it turned out,

his work was about his relationship with Nkrumah within which the story of the

NCGW is a small subset.

12



Jean O'Barr's article, "African Women in Politics" in African Women

South of the Sahara edited by Margaret Jean Hay and Sharon Stichter treats the

subject of women in politics. She discusses the exercise of political power by

women, their role in pre-colonial politics, their involvement in the colonial period.

their role in the various nationalist movements and women as they appear on the

contemporary political scene. This work of O'Barr's is another of the numerous

unhistorical works about women in politics in Africa and Ghana. Besides, the

nearest this work comes to the particular case of Ghana is its mention of Justice

Annie Ruth Jiagge as "Ghana's first women lawyer, judge, and supreme court

justice who is internationally active in church and legal circles". The other

women whose political pedigree were clearly over and above that of Mrs. Jiagge

such as Susanna Alhassan and Joyce Aryee did not receive mention. Neither did

O'Barr indicate through analysis whether there had been a progression or

regression. The issues that the women championed also did not receive mention.

Paul Cammack, David Pool and William Tordoffs Third World Politics:

A Comparative Introduction laments over how the advent of colonial

bureaucracies and the development of export-oriented colonial economies led to a

marked deterioration in the role and status of women. The new leaders of Africa

after independence inherited the bureaucratic and economic structures of the

colonial period and thus superintended over the continual deterioration of the

position of women. Preliminary readings by this researcher did not contradict the

13



assertion of these authors. This researcher, however, went a step further to know

some of the women who were able to assert themselves and the contribution they

made to the development of the country.

In an article in Tsikata, Dzodzi (ed) Gender Training in Ghana: Politics,

Issues and Tools, Elizabeth Akpalu provides figures on the number of women that

took parliamentary seats prior to 1998. She admitted that the numbers were

unjustifiably low and assigned reasons such as poor educational levels. financial

problems, discriminatory attitudes and lack of support from spouses as leading to

this. She, however. did not mention even a single name. Neither did she write

about any issue that was discussed by any of the women. These are lapses which

perhaps could not have been avoided because the import of the article was to

explain the need for a policy geared towards feminine awakening.

Ifi Amadiume in Re-inventing Africa devotes a chapter to a history of the

transformation of African women in politics. The author gives an overview of

indigenous African women's movements. In doing that the author "draws on the

work of Cheikh Anta Diop and his theory of African matriarchy as a way of re-

opening the matriarchy debate in women's studies". The author writes "It was not

the colonialists who dealt the final blow to the traditional autonomy and power of

African women, however. but the elites who inherited the colonial machinery of

oppression and exploitation, which they have turned against their own people".

This is true of the general situation of post-colonial Africa as soon as the new

14



elites of Africa began to control the police and military forces that had been

established by the colonialists. Other analyses of the author are descriptive not

only of the post-colonial era but the pre-colonial and colonial as well. The

specific examples, however, are examples from the Nigerian national experience.

Mention is made, for example, of the Enugu Women's Association. Abeokuta

Women's Union, Mrs. Fumilayo Ransome-Kuti's Nigerian Women's Union,

Federation of Nigerian Women's Societies, Federation of Muslim Women's

Associations of Nigeria and Women In Nigeria among others. No mention is

made of the Ghanaian experience by Amadiume. This is where the current work

shows relevance. Amadiume's analysis would be placed within the Ghanaian

context and the Ghanaian experience discussed on its own merit.

C. K. Brown, N. K. T. Ghartey and E. K. Ekumah in Women In Local

Government - A case study of Central Region write about the contributions of the

National Council on Women and Development and the 31" December Women' s

Movement to political awareness creation and realization among women among

others. The authors admit that the influence of the latter predominates that of the

former. The increase in number of women politicians in the country in the 1981-

92 period is indirectly attributed to the 31" December Women's Movement. As

academics in development studies, the authors could not have gone beyond the

issues discussed and mentioned personalities. This is one difference their work

would have with the work undertaken by this researcher.

15



In African Women In towns: An aspect of Africa's Social Revolution,

Kermeth Little gives a little description of the role of Ghanaian women in politics.

He writes: "Their [women's] distinctive place in Ghanaian politics, too, involved

a tie between the women's section and the party structure with horizontal links at

the branch or constituency level. Thus as explicitly laid down by the CPP

constitution each party branch shall have a Women's section to cater for the

special interest of women, but the Women's Section shall be part and parcel of the

Branch". This quotation gives an idea of the political organization of women in

the First Republic of Ghana. The author does not, however, go into the specifics

in terms of the names of the women who made it to government and some of the

issues they dealt with. The work does not also mention for example whether the

women spoke about affirmative action, tackled certain misconceptions about

women, etc. The personal impressions of these women whether singularly or

collectively were also not treated.

Amadou-Mahtar M'Bow in a contributory article to Women From Witch-

hunt to Politics pays tribute to the fight women have put up and the suffering they

have undergone in the fight for freedom and the dignity of humanity. He

describes them as "great yet unassuming figures who have waged a heroic

struggle against injustice and tyranny". This is true of women when the scope is

narrowed to the specific case of Ghana. What the author does not include in his

write-up is the specific women who played those roles. The author does not write

16
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about trailblazers in the post-independence life of these nations. The specific case

of Ghana also does not receive mention.

Deborah Pellow could not have given a better survey of the situation of

women in the social system in Women In Accra: Options for Autonomy. She had

this to say "Habitually dominated by men, and excluded from high-level

participation in the social system, women are usually thought to be, and indeed

often believe themselves to be, inferior to men... and the men and women of the

societies studied have offered us little information on the women's realm. Thus

the role of women has been accorded little consequence". What the author failed

to see was that within the same Accra there were women like Sophia Oboshie

Doku, Mabel Dove-Danquah and Hannah Cudjoe among others who had

overcome this habitual domination and the inferiority complex that went with it.

Takyiwaah Manuh in an article in Kwame Arhin (ed) The Life And Work

of Kwame Nkrumah traces the role played by women in the era of Kwame

Nkrumah. She begins with a sketchy overview of women in Ghanaian society

and continues with their role in the anti-colonial struggle through the post-

independence nation to their role in African Unity. Mention is also made of the

National Council of Ghanaian Women. Takyiwaah Manuh's article is a brief

survey. It, therefore, could not be exhaustive even in respect 0 f that era she writes

about. Nothing at all is said about the post-Nkrumah era. This research intends to

attempt to do that.

17
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Theresa Larteley Lartey has written an undergraduate dissertation entitled

"Women in Ghanaian politics [1951-1990)" to the Department of History.

University of Ghana, Legon. The main text of this work is a profile of three

distinguished Ghanaians:Susanna AI-Hassan Joyce Aryee and Esi Sutherland

Addy. The work is a biographical sketch and speaks briefly about the

involvement of the three personalities in the government of the Provisional

National Defence Council.Additionally, it gives an idea of the contribution of

Susanna AI-Hassan to the government of President Nkrumah. It does not attempt

to treat the subject in its entirety as this work does.

Beatrix Allah-Mensah has written a book entitled Women in Politics and

Public life in Ghana. The core of this work deals with women and the political

process in Ghana, women in public offices and institutions and women in the

public bureaucracy. It treats the 1992-2004 period. There is also a chapter

dedicated to the use of education as a tool for enhancing the participation of

women in politics and public offices.

In the introduction, one finds a historical synopsis of the involvement of

women in politics and public life. The treatment here is the 1956-1992 period.

This, however, includes a contentious statement like ..... there is no record of any

woman taking up or being offered any political position in any of the military

regimes except the Provisional National Defence Council regime".This

statement,as would be seen in this work. is incorrect
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The work of Allah-Mensah also pays little attention to the women's mass

movement which, of course, was critical in the awakening of the political

consciousness of women.

Essentially, this work is not historical. It is a work of political science

aimed at making a quantitative survey of the participation of women in politics

and public life in Ghana under the Fourth Republican dispensation.

ORGANIZATION OF WORK

The work has been organized broadly into the various broad themes that

the political history of Ghana cuts itself into.

Chapter One takes a look at the position of Ghanaian Women in politics in

the pre-independence era.

Chapter Two attempts an appraisal of women's mass movements.

Chapter Three discusses women's involvement in parliamentary government.

Chapter Four is devoted to women's involvement in military governments.

Like all other academic researches. this work has an introduction. a

conclusion and an abstract.
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SHORTCOMING

This work has been done with a reliance on primary sources. This is

because apart from the paucity of relevant secondary material necessitating this

reliance, the researcher included in his investigation the general milieux in which

the women operated .A great number of the targeted personalities are dead. It

has, therefore, been difficult to know al1 these.

Unwillingness of people to give information has been another problem.

The ever-present desire to protect reputations expectedly pushed people to hide

certain pieces of information that may not necessarily be destructive.

The problem of insufficient funds for the project also had an effect on the

gathering and cross-checking of information.

METHODOLOGY

The simple method of description. interpretation and analysis has been

used in this research work. The work was done using the qualitative method of

historical research writing.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

As has been said already, women constitute more than half the population

of Ghana and so this makes intel1ectual activity half fulfil1ed if their activities are
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" UIlCIeI'-RlIlllII'Ched. Oneof the objectives of this research has been to attempt to fill

lhe vacuum that is desperately yawning to be filled.

Another objective of this research has been to chronicle. interpret and

analyse the activities of the women who have made a contribution to politics in

Gbaoa. This process has revealed their contribution to government policy and

their role in certain projects among others.

This essay being a near-pioneer has also aimed at being the springboard of

extensive and more analytical researches to be conducted by historians into the

activities ofGhanaian women in government.

Moreover, this work has made an attempt to investigate whether there has

been a regression or a progression as far as the involvement of Ghanaian women

in politics is concerned.

SOURCES

A lot of the material has been primary source based. Archival materials

were expected to be relied on. Enquiries at the Public Records and Archives

Administration Department in Accra. however. showed the inadequacy of this

source. Interviews were also conducted. A semi-structured interview was

formatted and appointments booked with the appropriate interviewee. The

interviewees, where appropriate. included the women whom the research
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encompassed. This undoubtedly stresses the usefulness to which oral history was

put

Secondary sources were altogether not sidestepped; their paucity and

shortcoming notwithstanding. Published newspaper articles were heavily

consulted and treated like any ordinary source. The national gazette and the

Hansard were also useful sources of historical information to the researcher.

Libraries were used. The underlisted proved to be very important:

(i) Ghana Library Board, Accra

(ii) George Padmore Research Library on African Affairs

(iii) University of Cape Coast Library

(iv) Ashanti Library, Kumasi

(v) Balme Library, University of Ghana, Legon

(vi) Institute of African Studies Library. Legon

(vii) Department of History, University of Cape Coast.
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CHAPTER ONE

AN OVERVIEW OFTHE POLITICAL POSITION OF WOMEN PRIOR

TO INDEPENDENCE

This survey would start with a brief description of the ethnographic and

anthropological state of Ghana. A look would be taken at some of the women

who within the traditional political establishment made impact on their people

either as kings or queens. The ethnic groups in Ghana being either distinctively

matrilineal or patrilineal, this discussion would place women in perspective in

each case. Another aspect of the history of women in politics that would be

looked at, and in detail, is the contribution of women to the independence

struggle. This would be looked at in detail because of how vital this contribution

was to the struggle. Secondly, it was this contribution that was to convince Dr.

Kwame Nkrumah that women were capable of being able to help the men of

Ghana to advance the socialist cause of progress and prosperity lor the country.

In writing about the political activities of Ghanaian women. it is expedient

to discuss briefly Ghana and her people. This is to help erase some of the baffling

ignorance occasionally exhibited both by African and non-African scholars. Two

aspects of the Ghanaian people that appeal for discussion are ethnography and

anthropology.

The following are the ethnic groups in Ghana, Ewe, Ga. Gurma, the

Grusi, Mole-Dagbani, Ahanta, Guan, Krobo, Ada, Akpafu, Lolobi, Likpe.
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Nkonya. Avatime, Logba, Taft, Santrokof and the largest ethnic I!-fllllp, the Aknn.

Altogether forty-nine languages are spoken in the country, This shows the exteIII

of ethno-Iinguistic diversity in this small country. Another diversity, a hit less

pervasive than language. is thaI of customs lind traditions including inheritance

laws and principles of political panicipution. It would, therefore, bc incorrect I"

make an absolute statement about the country in respcc "I' truditionnl principlcx

of inheritance and political purticipntion.

More relevunt 10 this work is the different roles plny,'d by women within

the different ethnic settings, Here, u broud dkholl'my could he made between

patrilineal Ghana on one hund lind mutriliucul Uh'llHl ,1I1 the other. Within the

latter, women could rise to promiucnt polilknl positionx ns queens nnd III rurc

cases chiefs, In the former, such politknl pre-eminence is Ilnlll'l\I'd or or rnrc III

say the least, This is the first background nl,willst which till' nl'li\ities llr (ih:lIlni'lIl

women in politics und government should be understood.

In understanding thut, '111,' would also luivc tll have .u the buck "I' unc «

mind that in the pre-independence era, ns now, till' rl'1ntionshil' h,'t\\'<'l'n women

and politics or the role of women in polities hus been hascd <1I1 till' nuturc or the

societies themselves und the changes those societies have undergone. This also

means that the position of women should ns much as I"""ihle he al'l'raisl'd within

the context of the socio-political Irumcwork or Ihose societies.
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An overview of the political situation in pre-independent Ghana shows

important roles played by women in the states that existed independently of one

another before the development of the country into what systematically became

the Gold Coast Protectorate, colony and then the new nation Ghana.

As has already been mentioned, in the Akan (Twi) or matrilineal system,

women could rise to political pre-eminence. It has to be mentioned, however, that

this rise was inherited rather than earned. The queen-mother appeared more or

less, to be the highest political office holder (a status that was in most cases overly

ceremonial) and was seen as the mother of the chief. More often, she was his

sister but the title, "ohernmaa" (female monarch) was usually translated queen-

mother. As part of the responsibilities of the queen-mother. she was expected to

advise the chief about the way to conduct himself. According to K. A. Busia "she

may scold and reprove him in a way none of his councillors can. When a chiefs

stool becomes vacant it is from the queen-mother that the elders ask for a man to

fill the vacant stool. As the mother of the members of the royal lineage she is

regarded as the authority on the kinship relations of the lineage... "I Again he

writes, "Queen-mothers have their own stools, on which they pour libations and

offer food and sheep on an "Adae"... The queen-mother was a member of the

chiefs court, and was given her share of court fines and fees,,2 The description

given by Dr. Busia could be described as the constitutional and legal basis of the
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queen-mother's power. It was this power which invariably further gave her the

authority to nominate a chief to succeed to a vacant stool.

The position of queen-mother appears to be as old as the institution of

chieftaincy itself. This notwithstanding. a glance through history reveals only a

handful of trailblazers whose names indelibly remain in the hall of fame of

Ghana's traditional political history.

These queen-mothers owed their power to the matrilineal system of

property inheritance and political succession. It is therefore not surprising that

most of the most important women traditional political leaders have been from the

Akan areas of Ghana.

Among the Akyem, the queen-mother Dokuaa who later ruled for several

years as the Okyenhene [Akyem King] is the most important woman in traditional

politics prior to the nation becoming independent in 1957. The Okyenhene

Dokuaa, as she became popularly known. became Okyenhene in 1817 when there

was no male royal of age to succeed to the throne. She became an important

woman in the politics of Akyem Abuakwa in particular and the Gold Coast in

general. She, for example. was one of the important GoId Coast rulers whom the

British and the Danes approached when Governor MacCarthy decided to have a

full-scale war with Asante', She travelled to Accra in 1823 to formally side with

the British and the Danes against Asante." One has to be reminded that Asante at

this time was the most powerful nation in what is now Ghana and therefore
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needed a king with a heart full of courage to dare her. Asante's military prowess

and multiple victories did not deter Okyenhene Dokuaa. With the collaboration

ofOkuapemhene Addo Dankwa, Dokuaa mobilized an army that in 1824 defeated

the great Asante army.'

Kofi Affrifah cites a few instances of Okyenhene Dokuaa's role in the

politics of Akyem Abuakwa and the Gold Coast. He writes "Reindorf recalls that

in the 1820s when the Kotoku arrived in Abuakwa, Okyenhene Dokuaa asked

them to choose any of the following towns for settlement: Gyadarn. Adasewase,

Muoso, Mampong, Odubi and Asafo; the Kotoku selected Gyadam as their

capital"," The Kotoku migration into Akyem Abuakwa was a spill-over from the

numerous Asante wars with the Akyem. Affrifah's citation suggests the power

that she might have wielded.Again. like the collaboration with the Danes, British

and Akuapem against the Asante, Okyenhene Dokuaa's action of providing

refuge to the Kotoku is indicative of the tenacity of her courageous character. Her

action also implicitly meant that the powerful Asante empire was not an ally

whose friendship she needed to court. Neither was she fearful of the

consequences of outwardly behaving in a way that meant resentment towards

Asante.

The Kotoku were not the only anti-Asante elements Okyenhene Dokuaa

accepted into her fold. She also accepted the Dwaben (Anglicised and popularly

accepted as Juaben). Again, Affrifah writes "v.. since the creation of the Asante
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confederation (or Union) in the second half of the seventeenth century. there had

always been a muted rivalry between the states of Kumasi and Juaben. The

rivalry resurfaced and intensified after the defeat of Asante in the Akatamansu

War of 1926, and finally developed into an open war between the two states in

June-July 1832. Kumasi forces invaded and defeated the Juaben. The latter. led

by their chief. Kwasi Beaten, his brother Kofi Beaten. and their mother Oseiwa.

and Oseiwa's sister. Afrakoma L who was then the Juabenhema (Juaben queen

mother), fled to Eastern Akyem to seek asylum with Okyenhene Dokuaa....

Okyenhene Dokuaa cordially welcomed them. hosted the Juaben royal family at

Kyebi for sometime before she allowed them to go and settle at Saman near

Osino.,,7

One can say that Okyenhene Dokuaa played the role of a provider of refuge for

people who were tleeing the advancing Asante forces. The refuge provided to

the Kotoku and the Juaben portrays this assertion.

The period of Okyenhene Dokuaa' s reign coincided with the peak of

Asante expansionism. This period became virtually synonymous with wars of

territorial aggrandisement. The British too were gradually entrenching their

political authority on the coast and had ambitions of making incursions into

Asante. Such was the milieu in which she found herself. Unlike many women.

she was not cowed into submissiveness by these incessant wars. Neither was she

overwhelmed by Asantes might and their catalogue ofbattletield victories.
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Indeed, Okyenhene Dokuaa showed that what the men could do at the

time, the women could also do and sometimes even do it better. In fact to say she

was a daring leader is an understatement. She was an able and excellent one.

When the elder of her twin sons, Atta Panyin. came of age she abdicated in favour

of him in 1842. Till her death in 1856, however, she continued to be the queen

mother.

Yaa Asantewaa was famous for her role in the Asante resistance to British

imperialism which reached its climax with the resistance of 1900. The British felt

the need to consolidate their position after they annexed Asante and brought it

under their administration. To do this they decided to depose some of the anti

British chiefly elements in Asante and replace them with people who, though not

traditionally qualified, would be at the beck and call of the British colonial

adrninistration''. Again, the imposition of a tax of four shillings per head was a

factor in the uprising. This was a war indemnity that was levied against Asante in

1897 after their defeat at the hands of the British 9 In the words of M'Baye

Gueye and A. Adu Boahen " ... the last straw that precipitated action was the

demand of the British governor, Arnold Hodgson, for the Golden Stool to be sent

to him so that he could sit on it. The Golden Stool was the most sacred object of

the Asante, which they considered as the embodiment of the soul and a symbol of

their survival as a nation. That demand, therefore could not but touch off an
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instantaneous rebellion of nearly all the principal states under the leadership of the

Queen of Edweso, Nana Yaa Asantewaa,,1(1

Yaa Asantewaa felt the need to preserve the integrity of Asanteman by

resisting at all costs any gestures that impinged on the sanctity and sovereignty of

the state. Her feminine bravery is said to be without precedent in Asanteman.

Describing the events culminating in the armed confrontation. Adu

Boahen writes that it was the efforts of the Asantehene Nana Bonsu and Kwaku

Dua III or Agyeman Prempe I to recapture for Asante her former glory that

remotely led to the confrontation. He writes .... once the British were really

convinced of the revival of Asante power and the possibility of the occupation of

Asante and Northern Ghana by the French or Germans. they decided to bring

Asante under British control. either by persuasion or force. In February 1894 they

offered to give the Asantehene and his chiefs liberal stipends should they agree to

accept a British Resident at Kumasi. When this and subsequent appeals made

through their Fante Travel Commissioner. Vroom. had failed. the British decided

to use force ....On the very flimsy excuse that the Asantehene had failed to pay the

indemnity imposed on Asante as far back as 1874. the British arrested Prempe I.

his mother. Yaa Akyaa the Asantehemaa and most of the leading divisional and

wing chiefs of Asante and exiled them to Sierra Leone. The Asante did not

recover from the shock that they received on the arrest of their king until some
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years later. They eventually broke into rebellion in 1900 led by the famous

Queen ofEdweso... "1 L

The Governor and his forces were attacked by the Asante war party under

the leadership of Yaa Asantewaa. This compelled the Governor to seek refuge

together with his forces in the fort at Kumasi. Yaa Asantewaa and her forces

attaeIced the fort but the Governor and his men managed to escape from the fort.

The Asante fought several battles w'ith the British in the same war lasting from

April through November. The Bristish overcame the Asante scare and defeated

them. Together with the other Asante generals who had helped to prosecute the

war, Yaa Asantewaa was arrested and sent to exile in the Seychelles Island ' 2

The resistance campaign for which Yaa Asantewaa became famous could

be traced to the factors that have been so widely known and accepted. that is.

growing European and for that matter British imperialism. In the second half of

the nineteenth century. the extent of colonies possessed by a nation was one of the

crucial yardsticks of importance and prestige. For mainly commercial. industrial.

strategic and nationalistic considerations during the last three decades of the

nineteenth century. the European nations pushed further into the inland of Africa

from the coast where they were engaging in their activities previously.

An interesting point worth noting is that Nana Yaa Asantewaa was not a

member of the maimstream Oyoko royal family which is obliged to present a king

and queen to the Asanteman monarchy. As a result she was not and could never
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have been an Asantehemaa (Queen). This fact is mostly lost on people especially

when one looks at how tall she stands in the military history of Asante. Her status

appears to have towered above all known queens of Asante.Edweso. where Nana

Yaa Asantewaa was queen was not one of the principal states of the Asante

Union. Though it was important to the union. its chief and queen-mother were

not a part of the Asante Kotoko which is a replica of a modern government's

cabinet.

A lot has been researched on Yaa Asantewaa Of all the lot. very little is

known about the administrative and intellectual capabilities of Yaa Asantewaa,

All what has been studied about her is her courage. tenacity of purpose and

determination which made all the difference in demonstrating to the British that

they could not get off lightly as far as subjugating Asante was continually made

an integral part of colonial governmental policy. The lack of knowledge about

her administrative and intellectual capabilities. notwithstanding. her due place in

Asante and for that matter Ghanaian history cannot be taken away from her. It is

in recognition of this that a girls' secondary school has been established and

named in Kumasi in her memory. A museum has also been named after her in her

hometown of Ejisu.

Among the other sub-groups (tribes) within the Akan ethnic set up. wry

little is known about queen mothers of the stature of Okyenhene Ookuaa and

Nana Yaa Asantewaa of Akyem and Asante respectively. Traditions told orally.
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however, do not take from the women in those sub-groups (tribes) such as the

Nzema, Sehwi, Fante, Kwabu, Ahanta, Bono and Ahafo just to mention a few the

contributions that have been made by them in the various wars fought in the pre

colonial and colonial era. The various forms of support given by women such as

the provision of food, water and care-taking at home during the period of the

execution ofwars cannot be ignored if the situation is being objectively appraised.

These women certainly did not occupy positions at the forefront of traditional

political leadership. If it is true that the dictum "history is about great men.

Without great men there would be no history" is unnecessarily aristocratic and

incorrect then the little contributions made by these women have to be gathered

en masse and studied on its own merit.

The constitutional guarantee of the place in traditional politics of these

Akan queen-mothers who have not been epoch-makers in traditional politics has

and still remains untampered with. Busias description of the constitutional and

legal source of the power of Akan queen-mothers that has been already cited

holds true for these women as well. They also nominate chiefs and reprimand

them. They are more or less the de jure heads of the Akan traditional political

institution.

In patrilineal Ghana, the story of the role of queen-mothers in politics

prior to the nation's independence paints a picture different from that of

AkanIand. In the Ewe speaking parts of the country for example, there was no
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position like queen or queen mother in the period prior to independence. D. E. K.

Arnenumey describing the political organization of the Ewes in A Handbook of

Eweland Vol. I subtitled "The Ewes of Southeastern Ghana" says the political

system adopted was chieftaincy. He describes the kind of chieftaincy that was

developed as "a constitutional head"l] . He goes on to say that "The powers of the

chiefs were effectively limited by the existence of councils of Elders which they

had to consult on every important matter. A chief could be destooled if he

violated certain traditions. Successive grades of chiefs ranging from the lineage

head, the ward chief, sub chief to paramount chief conducted the administration of

each state. The post of chief was hereditary ... All the lineages and clans are

patrilineal and though chieftaincy is hereditary. yet within the particular lineage or

clan it is elective,,14 In this citation. mention is made of the various classes of

chiefs and the methods of succession which are patrilineal. Amenurney does not

make mention of queens either as constituting a political institution of their own

or being peers or auxiliaries of chiefs in Eweland. Also. in the very important

sub-institution of the council of Elders. which purposely acts as a bulwark against

dictatorship and authoritarian leadership. there is no clue as to whether women

were allowed membership. One can say with a good degree of assumed

correctness that as far as political power in Eweland was concerned, women were

effectively cut off from the exercise of it. The changes that came after

independence and which resulted in the creation of queens and queen-mothers
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known as ''mamaga'' in Eweland could be attributed to the new realization after

independence that women, even in a patrilineal system, could be organized and

recognized by giving them political titles. This saw the beginning of the

subculture of queenship in Eweland.

Another area of patrilineal Ghana is northern Ghana. For the sake of

simplicity, the expression northern Ghana as used here refers to that whole mass

of land north of present day Brong Ahafo region and which stretches northwards

to the border with Burkina Faso. These are the Northern, Upper East and Upper

West regions of present day Ghana. Like Eweland, northern Ghana prior to

independence had no women in traditional central government. The chieftaincy

system in parts of northern Ghana like Dagbon, Mamprusi and Gonja just to

mention a few, patrilineal as it is gives opportunity only to males to succeed to the

various "skins". Outside the realm of social and economic life. women in

northern Ghana were constitutionally rendered dormant. It was unthinkable for a

woman to assume any of the kingship titles such as Ya Na among the Dagombas,

Naaba among the Kusasi and Nayiri among the Mamprusi for example. Northern

Ghana has been consistent in its outlook as a patriarchal society. This is because

even in the era after independence when the political set up of Eweland allowed

flexibility culminating in the institution of "mamagas" or queen-mothers, that part

of the country remained practically irresponsive to the new wind of change that

blew across the country. No effort was made to institute queenly titles or place
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women within the mainstream of traditional administration. Women were

consistently thought of and treated as beings who should be essentially apolitical.

Their perception of women in this light cannot be regarded as a setback to

development. It has been argued that probably it is due to the way the people had

been socialized over the years to accept sexual division of domestic chores and

politics. It was therefore regarded as against the normal Ilow of socio-political

development when in the years following independence. the first woman minister

of state in the government of the new nation turned out to be a native of this part

of the country.

The last section of patrilineal Ghana is Ga-Adangbeland. The identiliable

sub-groups within this ethnic group are the Ga. Krobo, Ada and Shai or Adangbe.

Women have generally played a very important direct part in the political history

of this ethnic group. In all the other patrilineal ethnic groups and sub-groups

mentioned. women have been treated and recognized as being essentially outside

of the political framework. That is generally true or the Ga-Adangbc as well.

Most of the traditions about them say little about women being seen on the

political scene. A notable exception is a queen of Ga and Awutu known as Dede

Akai (Awutu and Ga used to have a common political leadership in the past).

Dede Akai was believed to have sidestepped the patrilineal convention and

acceded to the throne as a monarch. The exact date or her reign is not known but

it is believed to have been before the nineteenth century. Because her accession
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was against convention, she felt insecure and in a bid to entrench herself issued a

number of decrees to the people. Some of these decrees portrayed her to the

people as a very wicked woman. She, for instance, was said to have decreed that

all old men in Ga and Awutu should be killed. It was believed that she took this

decision in a bid to rid her monarchy of people who might offer counsel to people

especially to those who disagreed with her. One of the clans known as

Kpakpatsswe did not kill their old man and hid him at a place where they

occasionally went to listen to his advice and direction. Dede Akai then gave the

people such a difficult assignment that the people did not know how to tackle it.

The hidden old man advised them to ask her for a demonstration of the task which

she failed. She was amazed at their request but was soon to realize that it was the

hidden old man who was the originator of that request. This was believed to have

impacted so much on her that she recognized the indispensability of elderly

counsel. This culminated in her instituting what became known as "Akwashon"

that is Council of Elders in Galand. Because the hidden old man was from

Kpakpatsswe, the leader of the Akwashon was and is always taken from that clan.

The six other clans also nominated a man each to serve on the Akwasnon."

Dede Akai was said to have met her untimely death when she gave one of

her usual callous assignments. This time she told the people to dig a very deep

pit. The people did it and at a point plotted to kill her. They asked her to come

and inspect it and when she did, they pushed her into the pit and buried her
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alive.16 That was the end of the political leadership of Dede Akai about whom so

much is said as far as cruel leadership is concerned.

It is striking that the only woman with whom traditional leadership is

associated prior to independence in Galand epitomises wickedness. This is very

much unlike Dokuaa of Akyem and Yaa Asantewaa of Asante about whom so

much is said in terms of bravery and ardour.

Yaa Asantewaa closed the chapter on epoch-making women traditional

leaders in the period before independence. After her arrest in 190I traditional

women leaders seemed to have effectively gone into oblivion. It would be unfair

to ignore the fact that the annexation of Asante following the suppression of the

Yaa Asantewaa -led resistance dealt an everlasting blow to indigenous resistance

to colonialism. The big chiefdoms all became vulnerable to British imperialism

and appeared to be physically and psychologically incapacitated.

After the Second World War, the political landscape of most colonial

territories began to change. A number of reasons explain this change. After the

war, the colonial powers became physically and psychologically weak. This left

them with little physical and psychological strength to resist any strong demands

by the colonial territories'". The formal pronouncement of the principles of the

Atlantic Charter which included self-government for all subject peoples and their

right to choose the form of government suitable to them imbued in the colonies

the ideals of freedom and social justice on a scale that was clearly unprecedented.
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Another reason for the change was the people's insatiable demands for economic

and social changes. The combination of all these culminated in the formation in

Ghana in 1947 of the United Gold Coast Convention (U.G.c.c.) and the

breakaway in 1949 of the Convention Peoples Party (C.P.P.) 18. This situation set

the tone for political mass mobilization on all fronts. The CPP, as it turned out,

was the more successful of the two in its mobilization efforts. It appealed to the

general mass of the population better than the VGee which was adjudged elitist

in outlook and appeared comparatively uncreative in organization. The CPP

consequently became the party that won independence for the country.

The post-World War II political economy with its import licensing

discrimination and quota administration acted to produce simmering tension both

in the rural and urban areas. The situation was that commercial activities came to

be controlled not by Ghanaians but by foreigners 19 Like their male counterparts.

women became disgruntled with the situation. According to Adu Boahen

"Another practice which antagonized the petty traders. and the Makola market

women in particular, was the introduction of conditional sales by which they were

forced by the European and Syrian firms to buy some goods they did not want

before being given those that they really needed. Irritation continued to grow

until it finally exploded in the form of the boycotting and looting of imported

goods in February 1948,,20 With this state of dissatisfaction therefore. one would

expect that any mass movement that springs up and expresses the desire to
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address the issue would attract women to its fold. This was exactly what the

voce and the CPP tried to exploit.

The CPP benefited from the moral as well as material support of women

more than did the VOCC. The elitist nature of the VOCC viewed against the high

rate of illiteracy especially among women. as it were, ostracized women. The

outwardly classless nature of the CPP on the other hand became its trump card

which it utilized effectively. The truth is that Dr. Nkrumah, the major architect

behind the formation of the CPP, realized that if the fight for independence was to

be successful, it had to have mass support especially the support of women.

Consequently each branch of the CPP was to have a section that was solely

responsible for organizing and convincing women to share in the ideas of the

party. A contemporary author's brief description or the organization or women in

the CPP is worth quoting "Their Iwomen' sI distinctive place in Ghanaian politics.

too, involved a tie between the women's section and the party structure with

horizontal links at the Branch or constituency level. Thus, as explicitly laid down

by the CPP constitution. 'each party branch shall have a Women's Section to cater

for the special interest of women, but the Women's Section shall be part and

parcel of the Branch. There shall be only one Executive Committee for each

Branch including the Women Section. The same applies to the Ward and

Constituencies" 21. The idea of a women's section within the broader spectrum of

the general body of the CPP could be interpreted to be rel1ective of Nkrumahs
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belief that "the degree of a country's revolutionary awareness may be measured

by the political maturity of its women" 22 This belief invariably pushed him into,

as it were, emphasizing the primacy of women in the struggle. One would

definitely say that his efforts at mobilizing women was to ensure the success of

the revolution. The organisational resourcefulness, enthusiasm and capacity for

sacrifice ofa lot of women at the time of the struggle. came in handy. Few names

have been identified and accorded recognition albeit small. These are the women

that were so energetic and enthusiastic and had the opportunity of interacting with

Dr. Nkrumah. The mass of the women. however. who were poor, illiterate and

uninfluential and yet provided the physical and emotional impetus to the struggle

have over the years gone without notice and acknowledgement. Nkrurnah,

however, made a brief but fantastic and bold admission when he wrote "much of

the success of the CPP has been due to the efforts of women members. From the

very beginning women have been the chief field organizers. They have travelled

through innumerable towns and villages in the role of propaganda secretaries and

have been responsible for the most part in bringing about the solidarity and

cohesion of the party" 23. Some of the women engaged in the serving of water at

rallies as their contribution to the party. Some of them sponsored rallies at which

policies of the CPP were explained to the masses. Also others engaged in the

collection of monies to fund the activities of the party". According to Takyiwah

Manuh "some of the female members showed initiative and the Asikasu branch of
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the women's section, for example, organized a singing band which performed at

its rallies... The women combined a variety of methods. both traditional and

novel, to rally support for the CPP and drew heavily on the historical experience

of Ghanaian women. Thus. at a CPP rally at Dzodze, Nkrumah was received by

women in Party colours who fired guns and danced in front of the cars" 25 The

women saw prospects of good livelihood in independence. The hope of ending

colonial rule and the creation of better conditions of living were enough

incentives to the women. Promises of good drinking water. increase in the

number of schools and health facilities among others were some of the promises

that did the convincing. C.L.R. James sums up the importance of these women

and the workers to the independence revolution when he states "In the struggle for

independence one market-woman in Accra. and there were fifteen thousand of

them, were worth any dozen Achimota graduates. The graduates. the highly

educated ones, were either hostile to Nkrumah and his party or stood aside. The

social forces that made the revolution were the workers. the market women and

above all, the stratum of youth educated in primary schools who had been

subjected to the influence of British university education ..26. Indeed one market

woman and additionally one unemployed illiterate woman were worth any dozen

Achimota scholars. Their courage and their zeal made one wonder if they really

knew precisely what the struggle was about. If they knew. then the next question

one would want to ask, rhetorical as it is. is whether independence did really
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fulfill their expectation, Put differently, did the ideals of the independence

movement measure up squarely against the performance of the leaders when

nationhood was attained? The liery nature of the activism of some of these

women provokes the question just asked, At a rally in Kumnsi, one woman

activist who had adopted the name Ama Nkrumuh wus said to have slashed her

face with a razor and smeared the blood over her body ill u bid to show thllt there

was no sacrifice that she considered too great. ShL' then threw II challenge to the

men to do likewise'".

Out of the many women who were in the muss of the CPP's following

were some who were outstanding, These WOIllL'n rubbed shoulders with the men

in the newly created political environment of the struggk, Compared with some

of the men, these women were just us vucul, lcurlcxs und inllucntiul. This grnul'

of flamboyant female nntionulists had 1I\11l1l1g their number those whose writings

or intellectual enterprises acted us a catalyst to the struuglc. For instance there

were Akua Asabea Ayisi and Mabel Ellen Dovc-Dunquul). "he luucr became the

first African woman to be rnudc a Member of Purliumcut. In the words uf

Takyiwah Manuh "Women such us Mabel (Ellen) Dove D:II1L\ullh and Akuu

Asabea Ayisi worked side by side with Nkrumuh un the lvcniug NL'WS writing

articles, demanding independence and exposing themselves to the risks uucndunt

on political activity in a colonial regime,"""
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Mabel Dove Danquah who was married to Dr. J.B.Danquah between 1933

and 1941 was one of the pioneers of modern journalism and creative writing in

Africa. Born in 1905 she entered the Annie Welsh Memorial Secondary School

for girls in Freetown at the age of ten. On completion she was sent to England

where she entered the Anglican Church Convent in Bury. She then proceeded to

St. Michael's college at Hurst Pierpoint near Brighton. At St. Michael's she

amazed both students and staff with her brilliance29 She then left for Gregg

Commercial College where she took a secretarial course for four months. In 1929

she returned to Freetown and was employed as a secretary by Elder Dempster

Lines, a shipping company. In 1935 she came back to join her mother and father

in Accra and was employed by G. B. Ollivant. She left for A. G. Leventis where

she began writing to Dr. J.B. Danquah's 'Times of West Africa". J. B. Danquah

was said to have described her articles as charming and this really inspired her to

write'". She wrote about many issues particularly about men and women. and

morals and manners. When 1. B. Danquah's "Times of West Africa" collapsed,

she wrote briefly for Nnamdi Azikiwe s African Morning Post before writing for

the Daily Times of London, at that time the biggest mass-circulation paper on the

West Coast. By this time, her marriage to Dr. Danquah had ended. The writings of

Mabel Dove Danquah shifted from the morals and manners subject to the writing

of short stories for relaxation. She did this briefly before joining the staff of the

"Accra Evening News" in 1950. It was here that she worked with Akua Asabea
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Ayisi. She had to keep a low profile when many of her compatriots were arrested

after the declaration of Positive Action" .

Mabel Dove Danquah's articles and the editorial support she provided at

the "Evening News" are worthy of special mention. Inasmuch as revolutions such

as the independence struggle, as a matter of necessity, need an intellectual pulpit

on which to send out the ideologies and philosophical statements, Mabel Dove

Danquah must be commended for having contributed in this direction.

In 1951 she paid a visit to her aunt in Freetown. Sierra Leone. There she

joined Constance Cummings - John (nee Horton) ... to work out a strategy to

protest against the rising cost of living. The two women went to the market-place,

ringing a large hand-bell. When the crowd gathered. they exhorted the women to

a mass protest. The 20,000 women with banners, led by thersic) Mabel and

Constance, marched through the streets of Freetown, ending it all by presenting a

petition to the Governor" n The protest yielded very positive results in the form

of reduction in the prices of goods such as rice and other staple diets. The Sierra

Leone Women's Movement which became renowned as a vibrant pressure group

for many years owed its genesis to this Mabel and Constance - led mass protest.".

When Mabel Dove Danquah returned to the Gold Coast some time later,

she used her experience as a women's organizer in the CPP and contributed

greatly to the party's political activities. She stood as a candidate in the election

to the national Assembly [Parliament] that were held in June 1954 and she won
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beating Nii Amaa Ollenu who polled 417 votes and Imoru Mobalaji Peregrino 

Braimah who polled 226 votes as against her 3331 votes". Clearly. she had not

only won an election but had triumphed over the gender stereotype that it was

men that should be elected as representatives in parliament.

Kwame Nkrumah was very happy with the election of Mabel Dove and

was reported as saying "To my country women I say a special word. The election

of your first woman member of the Legislative Assembly fills me with hope for

your achievement. I trust that you will take an ever increasing interest in the

conduct of our affairs" 3S

But for her phenomenal achievement of being the first African woman to

be a Member of Parliament. Mabel Dove would be remembered largely for her

influence as a writer. In fact she spent more of her life as a career writer than as a

political activist or politician. The first time one hears of her in active national

politics is when she returned from Freetown in 1951. Her rise, however. was

swift because three years later, that is in June 1954. she had gained the confidence

of the CPP resulting in her nomination for the seat of the Ga Rural Electoral

District which provided her with the opportunity to become the first African

woman to be elected Member of Parliament. She. however. could not gain re

election in 195636
.

Another first that Mabel Dove chalked was the opportunity she provided

(which was novel) for the other Members of Parliament who were all males to be
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conscious of women's issues and view them as being within the social, economic

and political framework of the society, and not outside of it. "As the only woman

in the Legislative Assembly, she often spoke on the need for education, social

welfare and legislation to improve the condition of women and to protect

womanhood. Her advocacy of women's cause succeeded in making the

Assembly conscious of women's problems" 37.

Another political activist in the pre-independence period who was

undoubtedly a stalwart was Sophia Oboshie Doku. Born in January 1915, Sophia

Doku started school at Pakro near Nsawan before going to the Koforidua Royal

School where she obtained her Standard Seven Certificate. In 1929 she entered

the Krobo Girls School before entering the Aburi Teachers' Training College to

train as a teacher three years later. After her training she joined the Social

Welfare and Community Development Department in Accra. It was at this very

time that Kojo Thompson established the Mambi Party. Sophia Doku joined this

party and became one of its leading organizers". When the VGCC was formed in

1947, she joined it and together with Paul Tagoe and J. K. Tamakloe became the

first executive members of the Accra Branch. When later in 1949 Nkrumah broke

away from the VGCC to form the CPP, her deep-seated conviction in Nkrumah

and his qualities as a dedicated leader of sacrifice made her decide to work

alongside him. She left her job and became a clerk at the CPP office. working
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without pay. Later she became one of the CPP women activists who took active.

part in campaigning for Positive Action" 3".

With the declaration of Positive Action followed the arrests of the leaders

of the CPP. Rallies had to be organized throughout the country by Sophia Doku

and her colleague women organizers notable among them being Akua Asabea

Ayisi, Hannah Cudjoe and Arduah Ankrah. The leadership qualities of Sophia

Doku increased with the momentum of the struggle for independence which

appeared to intensify day after day. She together with Leticia Quaye, Hannah

Cudjoe and Adwoa Nyabanyewan (also known as Ama Nkrumah) were appointed

as Propaganda Secretaries of the CPP in 1951. In that position. she worked

closely with Dr. Nkrumah. Kojo Botsio and Komia Agbeli Gbedemah in the

struggles that eventually led to independence in 19574
" .

Sophia Doku's political activism and the enthusiasm she demonstrated

showed itself right from the beginning with her involvement in the Mambii Party.

When the UGCC was founded and appeared to be more purposeful in its

independence agenda. she lent it her organisational skills. Again when the CPP

was established and it appeared better focused and more visionary to achieve

independence for the country. she joined it and committed herself to its

organization. A look at Sophia Doku's involvement in these three parties shows a

consistent and unwavering commitment to the independence cause; a commitment

that ascended in pitch as the struggle gathered momentum. Patriotism was the
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driving force behind her energy and she continued with this sense of patriotism

after the country attained independence. Her close association with Dr. Nkrumah

was one advantage that provided her with the opportunity to serve the country as

would be seen in her activities and contribution to the government of the First

Republic.

Hannah Esi Badu Cudjoe was the main organizer of the first ever political

party demonstration by women in the country. This was after the 281h February

1949 Christiansborg crossroad shouting incident. The events leading to that tragic

incident that claimed the lives of three ex-service men are well-known and

popularly documented elsewhere and would therefore not receive explanation

here. However, it would be mentioned here that it was part of the catalogue of

events that acted as a catalyst to incite Ghanaians against the last phase of

colonialism. She was born at Tarkwa in 1918. She was educated at the Busua

Methodist School and later at Sekondi all in the Western region of Ghana. She

trained as a seamstress when she completed Standard Seven. After the failure of a

marriage to J. C. Cudjoe, she went to stay with her brother, E.K. Dadson who was

an activist of the Tarkwa branch of the UGCc. She was said to be running

political errands for her brother even though she personally believed that politics

was the preserve of men41.

Hannah Cudjoe had this to say about how she entered into politics "I was a

seamstress in Tarkwa with my brother E. K. Dadson who was a leading figure in
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the Tarkwa branch of the VOCC ...., we received a charming gentleman who was

introduced to me by my brother as Kwame Nkrumah to address various meetings

of the local VGCC branch in town. In the evenings a number of people came to

hold meetings in my uncle's house. One day, as they came back and I was

serving Nkrumah, he asked me why I have not been attending the voce

meetings in town. I was amazed by his question and I honestly told him I thought

politics was only men's business. For the next twenty or so minutes, Kwame

Nkrumah explained to me all they were doing and the importance for everybody.

especially women, to get involved. By the time Nkrumah left us back to Accra,

my interest was aroused in politics. 42,·

Hannah Cudjoe did not enter into politics as an also-ran or merely to make

up the numbers. She really was set and meant to make an impact. As she herself

said, she took to explaining issues to her colleagues at work. She used to speak in

trains whenever she was travelling about the need for people from all walks of life

to join in the fight for self-government.

When the declaration of Positive Action resulted in the arrest of leading

members of the independence movement known as the Big Six. she led a group of

women to raise money for their defence. This was against an order that there was

not to be any public meeting. She mobilized hundreds of people to sign a petition

calling for their release. She was at the same time mobilizing women for the first

ever Gold Coast women political demonstration for which so much credit is given
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her. The boldness of the women, particularly Hannah Cudjoe is worthy of

mention here. They marched to the District Commissioner after having smeared

themselves with clay and presented their petition. Thereafter, they answered

questions from the District Commissioner
43

.

Hannah Cudjoe was said to have participated in all the meetings and

conferences of the Central Youth Organisation of the UGCC. She was the only

woman who sat among the ten men at the meeting of the CYO held at Tarkwa in

May 1949. It was at this meeting that a finn decision was taken to establish the

CPP. When as a result of this meeting the CPP was founded in June 1949 she

devoted her energy to mobilizing people. collecting money and cooking whenever

the group met44

Hannah Cudjoe was involved in all aspects of party propaganda including

the popularisation of political songs which for a long time remained hits. She was

also involved in the creation and popularisation of party slogans. When in 1951.

the CPP won the first ever general elections organized in the country, she was

appointed as one of the Propaganda Secretaries. She saw this as an additional

responsibility since it called for the organization of women into the CPP's

Women Section and the men into the Youth League. She spoke at the

inauguration of numerous branches of the CPP's Women's Section45

Hannah Cudjoe was convinced in the ideals of the independence struggle

and the inherent conviction that the fruits of the struggle would be a fair and just
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country ruled not by a team of expatriate exploiters but by its own sons. Beyond

that, she was convinced of the unique place women had in the new nation and the

need to organize women to undertake social work throughout the country. These

two convictions of hers did not end with the attainment of independence. Her

failing health notwithstanding, she showed a lot of energy, selflessness and

tenacity of purpose when independence was attained and people with those

qualities were needed to build the new nation.

The story of the involvement of women in the independence struggle

would not be complete if mention is not made of Leticia Quaye and Arduah

Ankrah who like Hannah Cudjoe. Sophia Doku and Mabel Dove worked side by

side with the men to bring about independence.

It is true to say that the input of women (both the mass of traders. workers,

farmers and unemployed and the famous women like Hannah Cudjoe, Sophia

Doku, etc) to the overall realization of independence was in all respects great.

The moral support of the unidentifiable masses. the money of the women

financiers and the services rendered in the form of provision of food, serving of

water at rallies. composition of revolutionary songs and the Whipping up of

enthusiasm among a hitherto predominantly apolitical feminine population to a

significant extent accounts for the success of the Convention Peoples Party which

by 1949 had positioned itself to take advantage of all forms of exuberance and
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enthusiasm pouring out of the new wind of nationalism that was blowing all over

colonial territories.
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CHAPTER TWO

WOMEN'S MASS MOVEMENTS

This chapter looks at the history of women's involvement in mass

movements specific to the political and non-political interests of women. This

survey would attempt to look at the mass organisation of women rather than

organisation based on ethnicity, sectarianism or regionalism. Attempts would be

made to discuss the activities of organizations that were formed with the intention

of mobilizing women outside the contexts of their ethnic. regional and sectarian

affiliations. To this end, organisations with a national outlook rather than ones

based on ethnic or geographical relationships are discussed. The point is that

women's involvement in centre stage politics cannot on its own be studied if

one's interest is to write a holistic history of women's involvement in politics.

What remains a fact is that some of the women who took centre stage in politics

and contested for positions or held appointments had an inspiration from or a link

to women's political and non-political organisations.

Maria Nzorno writes that the springing lip of women's groups (political

and non - political) in Africa could be explained in terms of their frustrations at

the inactivity of governments and a desire to tackle problems about women that

governments overlook. She writes further. "Many years of societal indoctrination

and psychological conditioning have led many African women to accept the
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inferior and subordinate status accorded them thus inhibiting them from

challenging the male-dominated status quo. Indeed, some of the African women

are aware that they have the same rights and responsibilities as men in society, but

they just do not have the courage and self-confidence to exercise these rights. It

is this acquiescence built sometimes on ignorance and sometimes on lack of

assertiveness, that to a significant extent helps to perpetuate the paternalistic

attitudes African men continue to have towards their fellow women citizens."

[all emphasis mineJ.

The desire to work to ensure that women do not consign themselves to

accept the inferior and subordinate status accorded them but to help them have

courage and self-confidence and to help them overcome ignorance and lack of

assertiveness sums up the principal motives behind the formation of women's

political and non-political organisations. One fact that can, however, not be

discounted in the formation and activities of some of these political and non

political organisations is the machination of politicians who clandestinely use

some of them to achieve political aims. The result of this has been that in some

cases the real character of the organisations has been lost on the average observer.

That is to say one finds himself at a loss as to whether the organisations,

especially those that professed to be non-political. were as non-political as they

said they were. As far as those that clearly had a political outlook but appeared to

fight for women's rights are concerned, it is again difficult for one cannot say
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whether or not they were merely willing tools in the hands of the political elite.

All these factors have contributed to make the question of Ghanaian women's

involvement in political and non-political organisations one that is shrouded in

ambiguity. The only aspect that escapes this net of ambiguity is the activities of

women within the women's section of the various political parties. That aspect is

outside the scope of the present chapter, though.

Prior to 1953, the only women's organisations that were known in what is

now Ghana (that is the Colony, Ashanti, Northern Territories and Trans-Volta

Togoland) were town and village-based women's associations, church women's

organisations, market women's associations, mutual aid societies and benevolent

women's organizations, Records do not exist of any women's organisation

(political or non-political) with a national outlook. The formation of the United

Gold Coast Convention and subsequent to it the Convention Peoples' Party was

seen by women as an avenue of expressing discontent with the colonial

administration and many women joined them. This identification with the United

Gold Coast Convention and the Convention Peoples Party put on hold,

temporarily though, the necessity of establishing a women's mass organisation.

This was not the only reason. Perhaps another reason was the absence of

towering women figures around whom other women would be rallied. To a very

large extent the peculiar needs of women including their desire to attain equality

in all aspects of national life was not made an integral part of the grievances
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tabled by these political parties. Their concern was the general situation in the

country affecting the entirety of the population of which women were

automatically included. Perhaps in the opinion of these organisations. especially

those that were their leaders. it was no use singling out women issues since

women issues were also human issues.

The first women's organisation on a national scale was established in 1953.01'.

Evelyn Mansa Amarteifio, the principal brain behind that organisation. the

National Federation or Gold Coast Women. who returned from a trip abroad with

the idea became its first General Secretary.i The following quotation from her

own account of the formation of the National Federation of Gold Coast Women is

worth citing.''At one meeting I attended on mv visit to the liSA. 1 heard about the

Jamaican Federation of Women and the' co-ordinating role it performed in

activities of women in their country, It struck me as a good idea. for in Ghana. we

had numerous market women. mutual aid societies. church and benevolent

women's organisations but no central body, I felt that if we brought together all

the organisations. we would be better able to advance the interest of women. After

some consultations with Lady Saloway. wile of the Deputy Governor. \\ ho was

also the president of the Accra Women's Association of which I was also the

Treasurer. Mrs. Elsie Otuatey -Kodjoe, founder of the Girl Guides Movement.

Mrs. Mercy Ffoulkes- Crabee, an educationist. Miss Ruby Quurtcy - Papafio.

Madam Kai Sasraku (Founder of the Accra Market Women Traders Association).
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Lady Dinah Quist and Miss Emily Senalor, we decided to form the National

Federation of God Coast Women. This was inaugurated in July. 1953 with

myself as the General Secretary and Mrs. Ffoulkes - Crabbe as the President".3

Mercy Ffoulkes-Crabbe, Evelyn Amarteifio and some members of the

Planning Committee of the Federation of Gold Coast Women toured many parts

of the country to mobilize women and together with them undertook projects to

serve the peculiar needs of the women in those communities." Mercy Ffoulkes 

Crabbe in her capacity as president took part in a number of international

conferences on women and women empowerment. One was the Asian -African

Conference of the Commonwealth League of women .5

The pioneer executives of the Federation in 1954 were Evelyn Arnarteifio.

Mecy Pfoulkes-Crabbe, Grace Ayensu, Elsie Ofuatey-Kodjoe, Wilhemina

Acquaye, Catherine Dowuona, Charlotte Abeka, Kai Sasraku. Mrs. Akiwumi and

Mrs. Lokko." Grace Ayensu who was an executive member in 1954 was to

become a Member of Parliament in the First Republican Parliament. Part of her

success as a Member of Parliament could no doubt be attributed to the leadership

skills, experience and exposure she benefited from whilst a member of the

Federation.

The National Federation of Gold Coast Women established branches

throughout the Colony, Ashanti and Trans-Volta Togoland .
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To make it a true mass organisation encompassing every identifiable

woman in the country, two representatives from the pre-existing recognized

women's groups in every district came together to form the District Executives.i

The colonial government took little time to recognise the Federation as a non

political organisation. Its activities were well supported by the colonial

government!

The Federation sought generally to improve the status of women wherever

necessary. Their activities were. therefore. to permeate the social. economic and

political sphere of women's activities. "The Federation" writes Kojo Vieta

"concerned itself with the socio-economic and political problems of women. It.

therefore, worked out programmes to improve the lives of women and their

children. For example. it established canteens in Accra to provide food for

children who could not go home for lunch'"

The work of improving the status of women. from the standpoint of the

Federation, was not going to be fruitful if all customary practices. especially

outmoded ones, were allowed to continue. This was the major consideration that

necessitated a July 1958 national delegates conference in Accra "to discuss

extensively the eradication of all outmoded practices: A resolution sent to the

Government asked for legislation on customary marriage and a look into

inheritance practices in order to improve the position of wives and children under

the Ordinance. As a result of this resolution and other petitions. the Government
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in 1959, set up an inheritance commission to investigate customary provisions for

inheritance and explore possibilities for their modification. The commission was

headed by Justice Nii Amaa Ollenu and had representatives from the Protestant

churches and the Federation of Ghana Women"'O This has been corroborated by

Takyiwaah Manuh who writes, 'The Federation concerned itself with improving

the lives of women and children through the recognition of customary marriages

by the colonial authorities. It sent many petitions to the Governor and the joint

Provincial Council on discriminatory practices in employment, marriage,

inheritance and social life affecting women. It was recognised by the colonial

government which supported its work, and operated as a non-political body within

the confines of colonial society"!'

Edzodzinam Tsikata also throws more light on the activities of the

Federation when she writes that by 1960, the Federation was Jed by Evelyn

Amarteifio'? She again writes, .. The Federation ... carried out a house-to-house

educational campaign on the government's census in areas in the Central Region.

A Women's Column in the CPP paper. Evening News, under the pseudonym

Akosua Dzatsui supported these activities with articles discussing government

policies and attacking opponents of the party and government. However. it did

not have many articles on women's problems'I'"

The Federation, under the General-Secretaryship of Evelyn Amarteifio

organised the first international meeting of women of African descent in Accra
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&om July IS to 20, 1960. This conference had among its objectives ..the

promotion of leadership and citizenship among women of Africa, finding

solutions to their common problems, and promoting friendship among all

women"I4.-objectives very much akin to the general objectives of the Federation.

The Federation did a great job among Ghanaian women. Not only did it

seek to project women based on its own ideals and visions of what the

emancipated woman should be like but it did also contribute to the practicalisation

of the policies and visions of Dr. Kwame Nkrumahs governmcnt. Bcing non-

governmental and non-political in colour. its potential. by way of its attractiveness

to women of varied political persuasions. was great. Evelyn Amarteifio herself

was a professed non-political woman and did all she could not to discolour the

Federation with politics.

A parallel women' s organisation that was also established was the Ghana

Women's League. This was established by Hannah Cudjoe in the period

immediately following independence. I; Hannah Cudjoe had been very active in

the period prior to independence as an activist and a Propaganda Secretary in the

Women's Section and the Youth league of the Convention People's Party. About

her, Kojo Vieta writes "Mrs. Hannah Cudjoe is one person whose name in the

history of the CPP and Ghana's independence struggle will remain inimitable.

Not only was she one of the most outstanding women organizers. she was also a

social worker with such enviable titles as the first National Organizer of National
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League of Women Welfare and Social Advancement, the first National Organiser

of Day Nursery Schools and the first Secretary-General of All-African Women's

League, ,,16

The main reason given for the formation of the Ghana Women's League

was the need to "organise women to undertake social work throughout the

country"11 Though the rationale appears non-political. Hannah Cudjoe's activities

as a politician and her pedigree in the Convention People's Party as a member of

the Women's Section and the Youth League made it diftieult both for her and her

organisation to claim to be non-political.

About the activities of the League. Edzodzinam Tsikata writes. "In

addition to talks and demonstrations on nutrition. childcare. and the distribution of

clothes to needy children. the League was involved in explaining government

policies. In 1960, for example. its census education unit undertook a ten-day tour

of the Northern Region to explain the purpose of the Government's proposed

Population Census. It also adopted resolutions supporting the government's

proposals to turn the country into a Republic""

The Federation sought to display a non-political character right from the

top echelons of its hierarchy to the very ordinary member. That cannot be said

about the League. Hannah Cudjoe herself was concurrently leader of the League

and Propaganda Secretary of the Convention People's Party. Her track record as

a politician of no mean stature was also well-known to many. Under the auspices
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of the league, Hannah Cudjoe was said to have done a lot of work, especially in

the northern parts of Ghana, to improve the social life of Ghanaian women. Kojo

Vieta writes, ..... she toured every nook and cranny of the country with president

Nkrumah. In the north, she noticed that squalor and disease were more acute than

in the south. Infant mortality was a daily phenomenon. Female nudity was

accepted in some parts as a tradition rather than frowned upon. To change all

these negative situations, Nkrumah set Hannah to task. For five months. she went

to stay among the people in the north, eating unaccustomed food, and educating

them to see the need for women to wear cloth. She did eventually succeed to get

the women to wear the second -hand clothing she supplied them and also to get

their husbands to accept the fact that it was antiquated, backward and unhygienic

to allow their women to go about in the nude".'9

It has been difficult to draw a line between the activities of Hannah

Cudjoe as a Propaganda Secretary on one hand and her activities as leader of the

League on the other. What has. however. not been contentious is her overall

commitment to the welfare of Ghanaian women whether in her capacity as a

political party functionary or as a "social" women's organiser. This is believed to

be what made it less difficult for her and her organisation to accept to be under

governmental controI.

In 1960, Sophia Doku, a staunch member of the Convention Peoples' Party

Women's Wing who had played a key role in the independence struggle was
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made the National Organizer ofthe Women's Wing of the party.20 By this time, it

was clear that the Federation led by Dr. Amerteifio and the League led by Hannah

Cudjoe were the two largest of the numerous women's organizations in the

country. More than that, these two bodies were the women' s groups that were

national in character and had membership that cut across tribal, religious or

commercial affiliations.

In 1960, President Nkrumah directed Tawia Adamafio, Propaganda

Secretary of the Convention Peoples' Party to see to the organisation of women

under one umbrella." This task, though difficult. was eventually achieved. The

result was the merger of all the existing women's groups notable among them

being the Ghana Women's league and the Ghana Federation of Women. The

National Council of Ghana Women was the product of this merger and was

inaugurated by Dr. Nkrumah on lOth September 196022 The Council became "the

only recognised body under which all Ghanaian women were to be organised to

contribute their quota to the political. educational. social and economic

reconstruction of Ghana". 23

Right from the word go, it was clear that the hitherto non-political

women's organisations were being brought under governmental control. The only

irresistible conclusion one can draw is that the government wanted to use the

enormous potentials of women, especially as they were made available en bloc, to

achieve political ends. This was detested by Dr. Evelyn Amarteifio who
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sometime later was even to denounce the politicization of the women's movement

thus, "Politics started creeping into the organisation and we were asked to join

hands with two other groups - the Ghana Women's League led by Mrs. Hannah

Cudjoe and the Bureau of Women Organisation of the CPP, to form one women's

group. This I considered not in the supreme interest of women so I refused to be

part of it The party, however, went ahead and formed the National Council of

Ghana Women. The FGW, however, continued to operate on a low key level. ,,24

Very little was heard about the Federation. lnfact, Tawia Adamafio was prepared

to "kill them slowly by administrative process':" .

The National Council of Ghana Women became one of the structures on

which President Nkrumah was to build his future one-party state. As

Edzodzinarn Tsikata again writes: "The NCGW replaced the women's section of

the Party. It became an integral wing of the Party and had representation on its

Central Committee. The post of secretary to the Council. and presumably other

executive positions were held on appointment by members of the Party's Central

Committee. Successive secretaries - Ms. Doku, Ms. Stella Abeka, and Mrs.

Margaret Martei were described as party stalwarts. The council established

branches throughout the country. Many of its young members were sent abroad

to study, or were assisted to find employment. Its market women members

control1ed the allocation of space and goods in the market. Like the CPP

Women's Wing, the Council organised rallies. and undertook programmes like
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the building of daycare centres in the towns to cater for working women. It also

established and maintained links with women's organisations outside the country

through visits and conferences. ,,26 The Council supplanted the League and the

Federation in the proper sense. Its activities were clearly a combination of the

activities of the Convention People's Party Women's Wing, the League and the

Federation.

The Council properly utilized its potential. With its large following

backed by governmental resource allocation and a nation coming out of

colonialism with hope and prospects for the future, it couldn't have done

otherwise. Tawia Adamafio writes "The National Council of Ghana Women

gained ground progressively ....The world began to take notice of the organisation

and official invitations started pouring in from all over the world, from

Governments and other organisations to the NCGW for visits and conferences .,,27

The forward march of the Council was, however. not to be perpetual as

within six years of its establishment. its structures were razed to the ground. This

was as a result of the February, 1966 coup that brought to an end the government

of Dr. Nkrumah together with all the political. bureaucratic and administrative

structures that he had put in place. Thus ended the great women' s mass

movement, envisaged by Nkrumah and which had nationwide support.
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The political outlook the council had was perhaps the greatest factor that

was to cause it its misfortune. That made it easy for the National Liberation

Council to see it as part and parcel of the Nkrumah dictatorship.

After the coup of February, 1966, the women's mass movement returned

to its pre-1953 days. Women began to organise themselves once again into town

and village based organisations. church women's organisations. market women's

associations and self-help or charitable organisations. These dominated the field

and were largely non-political. The gender agenda, very much the pre-occupation

of the Federation, the League and the Council. came to be relegated to the

background. The effect of the coup in 1966 on the morale as well as the prospects

of women's mass movements in Ghana was great. The coup effectively paralyzed

the women's mass movement. President Nkrumahs overly influential role in all

its activities through the Convention Peoples Party bureaucracy is the reason for

this. The fact that Nkrumah himself, the towering political figure that he was, had

been overthrown is perhaps another factor that explains this state of paralysis.

A new women's mass movement was formed in 1969 in a bid to provide a

common mouthpiece for women. This was the Ghana Assembly of Women which

was formed in August of that year." The organization was in actual fact the old

Federation revived and given a new name. Its objectives included ..... co

ordinating women's work regardless of race, colour and creed for the promotion

of their common interest. providing a meeting ground for the exchange of
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information on women, as well as affording facilities for co-operation between

, .. ,,29
women s organizations.

It was a voluntary body intended to serve women as their central

organisation in Ghana. About the Ghana Assembly of Women. Edzodzinam

Tsikata has written: "It seemed to be the successor of the Ghana Federation of

Women in terms of its aims and membership. By 1976. it had 25 affiliates. made

up often religious groups. and other self - help organisations. Its activities in that

period included encouraging its constituent bodies to go into income generating

activities like soap and crafts-making. and leadership training workshops. It ran a

newsletter that covered issues like the work of the various affiliates. guidelines

about how to choose a project. problems of inequality. other women's

organisations outside Ghana. cooking recipes. homemaking. marriage and

religion. ,,30 A newsletter was produced by the Assembly. This newsletter. The

Ghanaian Woman, was a revival of The Gold Coast Wumun which was also

published by the Federation and edited by Evelyn Amarteifio. JI The Assembly

was an affiliate of a number of international women's organisations. These

included the International Alliance of Women. the Associated Country Women of

the World and the International Council of WomenJ 2

Apart from the Ghana Assembly of Women. which of course could not

assemble all the women of Ghana as it wanted to, the post-Nkrumah era was

dominated by professional and high class women's organisations. As the
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educational level and the incomes of women were still low. these organisations

did not achieve much in terms of mobilizing huge numbers. Some of the active

women's groups were the Ghana branch of the International Federation of

Women Lawyers popularly known as F.LD.A. the Ghana International Ladies

Friendship Association and ZONTA club. There was also the existence of ladies'

associations of numerous government departments. agencies and corporate

institutions.r'

The Ghana International Ladies Friendship Association was formed in

February 1970 with the motto: 'True Friendship is priceless'r'" The Association

aimed at bringing "together women of different background and interests so that

by meeting in a friendly atmosphere. they may get to know each other well. as

well as participate in a programme drawn up by all the members." 35 This was an

association intended to bring together women not only of Ghanaian stock but

women of all races and nationalities. In 1972. Mrs. M. Chellaswany and Kate

Abbam were the President and General Secretary respectively." The former was

an Asian and the latter. a Ghanaian. The first patron of the Association was

Ghana's first lady at the time. Adeline Akufo-Addo.Y Even though this

association did not place class restrictions on membership. it had little appeal

compared to the Federation, League. Council and Assembly before it.G.I.L.F.A

had little appeal because it appeared elitist and was largely made up of women of
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substance. It was, nonetheless, vibrant and raised funds for inmates of mental

homes in the country annually. 38 It was a social club.

Another organisation that was also formed in 1970 was Zonta International.

Zonta means "Honesty, trustworthy". Zonta, unlike the groups discussed. placed

a limitation on membership. Membership was restricted to "executive women in

business and the professions who. as leaders in their communities have pledged

themselves:

(a) To organise and actively conduct projects which satisfy significant civic

educational or social welfare needs in the community in which they live

(b) To endeavour by study and action to improve the legal. political.

economic and professional status of women' ,JY among others. The impact

of Zonta, however. was not restrictive as it benefited the rank and file of

society.

For instance. Zonta adopted the village of Amanfrorn and provided for the

community, a health post. The adoption of the Chinard Ward of Korle Bu

Teaching Hospital was another impact of Zonta. They provided bedsheets.

curtains and an examining couch. Zonta also gOI itself involved in fundraising

through United

Nations Children Fund after which mobile paediatric units were donated to

the Republic of Ghana.40
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The vacuum created by the non-existence of a truly unifying women's

mass movement resulted in the lack of a voice for women. This had been clear by

the first three months of 1982. A feeble Federation of Ghanaian Women had

assigned itself the task of acting "as an intermediary between Ghanaian women

and the government"?'. 11 had. therefore, called on Ghanaian Women to "rally

solidly round the Federation to ensure that their problems, views and aspirations"

were sent "to the appropriate quarters..42 Among the leading members who were

key in this call were Amannan Hyde and I akyiwaa Manu. The latter called on

Rawlings and his revolutionaries to "free women from conditions that have

hampered their full integration into national development ..4 ! Shc also called on

the new government to "create avenues which will help women to break awa,

from the subordinate roles and anti-social practices 10 which thn have reSigned

themselves and ensure their total emanCipation"" I he absence 01 a mass

movement in this era of apparent inertia was destined 10 change

Perhaps the greatest wornen« 111.:.t~~ movement Iii dJIIIT1lL' (Ill tcrrn- (llllnpacl.

influence and longevity 01 existence: was the ,I' lJcccmbcr \\umen's

Movement. Edzodzinam 'lsikata writes "In the first half 01 IlJX2, two wurncnv

political organisations - The Federauon of (ihana \\ urncn II·H ,A WO I and the

31" December Women's Movement were Inaugurated .\ third "rganlsall"n. the

All Women's Association of Ghana IAWAG, was furmeJ later In IlJX~ By

1987.only the 31" December operated in any significant way The AWAG had
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been virtually reduced to its market women's component, and the FEGAWO had

stopped functioning altogether?". This was because the government wanted them

to be political so they could be used in the pursuit of the government's political

ambitions. These groups, however. did not want to be. The government also was

not comfortable with the women's groups that stepped out of the government's

line.

The 31 sI December Women's Movement indeed did operate in a

significant way and its influence post- dated 1987.

The movement was formed on May 15, 1982. the third anniversary of the

coming of Rawlings on the political scene. The movement was the brainchild of

Cynthia Nuamah and Beatrice Obenirn among other worncn'". The intention of

the founders was to position women to be part and parcel of Rawlings' emerging

revolution and to ensure that "women in general did not gel len behind in the

rapidly evolving revolutionary process of 1982,",7 To achieve this, the

Movement decided "to mobilise women's initiative: to awaken them politically in

support of the revolution, to promote and protect the interests of women in the

new society and to get women themselves looking alter their own interests. H·IK

At the launch of the Movement at Nicholson Stadium. Burma Camp.

Rawlings said "Ghanaians could solve their problems if they would put an end to

the habit of making the woman responsible for only bringing up children in the

horne?". He requested the women to "Stretch the revolution to their homes and
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train their children so that they would grow up to place the national interest above

theirs"so He was of the view the formation of the Movement was a sign that a

"genuine and real revolution was taking place" 51

Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings, wife of the leader of the Revolution,

was persuaded by the founding members to become the President of the

Movement which position she accepted and performed creditably well. 52

The Movement had branches across the country. The branches engaged in

various economic activities. These economic activities were to enable them have

the means to become self - reliant financially.

The activities engaged in included the establishment of kenkey factories.

bakeries, soap making, farming and pottery5J The Movement was also involved

in "organizing workshops on food processing and conservation; and educational

campaigns on personal hygiene, family planning, maternal and childcare, health

and nutrition't"

The Movement aimed at an absolute emancipation of women and did

everything to achieve this. The economic aspect of development was key in this

emancipation drive and this economic empowerment had to be practical. That is

why in 1986, the construction of day care centres became the principal focus of its

economic agenda55 The rationale was that women who were engaged in

economic activities needed a place where they could send their little children. By
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1990, the Movement had established about seventy-eight day care centres

throughout the country. 56

One of the greatest strengths of the Movement within the period this study

seeks to investigate (that is the 1982-92 period) was the personality of Mrs.

Rawlings. Takyiwaa Manu writes "While it is true that its president, the first

lady, was very energetic and systematically toured all parts of Ghana in her

mobilizing efforts, it is incontestable that it was the association with the state and

high personages that attracted the mass membership and resources to the

movement't" In structural terms. this association with the state was an asset

because it provided the Movement with the means to execute almost any

programme or project it sought to. In political terms, however, this association

was not entirely an asset. "This identification with the state also created problems

for the Movement in its dealings with other groups. Persistent calls were made to

other women's organisations to discard their ill-notions about the 31" DWM.

The president for example on her tour of the Ashanti region in May 1989, called

for an end to the unhealthy rivalry and competition with social groups and

revolutionary organs. According to her, there was the need for district

assemblies, traditional authorities. the Movement and revolutionary organs to see

themselves as partners for progress. The Movement also reacted to fears of

domination by other groups by assuring them that it had no ulterior motives apart
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from mobilizing women and channeling their energies to-wards the socio

economic transformation of the country".58

The perception of Rawlings' connection to the 31 December Women's

Movement was irresistible and can largely be seen as a logical reflection of the

reality. Like Nkrumah's National Council of Ghana Women, the 31st December

Women's Movement was seen as an organ of state. Shillington believes... "'It

would be naive not to recognise that the government itself regards the 31st

December Women's Movement as an important source of political support for the

PNDC and its policies.t''"

Whatever the perception people had about the Movement, it did indeed

contribute immensely to improve the confidence of women in the country in the

1982-92 period. Its activities were spread across the country and its impact was

largely felt especially in the rural areas. C.K. Brown acknowledges the impact of

the movement on the creation of political awareness in women. He writes, "The

31" December Women's Movement (OWMj was established under the auspices

of the PNDC ... However, the Movement also has interest in political activities,

and its leadership has been very active in political conscientization of the

members at the local level. It is not surprising, therefore, that many women

assembly members are also active members of the movement. Indeed. some hold

executive positions within the movement. Thus the 31" December Women's
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Movement has become a potent vehicle for female politicization and, for that

matter, for women's development in political participation at the grassroots". 60

The relationship between women's mass movements, both political and

non-political, and politics has been one of inter-connectivity. Women politicians

like Hannah Cudjoe and Aanaa Enin saw women's mass movement as a necessary

structure for the African women's emancipation struggle. They, therefore, mooted

for a national women's mass movement and did give it all the support they could.

The two saw a women's mass movement as a necessary vehicle towards the full

liberation (politically, socially and economically) of the African woman. There is

also the case of Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings who. as the First Lady of the

country, headed the 31" December Women's Movement and used it both as a

non-governmental and non-profit organization to advance the course of women as

well as a movement for the rallying of women supporters for the government. In

reality, this is what the movement did.

The other aspect of this inter-connected relationship has been the use of

women's mass movements as a nursery ground for the whipping up of enthusiasm

and the discovery of leadership qualities. Joyce Aryees involvement with the

Young Women's Christian Association in the 1960s was to provide her with an

inspiration a decade and a half later when she was called to the Provisional

National Defence Council." Another example is Grace Ayensu who through

involvement with the National Federation of Gold Coast Women became a
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Member of Parliament in both the first and second parliaments of the First

Republic. Her contribution to debate on the floor of the House showed her as a

fine contributor.

The largest beneficiaries of the activities of women's mass movements

have been the politicians who have seen these movements as a means to achieve

political ends. Ironically, these same politicians have been at the receiving end of

the agitations of these mass movements and have viewed with suspicion the ones

that have dared to remain distinctively non-political. This is said to have heen the

reason that made Aanaa Enin to give up her idea of ensuring the continued

existence of the Federation of Ghanaian Women which was a movement that was

to parallel the 31sI December Women' s Movement as far as the latter"s non

political functions were concerned'".
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CHAPTER THREE

WOMEN IN PARLIAMENT (1957-81)

This chapter discusses the activities of women Members of Parliament in

the parliaments of the First, Second and Third Republics. Attention is not so much

on the individual women as on the kind of issues they interested themselves in,

the force of their conviction and the support or otherwise which they received

from their male colleagues. Some of the challenges they faced which either

weakened or strengthened them are also discussed.

The colourful contribution of women to the independence struggle as it

were, was a clear demonstration of the political maturity of the Ghanaian woman.

This was in spite of low education, poverty and inferiority complex coupled with

the stereotypical conception that politics was a male preserve. One factor that

outweighed all these debilitating negatives against women was the recognition

which the leaders of the Convention Peoples Party, notably Dr. Kwame Nkrumah,

gave to women. As was hinted in the previous chapter, Nkrumah saw the direct

involvement of women as being a determinant factor in the success of the

independence struggle. In his view the political consciousness of women was a

mark of the success of the revolution. One would, therefore, expect that with

independence gained, the political appointments that would be made would

immediately take cognizance of the role women had played and make them

beneficiaries oflegitimate spoils of political independence. This, sadly to say, was
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not the case because as soon as independence was won, women were virtually left

behind, This was the situation for at least the first three years of the post-colonial

political life of the country.

The attainment of independence came with the election of representatives

into parliament. In the first parliament of independent Ghana, there was no

woman member. The failure of Mabel Dove Danquah to gain re-election in 1956

effectively killed what some might have hoped was going to be a progressive

continuum.

Various women's organizations some of which had been established prior

to independence, however, flourished. Tawia Adamafio describes these numerous

women's organizations in the country as "a thousand-and-one benevolent

societies scattered all over the country wasting our womanhood?', The National

Federation of Gold Coast Women led by Dr. Evelyn Arnarteifio and the Ghana

Women's League led by Hannah Cudjoe were the two largest of the numerous

women's organizations in the country. In addition to these two were the Young

Women's Christian Association and the Convention People's Party Bureau of

Women Organisation. All these bodies were involved in social works and the

organization and education of womerr'. About the role of some of these women's

groups, particularly the League and the Federation, Edzodzinam Tsikata has thus

observed "In addition to talks and demonstrations on nutrition, childcare, and the

distribution of clothes to needy children, the League was involved in explaining
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government policies, In 1960, for example, its census education unit undertook a

ten-day tour of the Northern Region to explain the purpose of the Government's

proposed population census, It also adopted resolutions supporting the

government's proposals to turn the country into a Republic',

"The Federation on its part carried out a house-to-house educational

campaign on the government's census in areas in the Central Region, A women's

column in the Convention People's Party paper, Evening News, under the

pseudonym Akosua Dzatsui supported these activities with articles discussing

government policies and attacking opponents of the party and govcmrnent.

However, it did not have many articles on women's problems?".

The continual neglect of women even in the midst of the liveliness of

some of these women's organizations is demonstrative of a sharp return to the

political economy of the colonial period, As Paul Cammack and others have

observed, "The advent of colonial bureaucracies and the development of export-

oriented colonial economies led", to a marked deterioration in the role and status

of women in non-Muslim African Societies"'. The new leaders of Africa after

independence did not inherit a system that was different trorn the colonial

bureaucracies mentioned above, It was, therefore. to be that if the new leadership

did not change the bureaucratic and economic structures of the colonial period

(which was almost impossible in the short and medium terms), the position of

women would continue to deteriorate. Viewed from another perspective, if the
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new class of political leaders did not make a conscious and systematic effort to

address the issue of the non-involvement of women in frontline politics. the

position of women would continue to deteriorate.

Dr. Nkrumah was conscious of the fact that if women were left behind. it

might have an adverse effect on the life of the new nation. The Electoral

Provisions Ordinance of 1953 was the legal power behind all the general elections

organized in the country after 1953. There was no provision in this ordinance for

affirmative action. The natural result of this was that no woman was able to gain

election into parliament in the 1956 general elections. In 1959. the Representation

of the People (Women Members) Act was passed". This Act made special

provision for the election of women as members of the National Assembly. Ten

women members were to be elected as additional members of the National

Assembly and were to have the same privileges. rights and conditions of service

as any other member who gained their election via the Electoral Provisions

Ordinance of 1953. Their elections were to be carried out by a Women's

Electoral College and they could do this either in a special election or

concurrently with the general election 7 A new law was enacted in 1960 because

the 1959 law was never invoked and. therefore, never came into operation. The

1960 legislation repealed the 1959 Act and provided for a different method of

election of women members". The new method provided that the women to be

elected should represent the various administrative regions in the country. The
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elections that were held under this Act was in June 1960 and the following

women got elected: Comfort Asamoah (representing Ashanti Region). Sophia

Doku and Mary Koranteng representing the Eastern Region. Regina Asamany for

Volta Region. Susanna Al-Hassan, Victoria Nyarku and Aynnori Bukari for the

Northern Region. Grace Ayensu and Christiana Wilmot tor Western Region and

Lucy Anin for Brong Ahafo Region",

The election of these women marked a watershed in the political history nf

this country for two reasons. One was that this was the second time that women

had been elected into parliament: the first instance being Mabel Dove's ground

breaking election in 1954 which in all respects blazed the trail not only in Ghana

but the whole of Africa. Secondly. this was the first time in the history of the

nation as a full-fledged republic that women had been elected to parliament and

this had happened in the elections of parliamentarians to the lirst scxsion of the

first parliament of the First Republic .The significuncc or this was that women

were going to be made an integral part of the lcgisluuvc and administrative

machinery of the new republic,

The system of government which the constitution of the First Republic set

out provided that all ministerial appointments (including both substantive

ministers and ministerial secretaries) were to he made from among Members of

Parliament. Thus the only path that one could chart towards a ministerial

nomination was through an election as a Member of Parliament. The President.
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according to the constitution, was the only member of the cabinet who was not a

Member of Parliament and yet even the President was an ex-officio member of

Parliament. Parliament was, therefore, empowered as the legislative and

administrative powerhouse of the new republic,

Sandra Pepera's observation on the role of women, particularly her

description of the representation of the People (Women Members) Act of !lJ,'i9

and 1960 is worth quoting, "Nkrumnh. the master purty orgunizcr that he was,

understood intimately the need to draw women into the Convention Pcoplcs

Party (CPP), and advocated a role tor them as vanguard activists, and even in the

clumsy and undemocratic attempt to ensure women's representation in parliament

(the Representation of the People (Women Members) Acts of 1959, and I96(),

showed a genuine commitment to propelling women onto the national political

stage" 10, Sandra Pepera's description of the Acts as undemocruuc was not

different from the sentiments expressed by the members or the opposition who

described it as unconstitutional. Despite their vocal stance and their

condemnation of it, they failed to address the issue 01' how to overcome the

obstacles that stood in the way of women and which prevented them from

successfully competing for seats in the Assembly in the normal democratic way' "

On the day that the ten women took their scats in the first session of the

first parliament of the First Republic of Ghana in July 1960, an opposition

Member of Parliament for Agona Kwabre, Victor Owusu, referred to the women,
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in his comment on the Presidential Sessional address, as "a sprinkling of 'lip

sticked' and 'pan-caked' faces of doubtful utility to the deliberations of the

House" 12. This attracted a sharp rebuttal from members on the government's

side. Victor Owusu then said he intended the expressions "lip-sticked" and "pan

caked" to be compliments rather than remarks that should be considered

derogatory. He, however, withdrew his words since in his view his utterance had

unintentionally discomfitted members of the House.

Though Victor Owusu later apologized for this remark, it did show that

there were some elements in the House who had either not come to terms with

sexual equality in respect of female participation in contemporary national politics

due perhaps to chauvinism or male unpreparedness to sacrifice what in their view

was proper democracy on the altar of affirmative action.

The new members, however. overcame this uneasy baptism of fire by

Victor Owusu and made their contributions to the House on issues of both

national and international interest. For example, Regina Asamany, the Convention

People's Party member from the Volta Region's comment on President Kwame

Nkrumah's Presidential Sessional Address to Parliament in July 1961 is worth

quoting, "No nation can progress without money and manpower, and fortunately

for Ghana, we have both these assets. We all know that Ghana is one of the

richest spots in Africa. We have our gold, diamond, manganese ore, timber,

cocoa and other products, too plentiful to mention ... can we all say today that we
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are making good use of our available manpower? The answer is definitely "No".

This is the reason why productivity is poor. Not many people are making use of

the soil, because most of our young men would not take to agriculture. Apart

from the waste of manpower, there is waste of money at all levels" 14

Commenting further on an assertion by Dr. Nkrumah in the same Sessional

Address that the newly formed European Common Market was a threat to the

economic survival and independence of Africa. Miss Asamany again had this to

say, "It is interesting to note the attitude of the Nigerian Government on Britain's

proposal to join the common Market. This is the time for all our African leaders

to take positive steps to form an African Common Market. We are happy Nigeria

sees with us. If our African leaders take a positive stand on this they will surely

and very quickly industrialise Africa. We want industries- we want factories

which can produce things from our raw materials for the European countries also

to buy. Why should Africa produce the raw materials which are manufactured

and then later resold to us? The Common Market has been rightly described by

Osagyefo as an arm of "neo-colonialism" and we must hate it even more than we

hate actual colonialism" 15. Within these two brief citations one could see an

attempt by Regina Asamany to highlight some of the critical issues of the time. It

is worth mentioning that these issues were the very issues that remained

unresolved and which manifested themselves in a variety of ways by the close of

the twentieth century (about forty years after being raised and discussed on the
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floor ofParliament). She distinguished herself in debates in the first parliament of

the First Republic. This was probably what might have earned her an

appointment as a Deputy Minister of Social Welfare and Community

Development.

In a contributory debate on the floor of parliament. another woman.

Christiana Wilmot. had this to say "On African L'niry. I feel there is no need for

me to dwell at length. We are all well aware of the new Free Trade Area which

we have recently established by the removal of customs barriers between us and

our brothers in the Upper Volta [now Burkina Faso]" "'. This was part of a

contribution she made in July 1961 after President );krumah had made the first

known major move at economic integration in the West African sub-region by

establishing a Free Trade Area with Burkina Faso, She dwelt on the advantages

of this move whilst drawing the attention of Ghanaians to the swiftness of the

negotiations that finally culminated in the signing of the agreement. She did this

by comparing the agreement with the Rome Treatv establishing the European

Economic Community: "It wok some three years of negotiations to agree on the

Rome Treaty which was signed by the six European countries to promote their

own economy. It took also that length of time to complete negotiations for the

establishment of the European Free Trade Association comprising the seven. But

in our case the whole exercise was completed within a period of one month. This

proves that in spite of the plots of the colonial powers, there is uoodwill and
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inspiration on the part of all African countries to unite, and with perseverance and

the spirit of co-operation our final goal will soon be achieved" 17. She cautioned

against the destruction of the sovereignty of the newly independent Africa

states:" .. .I am sure my colleagues will agree with me that it is imperative that our

Government should be vigilant and should be on their guard to expose any of

these underlying plots against the newly won political freedom of African

states,,18.

Susanna AI-Hassan, cannot be left out in any appraisal of the women in

the Parliament of the First Republic and their contribution to debates. She, like

her female contemporaries, stunned the nation with her appreciation of national

and international issues. She devoted herself more especially to issues of welfare

including health and education. In a contribution to debate on the 1961 budget

submitted to the House for its consideration and approval. she called for the

regular visit of doctors to conduct examination on school children. This was

because in her view a lot of Ghanaian children of school going age "suffer a great

deal because their parents do not notice their illness very quickly and they keep on

being absent from school and this does not make for satisfactory progress at

school" 19. Continuing on another occasion, she noted that the salary of the

doctors and nurses was insufficient in its ability to motivate them to give the best

services they could afford, "One point I raised last time in this House ... was about

the salaries of doctors and nurses. 1 want to take this opportunity to stress this
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point once again. Although the salaries of the doctors in this country have

recently been increased, I think the increases are not enough. At the moment we

have a number of expatriate doctors working in our hospitals and no one doubts

the fact that they are doing very good work; ... when one compares their salaries

with those of our Ghanaian doctors, one will see that the disparity between the

two salary scales is too great. In fact, this disparity is so great that it tends to

discourage our Ghanaian doctors. I am therefore suggesting that further increases

in the salaries of our Ghanaian doctors should be made so as to encourage them to

give of their best" 20. She was later appointed Deputy Minister of Social Welfare

and Community Development by Dr. Nkrumah as a result of her advocacy in

parliament. By her appointment she became the first woman to hold a ministerial

position in the history of the country. She really did prove herself worthy to the

task and was to be an inspiration not only to people outside parliament but her

colleagues in parliament too. Her appointment as a minister did not result in her

relegation of her advocacy role in parliament to the background. She still

continued to be at the forefront of the fight for social justice and equality in

respect of the distribution of the resources of the state and also in terms of the

wages and salaries that accrued to workers as a result of the services rendered.

The discussion on the maintenance of Children Bill in April 1963

provided yet another opportunity for the women members, who had, by this time,

gained quite a lot of experience in their duties as parliamentarians, to make
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valuable contributions to the debate. There had earlier on been jeers. catcalls and

counter-catcalls as a result of the heat generated by this debate. The uproar

compelled the speaker to rebuke the House thus "It seems that Members are

paying no heed to orders from the Chair. If that continues I shall be compelled to

name Members who disregard the authority of the chair. If a member has a point

to raise he should stand up and I shall see to it that he gets a chance to raise his

point" 21. When Susanna AI-Hassan had the floor on this discussion she spoke at

length concerning the need for parental care for children. She was of the view

that the amount of care and attention that a child was given was very instrumental

in whether that child would eventually become "a worthy citizen" or not
22

The

near-confusion that preceded her submission had been as a result of a section of

the bill which the men felt might unnecessarily over-burden them in their fatherly

responsibilities. "11' we look back into our history before industrialization. we

would find that there was the belief that the child had the "sunsum" or the spirit of

the father in him after birth. Now. if the child has the spirit of the father. is it not

a good thing for the father to be proud to maintain such a child" ... The indigenous

set-up of a father before urbanization and industrialization even in places where

we had matrilineal system of inheritance. was that before the child married, the

father was held responsible for its every action. The father was responsible for

training the child and teaching the child a trade until the child was married ... why

do we want to ignore the indigenous set-up today ... ry .. n she said among others.
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The contributions made by the women as is being discussed here shows a clear

interest and concern especially on issues that affected women and children, The

debate on the Maintenance of Children Bill was another opportunity that clearly

demonstrated this. The women parliamentarians made contributions to this Bill in

a manner that was clearly demonstrative of their genuine desire to contribute to a

law that was being made whereas male members were actually making fun of the

debate24
.

On this Bill. Victoria Nyarku. the Third Member from the Northern and

Upper regions had this to say:",., I should like to draw the attention of members to

the fact that in the past women suffered unnecessarily at the hands of men, We

cannot agree that men can treat women as they like. We cannot encourage our

men to do that. We cannot allow our men to have children without being

responsible for them, This Bill should be supported by all. because with the

eradication of these evils, the future will be bright" This Bill is welcome and it

must have the support of the House 2
; ," Victoria Nyarku was interested not only

in having the issue of women's suffering heard. She believed that addressing the

issue rather than bringing it to light for people to hear was the surest way of

practically affecting the lives of these vulnerable women and children, Sophia

Doku could not agree with her more; claiming that some men simply delighted in

ruining the young girls, She called for Members of Parliament to help mothers to

educate their young girls, She believed that the passage of the Bill was really
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going to make more women happy. She declared: "Today. the women of Ghana

will really feel happy because some of them who have been driven away from

their husbands' homes. with their children. will now be properly cared for. We all

know the difficulties we have been encountering with regard to broken homes and

that is the more reason why members should support this Bill .... Members are in

a position to know this because most of them are compelled to maintain their

nephews and nieces because of the irresponsibility of their sisters' husbands ... [f

this Bill is passed children of Ghana will become happy because they will be well

fed and will therefore have good health and be able to think well and learn hard at

school and thereafter play their part in the development of the country when they

grow up to be men. ,,2.

When she had the chance to contribute to the Bill, Grace Ayensu, had this

to say. "The Bill before the House is a progressive one. and I must congratulate

the Minister of Social Welfare on their timely Bill. In our dynamic society, we

cannot afford to allow some unscrupulous fathers to neglect their children ...

Quite often when such a man first meets the woman he convinces her with sugar

coated words. saying. he would give her a refrigerator. this and that. But as soon

as the woman brings forth, the irresponsible man retreats ... Mothers are neglected

to the extent that some have to resort to other means to enable them to be in a

position to look after their children ... I am quite sure that when this Bill goes to

Osagyefo the President who is the father of the nation, he will no doubt be happy.
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It reflects the true Ghanaian spirit and it is my ardent hope that all members will

support it so that every child in this country will be adequately provided for by his

father. ,,27

On the same Bill. Mary Koranteng. who disagreed with the impression

that was being created through the debate that women were not responsible tor the

upkeep of their children said even in the villages. beyond the housekeeping

money, men did very little at home. She. therefore. called tor men to "realize that

women too are responsible for looking after the children. although it is the man

who shoulders the greater part of the burden by providing the money" 28 She

maintained the stand taken by the speakers that preceded her that men who have

extra-marital relationships must shoulder the responsibilities that go with them

especially if an issue results from the relationship. "Most men have what I may

call registered wives and so they fear to maintain their children born outside the

registered marriage. If a man knows that he has a registered wife and he does not

want trouble. he should stay in his house by his wife. If he cannot control himself

and goes out in the night after other young girls then he must be prepared to bear

the burden of maintaining any innocent child he may have outside his registered

marriage. 29
" With the seriousness went the humour. An instance of humour was

when in this same debate Mary Koranteng added "Another cause of trouble is the

case of a beautiful girl from a poor family. lt often happens that a lawyer or an

MP or some other professional man sees the girl and woos her and starts giving
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her plenty of money. with the result that she ceases to respect her own parents.

The man, who has a wife, hires a room for her and furnishes it with radiogram,

vono mattress and other things which the girl does not enjoy at home. The man

takes her along on treks and gives her a car. Because the girl is not experienced,

when she becomes pregnant, the man takes her to a dispenser for an abortion.

When she gets an experienced friend to advise her not to cause abortion again, the

man gets some people to watch her movements with the aim of getting an excuse

for abandoning her. As soon as any of them sees her talking to any young man

who visits her - mind you, they may even not be in bed - he reports to the man

and the man says that because young men have been coming to her. he is not

responsible for the conception. It is because he is afraid of his wife and because

the law says that he should not have children outside his registered marriage that

he now seeks to abandon the poor girl" 3D.

The issue of resignation of nurses from Government Service was brought

to the floor of parliament via a Private Members' Motion moved by Victoria

Nyarku. She revealed statistics that were not only alarming but threatening to the

sustenance of the numerous health centers, clinics and hospitals that had been

opened by the government especially in the rural areas. She revealed: "During

1961 a total of 104 Nurses resigned. Out of this number 77 were trained nursing

staff and 27 were pupil nurses and ward assistants. Out of the 77 trained staff

who resigned, 22 did so in order to go to the United Kingdom for further studies,
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20 on grounds of marriage, 20 on account of domestic problems and 13 without

stated reasons. She questioned the use to which the scores of new health centers

and hospitals would be put in such a situation. Viewed against the backdrop of an

already understaffed health delivery sector, one would accept that these numbers

were startling. Lucy Anin the Member for the Brong Ahafo Region could not

help but add her voice to the debate. She chose to dwell on the problems facing

nurses in the various hospitals. She spoke about accommodation, rampant

transfers and the lack of social amenities in the rural areas especially for nurses

who had had a taste of city life and had been used to telephone and pipe-borne

water for example. She cited the case of a nurse who had been transferred from

Korle Bu as an example 'Take the case of a nurse who has been transferred from

Korle Bu to Kwame Danso in the Brong Ahafo Region. The place -Kwame

Danso- I am talking about has no telephone and water supply facilities. First of

all, this nurse will find difficulty in getting school for her children and worse still

she will find difficulty to get in contact with anybody outside this town" 32 She

called for an increase in the bond of trained nurses from one year to about two or

three whilst calling for better conditions of service for them as well as

midwives'",

Another instance of contribution from a female member of parliament in

the first parliament of the First Republic was when a motion to place on record

the House's appreciation of the West Africa Cocoa Research Institute (WACRlj
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now Cocoa Research Institute of Ghana (CRIG) was moved in parliament in

February 1962. The Member from the Ashanti Region, Comfort Asarnoah's brief

but fantastic contribution to that debate is worth quoting. "I have the greatest

pleasure in supporting the motion before the House. We all agree with the

statements made on the excellent work being done by WACRI. Many vital

experiments are carried out in this institute which are of general interest to Africa,

both economically and socially. We women in Ghana are very proud of this

institute since the economy of Ghana is dependent to some extent on the

successful results of its experiments. Ghanaian women should also be encouraged

to learn of the various scientific aspects of the institute. We must congratulate the

workers of this institute and urge them to continue their useful services to the

country. They must be consoled by the fact that mother Ghana is always proud of

them. I support the Motion" 34. In this brief speech the general patriotism and

appreciation of issues of national importance that cuts across all the contributions

cited earlier is found here too. She proceeds further to unofficially express the

happiness of Ghanaian women about the work of WACRI and its multiplier effect

on the economy of the nation.

Cecilia Ayanori Bukari was the second Member from the Northern and

Upper Regions. She was noted for making contributions on domestic issues and

restricting herself to issues that directly affected the mass of ordinary Ghanaians.

Her comments on President Kwarne Nkrumah' s Sessional Address to the House
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in July 1961 al1eslS in part to this. In her introductory remarks she said "I should

IiIte 10 base my contribution on our domestic affairs: ,J; She expressed the hope

that with thegovernment's opening of new technical institutes in the northern part

of the country. more technicians would be produced to meet the country's great

need fur them, She spoke about the govemmeru's new tax regime and how it

could affi:ct thecountry's development. "We all know that with the rise of wages

and salaries the cost of labour has also risen and I would therefore plead that in

the matter of taxation the case of farmers may be more carefully looked into. I

know that all the farmers are one and I think that all hon. Members will agree

with me that when farmers in the South are affected in any way by price

fluctuations or seemingly excessive taxation. our country's progressiv 'e

development will be retarded":". When the budgetary estimates of the Ministry

ofbealth were presented in 1961 lor debate. Mrs. Ayanori Bukari once again took

the opportunity to make a contribution. She began by commending the

government for the allocation and even asked for more funds for the ministry. She

tbeo made "a special request" to the Minster of Health: "1 should like the

Government to put up clinics at Pusiga, Widana and I\.UIWlgUgU in the l.'pper

Region. 1would also call the attention of the \ linister lL1 the fact that there are not

enough beds in the Bawku hospital which is really the busiest hospital in the

Upper Region.. tor it caters for a very large area. and 1 would ask that it should be
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tidly equipped to enable it to serve this large area satisfactorily". She reminded

the Minster about the need for accommodation for the health workers too
37

.

It could be said that the women Members of Parliament in the first

parliament of the First Republic proved themselves capable of really "going

shoulder to shoulder" with the men. From all indications. not only was Dr.

Nkrumah not disappointed by these women but the adventure he risked by his

"undemocratic" inclusion of the women had been worthwhile. They involved

themselves in all aspects of parliamentary work: asking questions. tabling bills.

moving motions. seconding motions and introducing insights during debates on

the floor of the House especially into the peculiar and sometimes complex issues

directly or indirectly affecting womanhood. They were articulate too. Their

contributions did not portray them as feminists through and through.

Collectively. one could describe them as people who were essentially multi-

dimensional in their appreciation of and commitment to issues that affected the

nation as a whole. Sophia Doku' s contribution during the second reading of the

Amendment of the Criminal Code in February 1961 exemplifies such objectivity

and broad-mindedness. She denounced the Western system of marriage which

disregarded polygamy and blamed that system for encouraging prostitution.

bearing of illegitimate children and child delinquency. " "A man will be

responsible for the care and maintenance of all his children if he has the liberty to

many as many wives as he can. The system of one man one woman will not
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do ... in Ghana,,39. She added "I am therefore asking the Minister to bring in a

Bill to encourage our men til marry more than one woman. If this is done the men

will feel bound to look after their children. Besides. there is bound to be

competition among wives as each one will strive by her service and industry to

please the husband most. Above all. prostitution will disappear from the country.

I know many prominent men in this country who are compelled to leave their

legal wives and children in the house in the night and go about chasing other

women. For these reasons. I feel that we must encourage polygamy in Ghana and

b d . I h W f rnarri .. 40 Thi . . Ia an on entire y t e estern system 0 marriage . IS View, controversia as

it was reflected the opinion (If a lot of her male counterparts. Her female

counterparts. most of whom made contributions after her. did not either

categorically or covertly disagree with her open endorsement of polygamy: a

system that has been argued affects women more negatively than men.

An appraisal of the first parliament again reveals that debates were often

done in ways that were essentially non-partisan. It was common to find

Members of Parliament within the same political party. say the CPP. debating

along explicitly opposite lines. Again. debates were not done on sexual lines.

That is to say that there wa: no antagonism between the men and women

necessitating the taking of entrenched positions during debates in the House.

Issues that were brought to the House and that affected men more than women

were debated in a manner that showed that it affected the nation and vice versa.
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A case in point was when during Question Time in June 1963, Mr. B. F. Kusi.

Member of Parliament for Atwima-Nwabiagya asked Mr.Henry Torgbor

Provencal, the Minister for Defence "what immediate steps is the Minister taking

to raise the standard of polkewomen to enable them to enter the college and take

part in the competitive exalllinations?,,4ITo this question Mr. Provencal replied

that when women reached the required standard they would be considered.

Earlier, Cecilia Ayanori Bukari and Comfort Asamoah had sought to know about

the position of women as far as recruitment into the officer core of the Police

Service through the Police Staff College was concerned'<.

After close of work from Parliament House in July. 1963 Regina

Asamany, then the Deputy Minister of Social Welfare and Community

Development had the bizai re ordeal of being beaten within the precincts of

Parliament House by two women. This resulted in her presenting a personal

statement on the floor of the House the following day. The leader of the House at

the time, Mr. Kofi Baako, read relevant portions of the National Assembly Act,

1961, which dealt with contempt of Parliament making it clear that the Deputy

Minister had the right to make a formal report to the Police simultaneously with a

complaint to the National Assembly which could refer the matter to the committee

of privileges for extensive hearing and investigation. The speaker then told the

House that a Member had reported to the House a breach of privilege. He then

requested the opinion of the House on the matter. Mr. E.K. Dadson. Member for
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Wassaw South and Mr. A ( 'asely Hayford, Member for South Birim who made

contributions on the matter expressed their sympathies to Regina Asamany.

Whilst Mr. Dadson felt that in view of the gravity of the situation. "a committee

of privileges should be called upon to look into the matter carefully". Mr. Casely

Hayford felt "we must get to the bottom of this matter to see whether it was due to

new influences or circumstances within our Party-circumstances which if not

carefully handled. may crea«: a division in our party. ihc matter should be gone

into and amicably settled". Other contributors who made submissions on the

matter did not depart from the stance of the two men already cited. They were

categorical in their argument that the dignity of Parliament had been impugned"

This is noteworthy if one considers the fact that an alternative reaction could haw

been that this was a matter of J scuttle bctv ccn suille women needless to he

allowed to take the precious rime of parliament

The success story ot rhe feminine voice in the lirst Parliament of the l irst

Republic sent home the m. .sage that they rcallv did dc-crv e another turn In

1965, therefore. when the tl rrn of the Firsl Parliament came 10 an end and there

had to be another set of parliamentarians. the tCIIIO', ing \\ omen \\ ere nominated.

Victoria Tagoe representing Birirnagya. Margaret Martei representing

Asamankese, Paulina Senanu representing \\'ego. Sen' aa Am n representing

Asante Akyern, Margaret Ocran representing Arnanano. Lily Appiah representing

Nsawam-Aburi. Agnes 1 ahiru representing Chiana. Saara Adu-Gyarnf
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representing Jaman, Victoria Nyame representing Kiutampo and Winifred Dun

(nee Prempeh) represenlin!! Asakoduase. The rest were: Comfort Asaruoah

representing Asante Mampong, Grace Aycnsu representing Gornoa. Christiana

Wilmot representing Sharna. Regina Asarnany representing Kpundu, Lucy Anin

representing Bechem, Susana Al-Hassau representing Nanton. Sophia Doku

representing Ablekuma and Cecilia Avanori Bukuri- Yakubu representing

Pusiga".

The election of these women again IS very significant. In terms lit' the

number there was a progression. This did not reflect in percentage terms because

President Nkrurnah increased the number of constitul'nciL's to line hundred and

ninety-eight. The women no longer came tll represent the administrative regillns

as before but represented actual constituencies. Women Members lit' Parliament

were thus no longer the cosmetic representatives that the regional representation

had made them. Their identification with constituencies meant that they had now

been technically and practically made rcprcxcntutivc» of the people within a

geographical area rather than representatives of a sectional or strategic interest as

was formerly the case.

The increase in women parliamentarians undoubtedly increased the morale

of the older members. Both old and new members collectively made their mark

as far as debates in the House and general parliamentary work was concerned.

Here are some of the contributions made by the women in what was to be the last
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phase of parliamentary life under the government of the First Republic. Serwaa

Anin commenting on the motion to debate President Nkrumah's Sessional

Address to the National Assembly in August sounded cautions thus: "On this my

first occasion of addressing this august Assembly, I am deeply conscious of my

shortcomings in relation to the procedure of this House and I can only hope that

you will, Sir, extend to me your kind indulgence if I make heavy work of it all.' ,45

She nonetheless succeeded in exhibiting a very high level of appreciation of the

issues raised in the speech. "The peace of the world is very much disturbed by the

Vietnamese war" she said "and we are grateful to Osagyefo the President for the

initiative he has taken towards a solution of this seemingly intractable problem.

Unfortunately, the American Government's continued bombing of North Vietnam

is serving as a stumbling block in the way of the efforts of the United Nations

towards a final solution 01" the Vietnam crisis along the lines envisaged by

Osagyefo the President" 46 This speech was against the backdrop of the United

States' War with Vietnam which had become a concern to nations around the

world and had consequently compelled President Nkrumah in his Sessional

Address to make a public statement on it. On domestic issues.Serwaa Anin had

this to say: "At home. among the topics of general concern is the apparent food

shortage. I use the word "apparent" advisedly because I do believe there is no

real shortage of foodstuffs at all in this country. What lead to the apparent

shortage of food are the poor system of distribution and transportation from the
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areas of production to the areas of consumption. and the greed and avarice of

speculators and profiteers who persist in creating artificial shortages for the

purpose of getting rich quickly":' She praised the government for its newly

enacted law against hoarding as being in the right direction whilst calling for its

enforcement to be vigorous. She. however. was quick to add "This is not the only

thing to do. Improvement to. and an increase in the number of feeder roads will

help to ease the food shortage; and I suggest that voluntary labour in the rural

areas should be channeled into the construction of feeder roads instead of always

erecting community centers and post offices and the like. The Minister of

Finance may also consider the possibility of gelling some lorries to be engaged

exclusively for the transportation of foodstuffs from the farming areas and

allowing the drivers of such vehicles to buy petrol at slightly cheaper rates

.... "She also called for the creation of food distribution co-operatives whose

functions would be to organize the distribution of foodstuffs within stated areas in

order to ensure that the' .profiteers and speculators are entirely eliminated from

the system"48

Victoria Nyame who was Member of Parliament for Kintampo in a debut

speech in the House said she felt honoured to be in the House and to have the

opportunity of associating herself with its deliberations'"' On the increase in the

number of women Members of Parliament. she saw it as "a clear manifestation of

the great confidence the Convention Peoples Party and the leader have in the
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potentialities of Ghanaian womanhood";". The occasion was a debate on the

Sessional Address of President Nkrumah, On the substantive address. she had

this to say: "On the question of education. I congratulate our leader and the Party

on the introduction of tee-free education from the primary to the University level.

The need for higher education for the women of this country at this stage need not

be over-emphasized. But with so many women in higher institutions in the

country. it is rather pathetic to know that in the whole of the Broug-Ahato Region.

there is not a single such institution. Though I am aware that at the present stage

of our socialist development we should not clamour for amenities for individual

constituencies yet I find it my bounden duty to appeal to the Minster of Education

to see to the earliest establishment of a women's training college and a girls'

secondary school in the Brong Ahafo Region." I She commended President

Nkrumah for the efforts he put in the dream of what had become the organization

of African Unity. She \\'as happy that ..... recent developments in our efforts

towards African Unity have baffled our enemies [reference to the West and

former Colonial powers] so much so that they have now realized that Kwame

Nkrumah of Africa never tells lies. The persistent effort with which our great

leader has championed the cause of African Unity is a dear manifestation of his

sincerity in African Politics. We in Ghana should be proud that in future when

the history of this country comes to be written, the name of our great leader will

be embossed in golden letters 52..
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On the Sessional Address. Winifred Dua. one of the new female members

of the House made a contribution. 5) She decided to address some of the issues

raised in the Sessional Address.54.She expressed her dissatisfaction with hoarding

and black marketing by storekeepers and expressed the hope that the practice

would cease to allow more people to enjoy goods at costs that were not overly

exorbitant. "We are realistic enough to admit that the fall in world cocoa prices

has reflected rather adversely on our balance of trade position and has

consequently necessitated import restrictions on certain consumer goods. We

must, however, have the courage to admit that the shortage of certain essential

commodities would not have been so acute but for the action of certain

unscrupulous middlemen... steps taken so far to solve the problem of artificial

shortage of goods have not. in my view. been directed at the root: they have been.

in fact, superficial. There appears to be three main pockets of unscrupulous

activity at which attention should be directed"" she said. Earlier on. she had

praised the government for having expressed interest in seeing that the Vietnam

Crisis is brought to an end.

A discussion of the contribution of women to the debate on President

Nkrumah's Sessional Address to the National Assembly in August 1965 cannot

be complete without discussing the contribution of the phenomenal Regina

Asamany. She spoke this time only about the then proposed "Continental African

Union Government" and indeed did so at length. She likened the strides made by
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President Nkrumah to the legendary Christopher Columbus who discovered

America amidsts extreme pessimism "Osagyefo, like Columbus, has only one

answer -[to the pessimists of African Unity who thought that Africa is too vast.

There is no Lingua Franca. It is premature1sail on sail on and on to continental

African Union Government' ,56 About Nkrumah and his unrelenting efforts

towards African Unity, she had this to say. "This great son of Africa who is well

nursed in political science, has discerned that unless a Continental Union

Government is established immediately for Africa, the hated relics of colonialism

would compel African states to fight among themselves. Events have clearly

justified him... We have to link power across the artificial frontiers of African

states and we are happy to learn that bilateral agreements are being signed" 57 she

concluded.

Cecilia Ayanori Bukari Yakubu who had also distinguished herself in the

First Parliament of the First Republic continued to distinguish herself in the

Second Parliament. On a Motion debating Productive Industries in the country,

Cecilia Bukari Yakubu called for the establishment of a factory to process

sheanuts into sheabutter: "We have a lot of sheanuts in the Northern Region and

some in other parts of the country and yet we do not make good use of them. I

am, therefore appealing to the Minister to set up a sheabutter factory at Pusiga

where there are enough sheanuts. If the Minister considers that it will not be

economical to set up a factory at Pusiga then I suggest that a powerful machine
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should be installed at the Bawku Vegetable Oil Mill to process the sheabunert'".

She also suggested that "pi to" a popular and locally-brewed alcoholic drink

should be industrialized and bottled as an alcoholic drink: "many people in this

country drink "pito" and they like it very much. The Minister should therefore.

encourage the "pito" industry by bottling "pi to" 59 She was of the view that

bottled "pi to" would cost so little and yet bring so many economic benefits to the

people'", Paulina Senanu was also of the view that "Productive Industries" must

be encouraged and helped. "I just want to make a little contribution. It has been

said many times that Made-in-Ghana goods cost more. I feel that in some

established industries the cost of maintaining the labour force is greater than the

price expected of goods produced locally and to be able to pay the workers the

goods must be sold at a higher price. In my humble opinion. therefore. if we want

to get cheaper Made-in-Ghana goods. labour and production must match""'.

Debate was permitted in the House on President Nkrumah' s Dawn

Broadcast of September 1965. Among the women who took part in the Debate on

the Dawn Broadcast which was about creeping disunity and baseless rumour

mongering and what it could do to the nation was Comfort Asamoah, Member of

Parliament for Mampong. She was happy at the prevalence of relative unity in

the Convention Peoples Party government and by extension the whole of the

country in the formative years of the new nation. She recounted how people

could show so much love for the sake of it and wondered if that golden era would
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ever come back. She then chastised MPs who "appear he fore the President in

"fugu" or "batakari", the smock. but visit their girl friends in costly suits'".., This

sent Mr. Jatoe Kaleo, Member of Parliament for Nadawli on his feet. lie felt the

references to the fugu and batakari were derogatory, Comfort Asamoah said that

was not what she meant but apologizcd'".

Agnes Tahiru. Member of Parliament for (hiana In contrlhuting 10 a

debate on the state of the Ghanaian Press e\pressed her lull 'l'ppor1 for the press

"In talking about the press. we must consider this, thai pressmen work all tl\ er the

country and telecommunication malic,", \en much Jll Ihelr duuc-. IJ.dl vlcrnbcr-,

believe that there is onlv one tclcphon« line whu h IJl1" the I pper Rl'gloll .md

Accra? If a pressman stauoncd III thi ... Kq.~J(ln ~l·l' '-(\Illl' I1C\"'" and ~ll(.:" III the

Post Office to telephone to Accra Ihe «peralor JlI m.rn -, c .rvc -, lei I, h JIll Ihal 1he II nc

is out of order. This happen ... nCLJU\C there I" I ill!: <11K luu: I he nc w vm.m h.i-, III

wait for weeks before he C<..I1l JI"p;lllh ln- lin',' 1.11: '1:00;1(1[1.: ,Irrl',l!I I1l' Il' lht,:

impressed with thl~ bnet LOlltrlhutlllll lh~lt ilL' \,.\I;J!J I1ll1 hdp hut pJ_,,\ tht.:

following comment: ·'lh.:.1{ I ... J gpoJ poun !)lJ IllL·ll:I-, ...-! hCJf '.>,lu! thl.' mcrnbcr

for Chiana (Mrs. Tahiru r ~"i1J' ',' J he 11t:l:"J h,r ... t:-".IP"; :l...""Il...""rth,r:" "':- -, ten. Lam" up

again during the second reading ut thc] clecommun.c.n«.n, 1Amcndrnent i HJiI In

the National Assembly In Sept 1465 \1argarcl \l~r1cl. vlernber lur Asamankese
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was of the view that "the telecommunication corporation when set up should take

great care of our telephone system and in particular the behaviour of our

telephone operators. Very often. the work of some organizations is delayed

because of the inability of the department to dispatch telegrams promptly .. hh Mr.

Dowuona-Hammond, Member of Parliament and Minister responsible for

Telecommunications explained that the difficulty with the telephones was due to

technical faults. He assured the member for Asarnankcse that the situation would

be rectified. On the behaviour of telephone receptionists. he told the House "I am

happy the Member for Asamankesc (Mrs. Martei) who is the General-Secretary of

the National Council of Ghana Women raised a point about the behaviour of our

telephone girls". He appealed to her to help educate the girls to behave

courteously'",

A Motion to debate Rural Water Supply in Gh.ma saw a number of the

women members of Parliament associating themselves with the need to provide

good quality water for the rural folk. Contribution- by Mr. S K. Tandoh.

Member of Parliament for Bantuma. rod r. 1\1ahama Tumpuric 1\ lcrnher of ParIimant

for Walewale and Mr. M. O. Kwaiia. Member of Purliurnem for Kotoridua had

brought to the fore the danger of leaving the rural areas behind in the nation' s

quest to provide good drinking water for its citizens" Serwaa Anin took the

opportunity to draw the attention of the House to the particular case of Agogo in

the Ashanti Region. She spoke about the strategic and economic importance of
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Agogo that made it imperative to ensure an all year round supply of water. "This

town has been of great assistance to this country in the past; and in the present it

continues to play its part in the socialist reconstruction of Ghana. Agogo, Sir.

boasts of a Girls' Boarding School whose achievements we look upon with pride.

This town also boasts of primary and middle schools. And last but not the least.

Agogo boats of a well-established mission hospital. Yet in this town, water is an

expensive commodity?" she said. She argued that in practical terms the perennial

water shortage in Agogo was like "adding insult to injury". She called on the

authorities to, in doing something about the situation. pay attention to the

particular case of Agogo70 When Sophia Doku spoke she felt that the impression

being created that all was well with residents of the cities especially Accra as far

as water supply was concerned was wrong. She drew the attention of Members to

the fact that in certain parts of Accra. especially in Ward 3 [Sukura] the people

were suffering as much as the rural areas. She argued that the situation be

critically examined but in concluding reverted to the original motion thus: "the

population of the rural areas is greater than that of the urban areas and we should

try to provide in the rural areas the same amenities as are in the cities. People

living in the small villages need good drinking water and everything should be

done to give them good water""

Mary Koranteng in a debate during the Second Reading of the Local

Government (Amendment) Bill continued the rural amenities agenda "it is a fact
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that the Government provides some grants to the councils (referring to district,

municipal and metropolitan assemblies formerly known as local, town and city

councils respectively) to enable them to provide amenities in their respective

areas, but very often funds granted to local councils in the rural areas are very

small. These funds are moreover channelled through the Regional Headquarters

for distribution to the local councils and in most cases the rural areas are left with

nothing. I am therefore suggesting to the minister to provide more roads to the

rural areas because it is in these places that the farmers who have been helping in

the development of this country reside. and by providing them with those

amenities which are necessary for their living they will be encouraged to help the

country"n She believed that every farmer had a role to play since.the country

was predominantly an agricultural country producing raw materials basically for

export.

Among the women who took part in the debate on the motion to discuss

the activities of the erstwhile Workers Brigade was Christiana Wilmot. Member

of Parliament for Shama. The Workers Brigade was a pool of young women and

men who were engaged to undertake economic ventures. This was aimed at

reducing unemployment as well as providing a ready labour market for productive

ventures. It was established by President Nkrumah. Christiana Wilmot expressed

gratitude to the "great leader" President Nkrumah and praised the individual

projects that the Brigade was working on. "At Omankope one will see that the
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brigaders are busily engaged on the farm trying to produce more food for the

country, At Appam the Workers Brigade has a vast corn farm. The camp

commandant there is a hard-working man and he can supply the Kanda Camp

with about forty bags of corn a week. The brigaders on the various farms arc

working very hard and they should be encouraged. If the state farms and the

Young Pioneers are given more equipment and money. I see no reason why such

a big and useful organization like the Workers Brigade should not be encouraged

in the same way?", She then made an appeal to the Minister ol linancc to give

the Workers Brigade more funds to help them in their work.

Activities at the Kurnasi City Council (no\\' Kumasi Metropolitan

Assembly) came up for scrutiny on the floor of Pm liamcnt l lousc in Il)6'i. I he

issue was alleged misappropriation of Iund- at the counci l h) the Chairman and

other people in the top hierarchy of the counci) Mar) Koranteng. Member of

Parliament for Akyem Swedru/Achcasc was the lirsl \\OIl];,1l Member to make a

submission on the matter.": .. the KUI1l;.!',i ('11~ (lltlllul ":1\ lormcrl, known to he

an efficient council and people who heard me pr;IISL' it arc surprised that the

council should be charged with misappropriation of lunds. So I am asking the

Minister to come out boldly to tell this House and the public cxactlv what

irregularities were committed by the Kurnasi CIl) CUlllleil I want the report uf

the committee appointed by the Government to invcsllgate the irregularities to be

published so that the new members of the council will be guided to avoid the
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mistakes of their predecessors'I" On this same subject. Lucy Anin appeared

emotional when she had an opportunity to make a comment. "we are living in an

age where sincere thoughts are always questioned; where those who speak the

truth and speak it from their hearts are always misjudged. All these things are not

going to perturb me or prevent me from saying what I consider to be right.

Today, it is Lucy Anin: tomorrow it could be someone else ..;", She blamed the

difficulties of the Kumasi city council on what she perceived to be "unjustified

rivalries and dissensions in Kumasi" 75 The Kumasi city council become a

recurrent topical issue in the National Assembly with regard to expenditure on the

bungalow of its chairman and some extension and renovation work on it. For a

consecutive period of three years. the purchase of the bungalow and other works

on it became part of the financial estimates of the council. One interesting aspect

was the approval the Minister of Local Government. Mr. Murnuni Bawumia gave

to the estimates. Later events were to show that the Minister was wrongly

advised by the council hence the suspicions and later the allegation that there had

been misappropriation of funds, Concluding her rather long submission on the

debate, Lucy Anin felt that "If the financial irregularities .. described have been

substantiated. and if the suspension of the council was the result of personal

ambition and intrigues of detractors of the council. then a committee should be set

up to go into every aspect of the matter. so that people may know the truth and

nothing but the naked truth" 7". She felt that there were many doubts in the
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statements that had been made on public platforms by important officials of the

Convention Peoples Party.

The contributions made by some of the women Members of the second

Parliament of the First Republic of Ghana leave no doubt that indeed they were a

force to reckon with. The Convention Peoples Party government was toppled on

the 24lh of February 1966 by the National Liberation Council which had these

people as members: Lt. Gen. J. A. Ankrah. J.W.K Harlley. Lt. General E. A.

Kotoka, B. A. Yakubu. Colonel A. K. Ocran. J. E. O. Nunoo, Major A. A. Afrifa

k 77and A. K. De u .

This brought to an end all the democratic institutions of government that

had been put in place by the Convention Peoples Party. All the efforts that had

been made towards involving women in government and making them legitimate

stakeholders in development were to be swept away completely. These included

the Representation of the People (Women Members) Act of 1960. What

happened to the political situation of women under the National Liberation

Council government is part of the subject matter of another chapter.

In 1969, the National Liberation Council government supervised elections

and returned the country to yet another episode of parliamentary government.

This was what has now become known as the Second Republic. This system of

government under the Second Republic was very much akin to the Westminister

system practised in Britain. The entire machinery of government including the
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chief executive of the land. the Prime Minister in this case. were all to be

Members of Parliament. All ministers of state and their deputies (formerly known

as ministerial secretaries) were to be Members of Parliament.

When nominations were opened. 580 candidates filed their nominations to

contest in the 140 constituencies nationwide. Out of the number of candidates.

only ten were women. These were: Akua Asabea Ayisi and Dcborah D. Awuah

who contested for the Akropong and Nsawam-Aburi constituencies respectively

in the Eastern Region. In the Central Region. Elizabeth Mensah and Agartha Arna

Awuah contested for the Ekumfi and Denkyira seats respectively. Grace Afua

Mensah (Krachi Constituency) and Esther Ocloo (West Dayi constituency) were

the women candidates in the Volta Region. Others were: Mary Adukuma

(Talensi-Nabdarn), Lydia Akanbodiipo-Kugblenu (Sanderna) and C. K. Tedam

(Chiana-Paga) in the Upper Region (now Upper East and Upper West Regions).

The only woman who contested in the Ashanti region was Adwoa Kufuor who

contested for the Atwirna-Amansie seat?'.

The only successful women candidates were: Catherine Katuni Tedarn

who won the Chiana-Paga seat for the Progress Party and Lydia Akanbodiipo

Kugblenu who stood on the ticket of the National Alliance of Liberals and won in

Sandema79
• These two became the voice of their constituencies as well as the

voice and the symbol of Ghanaian womanhood in parliament. This is not to

suggest that the male Members were oblivious to the needs and aspirations of
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women. The point is that, it is true that the peculiar situation of women and how

they felt could best be appreciated and exposed by women themselves. From the

word go, it was clear that the women in the parliament of the Second Republic

would not be as influential as the women in the Parliaments of the First Republic.

The regrettably insignificant number of seats they occupied in the House

buttresses this point more than anything else. The two were, however, not left out

in the deliberations of the House. Even though they were numerically

overshadowed, they were neither overwhelmed nor over-awed. Nor was their

utility to the deliberations of the House doubtful.

Lydia Akanbodiipo-Kugblenu's contribution to the debate on the State

Housing Corporation (Ejectment) Bill in March 1970 is worth appreciating. She

criticized the Progress Party government for not being caring enough and doing

very little to protect the poor from being rendered homeless. "This Bill should not

have been brought to parliament by a Welfare State Government. because it seeks

to render the unfortunate lower-income group homeless, and does not give them

the chance to explain the cause of their default. which may be due to loss of

employment .How can the Minister expect somebody who is out of employment

for a long time to be able to pay his rent regularlyv'<'", She argued that since the

Rent Act of 1963 provided adequate procedure for the recovery of money owed

by tenants, the Bill being debated was unnecessary. This brought her into

confrontation with Dr. W. G. Bruce-Konuah, the Minister of Works and Housing.
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Dr. Bruce-Konuah argued that the new Bill was not seeking to replace the Rent

Act of 1963. The new Bill. in his view, provided that "tenants who are in default

for one month should be given two weeks notice and by the time the notice gets to

the defaulting tenants they would have stayed in the houses for two months plus

the two weeks notice"S]. This was what finally settled what had generated into a

two-way parliamentary confrontation for about fifteen minutes. She again was on

record to have busily engaged herself in Question Time in Parliament. An

instance was when she asked Dr. J.K. Fynn, the Ministerial Secretary responsible

for Local Administration what steps he was taking to ease the congestion in

markets and to modernize them. The Ministerial Secretary gave a lengthy

explanation citing financial difficulties as one of the causes of the congestion.

She then asked "May I know from the Minister whether there is nothing his

ministry can do to remedy the present situation till funds became available." The

Minister of Local, Administration. K. K. Anti then came in "We already have the

situation well in hand. Where it is possible for us to make an improvement on a

small scale we will do so. But as the hon. Lady herself will realize if she has ever

visited the markets in Accra and Kumasi, the situation is such that we need a

major surgery, as has been suggested in the answer" K.K. Anti then told the

House plans that had been put in place to give the markets a "major surgery".•

These included improvements by way of rebuilding existing markets into the

multi-storey type, in addition to finding many more markets".
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Debate in the House on Northern Ghana Development in June 1970

provided an opportunity for Catherine Katuni Tedam. Member of Parliament for

Chiana-Paga, herself an indigene of Northern Ghana. to make her voice heard.

She said that it was obvious for certain regions in the country to draw "special

attention" to themselves. This was because in her view everybody in the country

was entitled to enjoy the benefits and the resources of the country". About the

"special attention" needed by the North. she argued " ... when we look at the

educational background of the North and the rural parts of the country we can see

that important amenities such as school buildings. school textbooks. school

furniture, playing equipment as well as accommodation for teachers. are lacking.

I hope that the Government is taking a serious view of the lack of these amenities

which retards the progress of education in the country. and will make provision in

the coming budget to solve this serious problem facing the country's

education,,84 She again took the opportunity offered by the debate to comment

on health facilities in the rural areas particularly her constituency. She expressed

her dissatisfaction with the paucity of health facilities such as clinics. health posts

and maternity homes" ... there are too many deaths \I hich could be prevented if

these amenities are provided" she said" Her fifteen-minute contribution touched

on other sensitive needs such as shortage of good drinking water. bad road

network and lack of basic commodities like sugar. milk. soap and tin fish: "If they

are there at all they are not sufficient and are therefore sold at cut-throat prices
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which some of the people cannot afford, I therefore appeal to the Ministry of

Trade, Industries and Tourism to try to make funds available or make special

arrangements whereby these essential commodities can be sent to the remotest

parts of the country if possible to open branches of the Ghana National Trading

Corporation in the big villages in the rural areas to serve the surrounding villages

and to help the women in particular to trade in order to look after their children

and families86,"Joseph Henry Mensah, Minister for Finance and Member of

Parliament for Sunyani constituency lwho later became popularly known as 1. H,

Mensah) was so enthused by Catherine Katuniledam's brilliance that he

congratulated her for it. He said that she had shown a ~rasr of the realities of the

people she represented and told the House ho« Members of Parliament from the

Progress Party were proud of her'".

On the same debate just alluded 10, Lydia Akunbodiipo acknowledged that

"the Northern and Upper Regions arc lad;1l1g in cv crv thinu" xx She therefore

called for etTorts hom the govcrnment to hrlng thc sLII1Lbrd (If development in

those regions to the level thaI pertained in the other regions She particularly

spoke on the need to do something about educational standards in those regions.

"May I take this opportunity to make SOllle sll~~l·"tions to the Minister of

Education, We all know how bad things are in the Northern and Upper Regions.

I should like to suggest that fee-free compulsory education be introduced in the

Northern and Upper Regions There was a press conference there some time ago:
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the Regional Education Officer said that some schools had to be closed down

because they were not getting children. If the fee-free compulsory education is

re-enforced we shall get some children to attend these schools'".

"May I also say something about continuation schools which are just in

their primary stages. The Ministry of Education should distribute these

continuation schools evenly. and particular attention should be paid to the

Northern and Upper Regions in this respect .. 9
". She called for training colleges

particularly those in the northern part of the country to admit as many Northerners

as possible.

Catherine Katuni Tedam was particularly noted for asking questions in the

House. She for instance asked the Ministerial Secretary for Education. Sports and

Culture, Sebastian K. Opon. "when girls vocational centres will be opened in the

Northern and Upper Regions to train most of the girls who idle about after

completing their elementary school education' .41. The Minister denied the

Ministry's responsibility in the opening of vocational centres. He. however. said

a technical institute at Tamale was available and all subjects taught at vocational

centres were taught there. She further asked. "will the Minster consider opening

one as soon as possiblei". Before the Minister could finish answering this

second question. a third one was ready for him. She asked: "will the Minister

make it possible for girls to be admitted to the technical schools in the next

academic year. since at the moment there are no girls there .. 9
] To all these
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questions, Sebastian K. Opon replied "Yes. we will consider the matter,,94 .

Shortly, she asked the Minister a fourth question when she sought to know when

middle schools would be built" to serve the primary schools in Paga-Buru,

Kuliyao, Sakaa and Kazugu, since the two middle schools in Paga cannot

accommodate all the pupils who pass out of the primary schools'Y". The answer

from the Minister. "my Ministry has taken note of the question and is studying the

situation to enable it to determine what steps would be taken"% was not sufficient

for her. She then asked a fifth question. "How soon will it be"'''. The minister in

a bid to avoid pushing himself to the wall answered. "As soon as possible" 9".

The need to prosecute the feminine agenda was not lost on Lydia

Akanbodiipo and Catherine Tedam. In a contribution to the second reading of the

Ghanaian Business (Promotion) Bill. the latter drew the attention of the House to

the role of women in ensuring that goods produced arrived at their intended

destination. "There is no doubt Mr. Speaker that the women of this country have

made a very substantial contribution to the cconorny \II' our country. They have

provided the main link between the wholesale traders and the consumers even in

the remotest parts of this country. I think this House will recognize the role of the

market women. for without their efforts producers as well as consumers will

suffer. Mr. Speaker. if Ghana should be progressive then the women of Ghana

should be taken into consideration. The women are determined to move into the

various sectors of the economy and therefore they should be given the chance to
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do so. I implore the Minister of Finance to consider special measures to support

the endeavours of Ghanaian women to take active part in the promotion of

Ghanaian business. I will also suggest to the Minister that a woman should be

included in the membership of the Committee'Y".

A further demonstration of the prosecution of the feminine agenda was

Lydia Akanbodiipos reaction (0 a contribution by Nann Toa Akwatia II. Member

of Parliament for Densuagya, that female teachers should be given three months

full salary when they are going on maternity leave and that abortion was widely

caused by female teachers. She argued ..... why three months" Full pay should be

given to all women engaged in the public services who go on maternity leave. It

is difficult to see why the hon. Member thinks that female teachers cause abortion

because of lack of money ... I am a Member of Parliament for Sandema and

women's representative in this House. It is difficult (0 get the hon. Member's

reason for suggesting that abortion cases are predominant among female teachers

and not among female workers generally. One has to reconsider the real cause

instead of attributing it to purely monetary conditions. It can be due to illness and

some other conditions. At this juncture. I should like to suggest that married men

should stop having illicit dealings with unmarried girls. Mr. Speaker. I should

like to repeat what I have said. Married men should stop having illicit dealings

with girls other than their wives"!"O
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They also got themselves embroiled, like their male counterparts, in the

expected game of politicization of issues. In a contribution to the debate on the

Government's Financial Policy, C K. Tedam said: "To say that the budget

statement is bad is to betray ignorance of the highest order. We want constructive

thinking, not lousy utterances as we hear elsewhere or read about in cheap

newspapers'Y'". She was of the view that much of the contributions from the

opposition had been emotional and unrealistic'l". She blamed the woes of the

country on the First Republican government whose political tradition members of

the National Alliance of Liberals sought to identify themselves with. "It takes

only a Progress Party Minister to be able to apply such a brilliant analytical mind

to problems which were created by a government which was notorious for its

inefficiency and autocracy. For well over 15 years. the Prime Minister of this

country (Dr. Busia) and his colleagues. some dead and some still alive, tried in

vain to apply the brakes to a regime that was obviously heading towards a

disaster. The irony of it all is that it is the same Dr. Busia and his Progress Party

who are now saddled with the task of redeeming the country from the very

maladministration he spoke gallantly against.

The Second Republican government could not travel its full term as a

military junta, the National Redemption Council. took over the reins of

government on u" January, 1972. This was led by Ignatius Kutu Achearnpong,

an army colonel at the time. Later he became a General. The National
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Redemption Council later reconstituted itself to become the Supreme Military

Council. On 4'h June 1979 the Supreme Military Council was also overthrown by

the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council. The latter returned the country to

democratic government in September 1979

Kwaku Danso-Boafo writes "The two Ghanaian coups of 1966 and 1972

were remarkably similar in that they were staged in the absence of the heads of

government. However, reaction of the people was different from that of 1966.

Unlike 1966 when the military regime organized large-scale demonstrations, this

time there were a few of them. This was partly due to the unexpectedness of the

coup. Busia's government had a mandate to rule for four years after which

another genera election would be called. The argument therefore was that unlike

1966, a coup was, this time, unnecessary because if Ghanaians were dissatisfied

with Busia, they would vote him out of power in 1974" 104 Busia himself

described the coup as 'officers amenities coup' and a coup staged apparently

because the Progress Party government had required army officers to pay part of

their utility bills 105

Again, like the National Liberation Council. the Acheampong led regime

brought to a halt all the strides that had been made towards enhancing democracy

and allowing women to become political contributors within the democratic

context. To what extent the National Redemption Council "redeemed" Ghanaian
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women and made them role-players in the politics and governance of this country

is part of the sub-theme of another chapter in this text.

The third attempt at parliamentary democracy saw the birth of the Third

Republic in September. 1979. The 1979 constitution which provided the

constitutional and legal platform for all the democratic institutions of state spelt

out a system of complete separation of powers. The Executive arm of the

government, headed by the president. was distinct from the Legislative and the

Judiciary. Under that dispensation. therefore. Members of Parliament could not

hold ministerial positions and vice versa.

In the elections to parliament in the Third Republic. live women won

seats. These were Eunice R. Ametor-Williarns (Ada Constituency). Monica

Patience Atenkah (Buern Constituency). Agartha Arna Awuah (Denkyira). Dorcas

Constance Cornrney (Asikum-Odoben Brakwa) and Elizabeth Kusi-Aidoo

(Densuagya) lOb This was by far an improvement over the number of women in

the previous Republic though nowhere near the situation in the First Republic.

Like the women in the republics before them. the women in the Third Republican

Parliament made their contributions to all aspects of parliamentary life.

In a debate on farming inputs. Agartha Ama Awuah called for an end to

smuggling of farm inputs outside the country after the government had used its

scarce resources to import these implements. She called on the University of

Science and Technology and blacksmiths to help in the production of these
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implements. "Since necessity is the mother of invention. I am appealing to the

University of Science and Technology to take up the challenge to produce

fanning implements to supplement the Government" s effort in importing farming

inputs into the country. I also suggest that blacksmith associations should be

formed in all districts and that they should be given loans to improve upon their

capabilities in order to produce implements such as chisels. hoes. cutlasses and so

on. to supplement the governments effort" ,"-,

The Member for Densuagya. Elizabeth Kusi-Aidoo in a contribution to the

state of the Health Services expressed grave concern about the state of the health

delivery system, "The state of affairs in the hospitals is very alarming and if

nothing is done immediately our mortuaries wil! soon be choked up, Sometimes

one cannot blame the doctors and the nurses and other medical personnel for not

putting in their best. Sometimes simple basic inputs for first aid to critically sick

persons are not available: surprisingly infusions like saline. dextrose et cetera are

found at the Makola Marke! being sold fur c 150.00 per pint \\ hilst the hospitals

cannot get them 'us". Commenting on an industrial action embarked upon by

doctors and other health workers, she believed that they went too far since their

action was at the expense of human lives Il".

In a debate on the need for civic education among Ghanaians. Eunice R.

Ametor-Williams. Member of Parliament for Ada, who moved the motion said

the aim of the motion was to "call on the House to view with concern the lack of
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national consciousness in the society" and to call upon all citizens to "develop a

proper attitude towards nation-building and national reconstruction" 110 She

argued, "Half of this country's problems would have been solved if the citizens

understood what is really happening in this country. Currently. disconcerting

words are flying around in the country. and everybody is decrying the present

condition of our economy and the stark hunger that is stalking almost every home

and making life in general unpalatable and unsavory ... Ghanaians are proving

themselves to be pathetically unconscionable: nobody is taking his or her work

seriously. We have become experts at lobbying for posts with little intention of

helping to break the vicious circle. On the contrary we unabashedly commission

ourselves to bleed to death and to gauge ourselves like flies with the already

anaemic blood of the country" 111. She called for an end to the pointing of

accusing fingers at people instead of people taking responsibility for their actions.

On the same issue Agartha Ama Awuah and Dorcas Constance Commey,

Member of Parliament for Asikuma-Odoben Brakwa made contributions. The

latter believed that ..... Patriotism. courage. civic responsibility cannot be taught

by shouts from rooftops: opportunities should be provided for them to be acquired

in the institutions. I therefore calIon the Ministry of Education to reorganize and

intensify the teaching of civics in our schools .... While I appreciate the intention

behind this motion I am convinced that having regard to the numerous social and

economic problems facing this nation giving rise to deep-seated apathy.
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fiustration and despondency among the people. what we need now is not the

setting up of a separate institution to undertake the ci\ ic responsibilities, These

organizations should be made to function etficienrlv. lhcv must be reorganized.

re-structured and properly motivated to undertake Ih,s national assignment""~,

She cited the Information Services Department and the Social Welfare

Department as examples.

Agartha Awuah on her part blamed the economic problems of the countrx

on laxity in all sectors of the cconornv She, like Dor,.." Commc , bcticvcd that

patriotism was key to development. "It i:, 111: \ it.:''' th.u 11() J.111t)Unt of foreign aid

can save this country unless Ghanaian. (hall~(, and wor], harder than they do now.

Every able-bodied citizen should contribute hIS or her 'jU,'1.1 1<' h"lp resuscitate

our shattered econ...)Ill~. I woul.! ursl.' .il] I'll!llh.... JI 1),lrtlL':' tt' mculc.itc ~l)lllL'

patriotism in the youth, There IS an old S.I\ ill~ th,u "lc.,,·h the child the w.1\ he

should go. and when he ~r,1\\S old he w oul.! never ,kl'.Irt trorn It" \\'hen the

youth are taught to know that l'\ cr: thll1~ III l.ih.llu l'lI.'],)I1:;''' 11..\ t ih.m.uan-, thc: \\ 111

mass education since she believed It \\J.:' \1..:'1": 1.·:,:,('nll~1l In J dL'\t.'k'lplIlg country

like Ghana,

Monica Patience Atcnkah the \ lcmbc. ,,( l'.ul,.ullent I~',. Hucm aJded her

voice to debate on the Lower \ "Ita BnJ~,· Ihe ",ue .It st"k,' w", an attempt b\

the government to convert the loan that was taken t" execute the project into a
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grant as a result of an alternative project design \\ hich was used hy the contractor

instead of the government's recommended design. Ditliculties that came to be

seen with the project were therefore blamed on the alternative design. The

argument was that had the government's recommended design been used, there

would not have been those difficulties. "The mover ,,1' the motion stated that the

awarding authorities knew from the vcrv onset that the' construcuonal design was

guilty II4". She said this notwithstanding they went ahead to a\\ ard the contract.

As a result of the blatant lapses. therefore. she tclt that the motion should he

rejected, "I feel that it \\111 iust be honour.ihlc on our part tll honour the

agreement. Mr. Speaker. with all due respect to blind men. I would sa~ that even

a blind man will not readily open his mouth for anvb",1\ to stuff it \\ ith rubbish.

account. For instance. upprox ul '..1f the Jl'"i~tl mu-: h~l\ (' been ~I\ en: the

constructional ability and standing of the e,,,maet"1 must also ha\e been

loan on the excuse that the project fell bel,)\\ e\I),'et,ltl,'n

The Third Republican Purliameru like the ,1I1e ih,u preceded u was not able

to bring its work to a programmed end as a militarv insurrection led b~ FIt. Lt

Jerry John Rawlings, a member of the erst» hile Armed lorces Rex oluuonary

Council overthrew the govenuncnt ,"1 31" December 14S1 I he 'c,luned' that
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was formed this time round was called Provisional National Defence Council.

Once again. the constitution and all the democratic institutions of state that had

been put in place were thrown overboard by the "council". For eleven years, the

new government ruled the nation.

A survey of women's parliamentary activities 111 Ghana from the First

through the Second to the Third Republics produces certain interesting

revelations. One is the fluctuating nature "I' the number "I' women in each

Republic. Whereas in the first parliament "I' the lirst Rl'puhlic the li~ure was ten.

it rose to eighteen in the second parliament "I' the same republic. In the Second

Republic. the number was as low as two whereas in the Third Republic the

number rose to f ve.

The fluctuations can he attributed lirst and r"renHlst t" the unique

character of each republic. While President Nkrum.ih \"IS firmlv rooted in power

by 1960 to afford to experiment with alfirm.uivc action, Prime Minister Dr Busiu

had to struggle his way to the l'rcnncrxhip and thnL'lllrl' cuuld not tov with the

seeming luxury or alfinnauvc action cspeciull , agall"t the backdrop "I' a stru~~1e

with political opponents who wvrc as credible. markl'I'lhle and potent as he was.

President Hilla Limann who superintended over the gll\'ernmcnl "I' the '1 hird

Republic came from a similar background as Dr Husia.

Also. while Dr. Nkrurnuh had a special place lor women within his

political philosophy of socialism and also believed that the success "I' the African
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revolution depended partly on the political consciousness of its women, the same

cannot be said about the governmcnt of the Second and Third Republics, Far

from saying that women were considered irrelevant to nntiun huildin~. it is true

that the political activism of women was not deemed an integra] part of the

determinants of the success of the ~overnments 01 the Second and Third

Republics,

It can also be said that the differences in the lIa) and manner women were

treated under the republics just discussed have a lot to do with the Ien~lh oftime

each of the republics existed, Dr. Husia and Ill' l.imunn unlike Nkrumah did not

stay in power long enough to take t;me to straleg;se and eonSl'iously place women

in politics in a patriarchal socll'l) like (;hana

Another key factor. and perhaps the most visihle III all the problems thai

have thwarted the efforts at invulvinp a 101 III women in parliamentary

democracy. is the numerous military intel"\ent111ns I he Nalillnal lihcrauon

Council. the National Rcdcmpt ion Couuc i I. I he SuplL'nll' Mil it.uv ( 'OUlle iI and I he

Provisional National Defence Council intcrvcnnonx cffccuvclv destahili/ed nut

only the democratic dispcnsution hut also deslloyed the chanccs ,,j more wumcn

playing roles in politics,
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CHAPTER FOUR

WOMEN IN MILITARY REGIMES (1966 -1992)

Military regimes were unknown in Ghana until the 24
th

of February. 1966

when a group of soldiers toppled the then elected President Nkrumah and his

Convention Peoples' Party government. The main reason for the coup (and I use

the word 'main' because that is what has gained orthodoxy) was Nkrurnahs

overbearing leadership coupled with his establishment of a dictatorship that was

feared by the people. The formation of a new government under the name the

National Liberation Council was announced. Lt. Gen. Joseph A. Ankrah was the

Chairman. His deputy was .I. W.K. Harlley who was the Inspector General of

Police at the time of the coup. Other members of the council included: Col E.K.

Kotoka, B.A. Yakubu. Colonel A.K. Ocran . .I.E.O Nunoo. A.A. Afrifa and AX.

Deku'. The membership was entirely soldiers and policemen. Women were

conspicuously absent.

The National Liberation Council abolished parliament. threw the

constitution overboard and dismissed all ministers. By so doing it had taken over

the complete administration of the country. The Council then decided to rule the

country through the issuance of decrees. These decrees became the legal basis of

the various directives that were issued. For a period of about fifteen months. no

civilian was made a member of the National Liberation Council. Ministerial

portfolios were shared among the members'.
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An Executive Council was established by a decree published on June 30.

1967 to include fourteen civilian commissioners with full ministerial powers:'.

The decree stated that subject to the powers of the National Liberation Council.

the Executive Council was to be charged with ..the general direction and control

of the Ghana Government" '. The full Executive Council then came up W a total

of twenty-two because it came to include the full membership of the council.

The following were the civ ilian commissioners with their responsibilities:

I. E.N. Omaboe - \hnist" of l-conomic Affairs. Central Bureau of

Statistics

2. R.S. Arnegashie - \hnist" of Industries. State Enterprises Secretariat

3. Victor OWUSli .. l.\tt",ne~-l;encral). \Iinistr\ "f Justice. Registrar-

General's Department.

4. K.G.Osei- Bonsu- \hnist" oflntormation

5. F. Ribeiro-Aych - \linistry of Trade.

6. J.V.L. Phillips - \ linistr\ of Lands and :\atural Resources

7. Modjaben Dowuona - Ministr~ of Education

8. J. Ofori Torto .. 1\ linistrv of Auriculture and Forcstrv. - . .

9. Dr. E. Akwei - Ministry of Health.

10. Dr. Alex A.Y. K~ crernaten - 1\hnistr~ of L,)cal GL)\ crnrnent.

II. P. D. Anin - Ministry of Communications.
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12. Issifu Ali - Ministry of Works and Housing.

13. S.T. Neney - Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare.

14. Ibrahim Mahama - Secretariats and Departments under the National

Liberation Council'. The commissioners were sworn in at the castle

by Chief Justice Edward Akuffo Addo on July 2nd 1967. 6

The Executive Council became the highest decision-making body of the

nation. It could be compared in many respects to the Executive arm of a

democratic government. More than that, it additionally functioned as the cabinet

of the nation.

In furtherance of its vision to bring about economic progress and political

stability, a National Advisory Committee was formed on July 7'h 1967, a week

after the formation of the Executive Council'. The National Advisory Committee

of the National Liberation Council was made up of the following people:

1. Dr. K.A. Busia - Chairman

2. Nene Azzu Mate Kole - Vice Chairman

3. Albert Adomako - Member

4. Dr. Kportufe Agama - Member

5. Dr. E. Akwei - Member

6. Issifu Ali - Member

7. R.S. Amegashie - Member

8. Patrick D. Anin - Member
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9. S.O. Antor - Member

10. M.K. Apaloo - Member

II. Ribeiro Ayeh - Member

12. Akua Asabea Ayisi - Member

13. Rev. e.0. Baeta - Member

14. B.A. Bentum - Member

15. Dr. E.V.e. de Graft Johnson - Member

16. S.D. Dombo - Member

17. Modjaben Dowuona - Member

18. M.e. Hagan - Member

19. Dr. K. G. Konuah - Member

20. Dr. A.A.Y. Kyerematen - Member

21. Ayishetu Ibrahim - Member

22. Ibrahim Mahama - Member

23. S.T. Nettey - Member

24. Prof. L.H. Ofosu-Appiah - Member

25. E.N. Omaboe - Member

26. K. G. Osei-Bonsu - Member

27. Victor Owusu - Member

28. J.V.L. Phillips - Member

29. Ruby Quartey - Papafio - Member
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30. J. Ofori Torto - Member

3.1 Anthony Woode - Member."

The main pre-occupation of the committee was to put Ghana on the road

to economic progress and political stability." This committee was a further step in

the decision of the National Liberation Council to involve more civilians in the

hitherto non-civilian government. This could be interpreted as a gradual shift from

military rule to the civilian rule that was being clamoured for.

One remarkable thing about the National Advisory Committee was that for

the first time, women were brought into the mainstream political activities of the

council. Ayishetu Ibrahim, Akua Asabea Ayisi and Ruby Quartey-Papafio were

the women who were appointed to the committee.

The National Advisory Committee existed for a year and was dissolved.

Its chairman and some of its members served in the political committee of the

National Liberation Council. The Political Committee acted as a team of

consultants who provided advice to the council on how to return the country to

civilian rule.

In 1969, the National Liberation Council conducted elections and returned

the country to civilian rule having done very little to project women politically

within the three and a half years that it ruled the nation.

The Progress Party of Dr. Kofi Abrefa Busia whose predecessor was the

National Liberation Council did not sta; lung in power. Barely twenty-eight
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months after assuming office a group of soldiers came and with the lofty intention

of "redeeming" the country. overthrew the constitutionally elected government in

the early hours of January 13. 197210 The coup was reportedly bloodless and was

led by Lt. Col. Ignatius Kutu Achearnpong!'.

Colonel Acheampong announced in a radio broadcast on the same day that

Dr. Busia had been dismissed as Prime Minister and so was Edward Akuffo-Addo

as President of the Republic':'. The new !-lead of State also announced that the

constitution had been withdrawn As a result. Parliament was also dissolved. All

former Ministers and Members of Parliament were required to "report to the

nearest police station for their own safety". I)

Colonel Acheampong then formed the National Redemption Council. The

membership of the National Redemption Council was on January 14 announced

to consist of six officers and one civilian. The only civilian was E.N. Moore. the

President of the Ghana Bar Association. who was appointed Attorney-General ".

On January 15. however. it was announced that the National Redemption Council

had the following nine members: Colonel Acheampong. Air Marshal N. Ashley

Lassen (newly appointed Chief of the Defence Staff). Colonel E.A. Erskine

(Army Chief of Staff). Commodore P.F. Quaye (Chief of Naval Staff). Air

Marshal Charles Beausoleil (Air Force Commander). Major A.J. Selormey, Major

R. M. Baah, Major K.B. Agbo and J.H. Cobbina (newly appointed Inspector

General of Police) E.N. Moore lost his membership of the council but retained the
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post of Attorney-General. Three officers named as National Redemption Council

Members on Jan. 14, however, lost their membership. Seven local Army

Commanders were appointed Commissioners of the country" s regions 15

Further changes were made on January 29. The formation of a 13

member quasi-cabinet consisting of commissioners including only one civilian

was announced. The following were the distribution of portfolios:

I. Col. I.K. Acheampong - Defence, Finance and Economic Affairs

2. Maj. General Nathan A. Aferi- Foreign Affairs

3. J.H. Cobbina -Tntemal Affairs

4. E.N. Moore - Justice and Attorney General

5. Maj. General Daniel Addo - Agriculture

6. Air Marshal N. Ashley-Lassen - Trade, Industry and Tourism

7. Major Asante - Labour and Social Security

g. Lt. Col. Nkegbe - Education

9. Colonel 1. T. Adjetey - Health

10. General Amenu - Transport and Communication

11. Colonel Appiah - Local Government

12. Major R.M. Baah - Land distribution and Mineral Resources!".

On January 1,1974 there was a cabinet reshuffle which created a 15

member cabinet. This was the second reshuffle within a year!". Remarkably. the

National Redemption Council did nothing about the absence of women in the
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government. This was in spite of the support that women notably the various

market women's associations. had been giving to the government. It has to be

mentioned that women. especially the market folk. did give a lot of support to the

National Redemption Council right from the very beginning. 'Thousands of

people including women of the two Makola markets and employees of the

Workers Brigade ... staged a massive demonstration through the principal streets

of Accra in support of the National Redemption Council .." IM. Similarly. support

poured in from Tema where the market women also demonstrated their support

for the government. Market women in Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi were not

left behind as they also showed their support for the Council through meetings

they held with their respective Regional Commissioners: Lt. Col. E.A. Baidoo

who was the Ashanti Regional Commissioner and Col. P.K. Agyekum who was

the Western Regional Commissioner'".

The council expressed its appreciation for all these demonstrations of

support but did little to translate this appreciation in the form of appointments as

commissioners or to other governmental positions. Perhaps the non-involvement

of women in the planning and execution of the coup was the reason for this.

It was, however. the National Redemption Council regime which

practicalised the United Nation's 1975 Mexico Declaration of the International

Decade for Women. This was evident in the Council's establishment of the

National Council on Women and Development in 197520 The National Council
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on Women and Development was established by NRC Decree 322
21

. The United

Nations by this declaration drew the attention of member nations to the need to set

up national commissions and agencies to look into the status of women and find

ways and means of improving the role of women in the world community in

general and the individual member countries in particular". Member countries

were expected to eventually "develop action plans that would lead to the

improvement of the position of women in their respective countries. "23 "The

National Council on Women and Development had the major role of advising the

government on all matters relating to the full integration of women in national

development." 24 The National Council on Women and Development did not

involve itself in the field of politics but that political empowerment of Ghanaian

women was very important on its programmes was without doubt. One of its

official responsibilities is clear: "To serve as the official national body for co

operating, co-ordinating and liaising with national and intemational organisations

on matters relating to the status of women"." The activities of the Council.

however, depicted it as a non-political organisation.

The name of the govemment was changed from National Redemption

Council to Supreme Military Council. This change was not very significant

because basically, the same people continued to be in the government and under

the same leadership. Not surprisingly, very little was done to change the nearly

apolitical situation of women.
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It was alleged that the Chairman of the Supreme Military Council. General

Acheampong. was involved in some corrupt practices detrimental to the

developmental efforts of the Supreme Military Council and by extension the

country, This was the reason given for a coup d'etat that resulted in the launching

of the second phase of the Supreme Military Counci! which has come to be

popularly known as SMC Ill", The SMC II was an offshoot of the Supreme

Military Council which is n\l)\ popularll referred to as SI\IC I. lhc most

significant aspect \,1' this ehal1ge \I as ill Il'rl11S of headship. Gcncrul Frederick

William K, Akuffo became the Head of State in wluu was a bll",dkss palace

coup, This was in July IlJ7X''. lhcre '''IS 11\) major l'hal1ge ill the directive

principles of state policy lind till' political position ul women was 110t expected to

change,

From the time the National Redemption C\)lIIKil overthrew the Busia

administration to 1'i78.thl're \las Ill' wom.m in top n.uion.il politicu! activitv until

the appointment by the Supreme I\lililan l\lll11l'i1 II or I\lrs. liloria Nik o], as a

Commissioner in Januarv. 1')79 I\lrs Nikoi. a dislil1~uisllL'd public sen all! was

appointed as the commissioner tor Foreign Affairs. I lcr appointment "was a lime

of jubilation for women who were conscious of the importance ot. uud the need

for effective political panicip.uion ulwnmcn in the nution« affairs. A dclcgution

of the Federation of Market Worncns Association ill .vccru called ut her OmL'L' 10

congratulate her on her appoiuuncnt':". She was a graduate of St. Andrews
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University in Scotland where she graduated with a Master of Arts degree in

Economics and Modern History in 1952. Prior to her appointment. she had

served as a Research Fellow in the then University College of the Gold Coast

(now University of Ghana) between 1952 and 1954. She then served as an

assistant secretary at the ministries of Trade and Finance. Between 1959 and

1961, she served at Ghana's United Nations Secretariat as a Political Officer. She

rose to the post of Deputy Chief of Mission at the Ghana Embassy in Washington.

From 1969 to 1974 she occupied the post of Supervising Director of Economic

Relations Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs!". She held other

portfolios and distinguished herself in all of them. Part of a tribute paid in her

honour in a contemporary newspaper is worth quoting 'The seat of Foreign

Affairs Minister or Commissioner poses enormous challenges for whoever

occupies it. Such challenges call for a tactful diplomacy, experience and vivid

imagination, And Mrs. Gloria Amon Nikoi the Erst woman to be in the seat and

in fact the first woman commissioner in the country has a combination of all the

pre-requisites to make her a good commissioner"J". On her experiences, the

tribute went on: "Mrs. Nikoi occupied the post of Supervising Director of

Economic Relations Department of the Foreign Affair Ministry from 1969 to

1974 until her promotion to the rank of Principal Secretary in 1970. And in 1974

she was seconded from Foreign Service and was appointed to serve as a

permanent member of the newly constituted National Economic Planning
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Council. In 1977, when she was promoted to the rank of Senior Principal

Secretary she also became the chairman of the External Debt Committee of the

Ministry of Finance... ,,31. On the occasion of her swearing in Mrs. Nikoi said she

saw the honour done her not only as an honour to herself but an honour to the

profession she belonged t032 She also added that she saw her appointment as a

tribute to the great contribution that Ghanaian women had made to the political

and social life of the country 33.

In her duties, Gloria Nikoi worked to establish a good relationship

between Ghana and other countries. This was, of course. the essence for which

she was appointed. At a luncheon for outgoing Canadian High Commissioner in

Ghana, Robert Morrice Middleton. she praised the government of Canada "for

maintaining an effective bilateral relations between her and other Third World

Countries,,34 She observed that this was the kind of relationship that should exist

between the developed world and the developing countries. She was happy that

"in 1977 Canadian disbursements to Ghana in various technical and economic aid

programmes were the highest amount of official development assistance from any

external donor" and that ..the current Canadian International Development

Agency allocation for Ghana would make Ghana the second largest recipient of

Canadian external assistance in Africa" 35 This. she said. underscored the

closeness of the relationship between the two countries". Gloria Nikoi did a lot

of work in terms of meeting envoys, signing bilateral agreements and leading
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delegations to other countries. Six months after her appointment and with two

weeks to presidential and parliamentary elections, the government of the Supreme

Military Council was overthrown. The new government was the Armed Forces

Revolutionary Council led by an Air Force Officer. FIt. Lt. Jerry John Rawlings.

The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council said it had no intention of

staying in power for long. It was made up of fifteen young men who were junior

officers and other ranks in the Ghana Armed Forces. Apart from Jerry Rawlings

himself, the following belonged to the Council: Boakye-Djan. Baah-Acheamfour.

Mensah Poku, Alex Adjei, Henry Akpaloo. Ansah Atiemo, Sarkodee Addo, Peter

Tasiri, Newton Katsiko, Sheikh Tetteh, Mensah Gbederna, Harry Obeng. Owusu

Addae, Owusu Boateng and Kwesi Adu". According to Jerry Rawlings. the

council's intention of seizing power was to undertake a process of "house

cleaning" 38. One would remember that seven years prior to the advent of the

council, Ghana had been ruled almost entirely by military officers. The general

view of the junior officers in the army and the non-officer core of the army was

that the senior officers of the army who were ruling the country had denigrated

the image of the arrny'". The extent to which this had been done was. in their

opinion, very high. If nothing was done to. as it were. clean the house of the army.

a future civilian administration in particular and the civilian population in general

would not accord the army their due respect and pride of place. The impending

elections and the scheduled timetable for hand-over. notwithstanding. a coup must
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take place and the house ofthe military must be cleaned. This was in the view of

the coup makers the rationale behind the COUp40. Some officers were targeted to

be part of the "refuse" of the "house" and consequently "swept". The result was

the killing of many high ranking officers. Notable among them were: General

I.K. Acheampong, General F.W.K. Akuffo, Rear Admiral Joy Amedume.

The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council met the presidential candidates

of the various parties and assured them that the June 18
th

date would not be

changed. "After some discussions it was agreed that the parliamentary and

presidential elections would proceed as arranged on rs" June, but that the

handing over would be postponed for three months to I" October to allow the

AFRC to complete its task" 42

As stated earlier, the Council had no intention of staying in power for

long. As a result, they did not concern themselves very much with the business of

forming and running a government in the proper sense of the word. General

Joshua Hamidu had been a member of the overthrown Supreme Military Council.

He was not kil1ed with his colleagues because Jerry Rawlings thought him to be a

disciplined and honest man'". Seeing himself inexperienced in the art of

government and desiring to exert some direct control over the army, Jerry

Rawlings appointed Joshua Hamidu to head a defacto government'". Kevin

Shillington's account of the circumstances surrounding the appointment of

General Hamidu is worth quoting" ... Hamidu was anxious to salvage some kind
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ofrote for the senior officer corps and from his point of view, it was their duty to

relieve Flight Lieutenant Rawlings of as much responsihility as possible. At the

same time Hamidu felt that in the long-term interest of the military hierarchy, the

senior officer corps should divest itself of the sort of total control of government

which it had exercised in Acheampongs time. Civilians should be more fully

involved in the top levels of government. The economist Dr. J.L.S. Abbey.

Commissioner for Finance in the Akuffo government. was hrought in on these

discussions and he recommended that. for the sake of administrative stability, the

civilians of the previous government should he len in place at the head of the

various ministries. This. he argued. wuuld leave Rawlings and the AFRC free to

decide on policy directives and tu control the precarious military situation.

Rawlings acted on this advice and appointed General Ilamidu as Liaison Officer

between the ministries and the AFRC - in effect a surt of 'Prime Minister - a

position which Hamidu exploited to the full. Seeing himself as an important

balancing factor in the uncertain times ahead, Hamidu moved into the castle, the

official seat of government. while Rawlings was based in Burma Camp

throughout the period of AI' RC rule"".

Jerry Rawlings handed over to President Hilla Limann on 241h September

1979 and the Third Republic of Ghana was thus formally inaugurated in

Parliament House in Accra. Jerry Rawlings made a brief hut significant speech

shortly before the handing over. Part of that speech read thus: "never before have
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the eyes of so many been focused on so few. Mr. President. The few are you. the

illustrious members of our new civilian administration. The many are those in the

factories and on the farms, in the dormitories and junior quarters who will be

watching you, with eagles' eyes to see whether the change they arc hoping for

wil1 actually materialize in their lifetime... lie know you will deliver the goals.

That is why we have turned II deaf car to those who have entreated us to stay on a

little longer, because our job is not complete. We have every confidence that we

shall never regret our decision to go back to barracks". 4"

President Limann stayed in power for twenty-seven months. What

happened to the political position of women during his tenure as President has

already been discussed in the third chapter.

On December 31. 1981. the government of Dr. l.imann was overthrown hy

his predecessor, Jerry Rawlings. Not only' was Dr. l.imunn overthrown hut the

entire political machinery of the Republic including the Parliament was also

suspended. Political parties were proscribed and all government appointees were

sacked".

Rawlings in his maiden broadcast 10 the nation said among others" ... this

is not a coup. 1 ask for nothing less than a revolution - something that will

transform the social and economic order of this country". "Fellow citizens. it is

now left to you to decide how this country is going to go from today. We are

asking for nothing more than popular democracy. We are asking for nothing
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more than the power to organize this country in such a way that nothing will be

done from the castle without the consent and authority of the people. In other

words, the people. the farmers, the police, the soldiers, the workers-you, the

guardians- rich or poor. should be a part of the decision-making process of this

country" 49,

Right from the onset. Rawlings set himself the task of practical ising his

revolutionary concept in what was to become the longest running militat') regime'

in the history of the country. What was presented as the basic rationale for

seizing power was the establishment of an entirely new and cxpcctcdly effective

system of what Rawlings called "popular democracy" '''. lhe phrases "people's

participatory democracy" and "participation in the decision-making process" were

to become the catch-phrases of the rev elution which set itself the task of

reshaping Ghanaian society.

Rawlings announced the lormation or ~l gll H: rn 1111.' III known as the

Provisional National Defence Council. rhis was the result of a decree published

on January Illh, 1982' I. lhe decree Ionuall, set out structurally and functionally

what the Provisional National Defence Council was all about. "The council

assumed all the executive powers of government. Rawlings was chairman and the

other members were Brigadier Nunoo-Mcnsah, the Chief of Defence Staff; Rev.

Dr, Vincent Kwabina Damuah, a Catholic Priest with a strong record of service

among the poor; Warrant Officer Joseph Adjei Buadi: Co-ordinator of the Armed
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Forces' Defence Committees: Sergeant Alolga Akuta-Pore. an active member of

the left-wing Movement on National Affairs (MONAS) and a recent student of

economics at the University of Cape Coast: Joachim Arnartcy Kwei, former

Secretary-General of the GlI-IOC Workers' Union and the only civilian to have

been actively involved in the coup: and Chris Bukuri Atim, Secretary of the June

Fourth Movement. The decree allowed It11' the uppointrncnt llf further members to

the council, up to a maximum of eleven ." ,I

To have massive support for the new revolution, the Provisional Nutiunal

Defence Council leader, Chairman Rawlings, as he hccumc popularly known. like

Dr, Nkrumah decided to mobilize as Illan) people as pllssiblc. In the workplace«,

Workers Defence Committees were funned with the intention of giving workers

an extraordinary say in what went lln at the workplaces. In some cases. they

nearly took over the management llf their workplaces and even recommended the

dismissal of colleague workers that thc) perceived III hc non-performing. In

communities. Peoples' Defence Committees were formed with the aim of giving

ordinary Ghanaians a say in the mnnagcmcn: oftheir ,'ommunities' '. Women were

not left out in this wind of change.

More relevant to Ihis work is the nwbili/ution of women us part of the new

revolution, It must be mentioned that the Provisional Nauonal Defence Council

carne at a time when many of the customs and traditions thai had made women to

play second fiddle in the Ghanaian society were still in existence. To a very large
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extent, Ohanaian women were still not absolutely emancipated. Rawlings. in a

bid to ensure the success of the revolution that he had launched. urged women to

compete keenly with the men in all aspects of national life. Invariably. he saw a

keen participation of women as reflective of the success of the revolution. To

him. his coming had provided an opportunity for Ghanaian women not to "feel

neglected, inferior and relegated to the background...
q

To symbolize the

emancipation of Ghanaian women he presented a loaded rille to a woman at a

rally of workers. artisans and peasants at Boigatanga and he called on women to

accept the big challenge". In advising them to accept the challenge, he paid

tribute to Princess Amina of Nigeri« and Nana Yaa Asuntewaa of Edweso in

Ashanti and called on Ghanaian women to draw an inspiration Irum these two

great symbols of feminine courage and dcterminatiorr". Rawlings' talk of the

emancipation of the Ghanaian woman was. to a very large extent. not merely

rhetorical.

Three weeks after seizing power, he made' II number of appointments of

people to head some ministries. These were:

Appiah Korang

K.B. Asante

J.A. Kufour

Ama Ata Aidoo

Kwaku Ankomah

Fuel and Power

Trude

Local Government

Education

Rural Development and Co-operatives
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Johnny Hansen

Asiedu Yirenkyi

Zaya Yebo

Dr. Obed Asarnoah

Ato Austin

Iddrisu Maharna

Dr. Kaku Kyiarnah

Prof. Mawuse Dake

G.E.K. Aikins

Prof. Bortei-Doku

Saara Mensah

Atukwei Okai

Internal Affairs

Culture and Tourism

Youth and Sports

Foreign Affairs

Information

Transport and Communication

Industry. Science and Technology

Works and Housing

Justice and Attorney General

Agriculture

Brong Ahafo Region'"

Greater Accra Region.

Another set of appointments of ministerial heads. this time including some

deputies, were as follows:

Dr. Don Arthur

Kofi Acquaah Harrison

Gertrude Zakaria

Ministry of Roads and Highways

Central Region

Deputy. Local Government

Kwesi Kammassa Deputy. Volta Region

Adam Kaleem Deputy, Agriculture."

These heads and deputies came to be known as secretaries. By their

appointments they became the political heads of the various ministries and acted
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as liaison between the council and the ministries. Two women were appointed.

"

Ama Ata Aidoo and Gertrude Zakaria.

As secretary for the very turbulent ministry of Education. Ama Ata Aidoo

had to put up a tough posture in her duties. She spoke vehemently against violent

student agitations which were erroneously considered to be a part of the new

revolution. Student agitations in the form of violent demonstrations resulting in

the destruction of properties had taken place in schools in Anloga, Dzodze.

Bechem, Techiman, Abetifi, Tamale. Navrongo and Sogakope. These prompted

her to make a live radio and television broadcast to the nation.".

As head of the Education Ministry. Ama Ata Aidoo's agitations were

crucial in the establishment of what was later to be known as the Junior

Secondary Schools and the Senior Secondary Schools. At a biennial national

delegates conference of the Ghana National Association of Teachers in Kurnasi,

she described the then educational system as "elitist which is geared towards the

ducti f hi II I" "0pro uction 0 too many w ue-co ar personae . She said it was a mark of

irresponsibility for a government to observe this and "sit idly for such a

despicable thing to go on un-checked" 61. Invariably she was advocating a re-

structuring of the educational system which was to result in the phasing out of the

Middle School, Ordinary Level and Advanced Level systems,

Ama Ata Aidoo was a moralist and was very much at the forefront of the

call for increased morality, sense of responsibility and a general increase in
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patriotism in the ordinary Ghanaian. The various regimes prior to the advent of
"

the Provisional National Defence Council had generally been seen as lacking

these. In her view, the way and manner parents treated their children whilst they

were young and still at home was key to the solution of the numerous problems

that confronted the country. At a rally organized by the Accra District branch of

Christian Mothers Association in Accra. she blamed educated Ghanaians for

having contributed immensely to bring down the nation, She. therefore. called on

the Mothers "to bring up their children in such a way that their minds would be

brought back to the woes of the country to enable them to rebuild it.,,62 She told

the gathering: "We are the only people who can help because we are responsible

in bringing up the children in the home", In her view. governments that had

failed the nation had failed the nation because people who made up the

government were not properly brought up in their homes'",

At the inauguration of the 31" December Women's Movement. the

Deputy Secretary for Local Government who was also a member of the

Movement, Gertrude Zakaria called on the government to do something about the

economic deterioration of Ghanaian women when she requested the release of the

Makola market in Accra to Ghanaian women through the movement?'. She added

"Since we accept December 31 as a new era we must ensure that the movement

has come to stay to help make the country a better place to live in" 6S Here. we

can see Gertrude Zakaria not only as an ordinary official of the government but as
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one who within the bigger picture of national development, was pushing an

agenda for the betterment of the economic well-being of Ghanaian women.

Though the December 31st Women's Movement sought to appear as a non

governmental and non-political organisation. the activities of Gertrude Zakaria

and others were to portray it in the eyes of Ghanaians not merely as political but

as an integral arm of the revolution.

As part of activities marking a World Food Day in Accra. Gertrude

Zakaria admonished Ghanaians to form co-operatives since that was a way of

ensuring the "efficient and maximum utilization of available resources to ensure

higher productivity'"'". She called on women to use the occasion to assess

themselves and take a look at "the factors that militate against their efforts at food

sufficiency and find means of combating them" 1>7

The first half of the first year of the December 31 ,[ revolution saw no

woman as a member of the Provisional National Defence Council. In August of

that same year, three key members of government resigned. These were Rev. Dr.

Vincent Kwabena Damuah and Joachim Amartey Kwei who were both members

of the Provisional National Defence Council and John Agyekurn Kufour who was

the Secretary responsible for Local Govemment'".

To beef up the government. fresh appointments were made. Aanaa Enin

who was Marketing Manager of the State Fishing Corporation and Ebo Tawiah

who was the Chairman of the Interim Management Committee of the Maritime
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and Dockworkers Union were llflpointed as Provisional National Defence Council

K ·69
members to replace Rev. Damuah and Amartey wei .

Before being appointed a member of the Council, Aanaa Enin had "been

active in working with other women towards building up a national women's

organisation" 70 through her activities as a leading member of the Federation of

Ghanaian Women Associations. By her appointment, she became privy to

decisions taken at the executive level of government. Mention has to be made of

the fact that functionally, the council was the cabinet of the nation under the

revolution. Executive decisions emanated from the Council and the council

members went with the designation "PNDC Member". PNDC Members were

involved in deliberations that affected all aspects of government and were

involved in policy formulation and monitoring. They were also the spokespersons

and defenders of the ideologies of the revolution. Such was the magnitude of the

task Aanaa Enin saw herself being charged with.

She played a key role in the Provisional National Defence Council and

was instrumental in a lot of successes and goodwill that the government enjoyed

in the early years of its rule. Being a woman, she sought to use her position in the

council to demonstrate that women had a part to play in the revolution for she

believed that "no revolution can succeed without the active participation of

women" 71. She, therefore, called on women to unite and decried the fact that

"women's groups have been based on religious, social and professional
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inclinations with very narrow .scopes of activity. Women are too fragmented."

7zshe said. "We have to come together first and foremost as women participating

in the on-going revolutionary process. The professional, religious and social

labels should take second place". The unity of women as she saw it was not

merely to unite women to make them stronger but also to provide the mass

support that the government needed in the formative years of its appearance on

the scene. This was crucial for the government if one considers the fact that the

government overthrew a popularly elected government.

She was also seen very often to be defending the policies of the

Provisional National Defence Council. As a member of the council and a partaker

in its decisions one would say that she could not have acted otherwise but again

this is a role that was very crucial to the survival of the government. This is so

especially if one looks at the era of the PNDC against the backdrop that the

country had been the playing field of varied political ideologies all of which had

been perceived to have done very little about the socio-economic circumstances

of Ghanaians. The doubt expressed, therefore. was as to whether this new

revolution being espoused would be different from the regimes that preceeded it.

Speaking at a ceremony at the Soviet Cultural Centre at Osu in Accra, she

stressed that the aim of the Provisional National Defence Council was "to

transform the society from exploitation and dictatorship to an egalitarian and a

genuine democratic society in which everybody would have a stake in the
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political direction of the country 74 She. therefore. appealed for the support of

"friendly countries to help push forward the aims and objectives of the December

3151 Revolution" 7;.

Another woman member or the Provisional National Defence Council

took up the call for emancipation and democratisation: this time at the larger

African continental level. Apartheid was being practised in South Africa at the

time the Provisional National Defence Council came into power. There were

calls across the world to end this system or government since it was seen

generally not only to be obsolete but inhumane as well. At a meeting with lvorian

Ambassador to Ghana at the time. Aanau Enin urged Ghana and the Ivory Coast

to help the freedom fighters who were fighting tor liberation in South Africa".

She "expressed the need 1'11" Ghana and the lvorv Coast to use en'!") IcgitimalL'

means at their disposal to help fellow Africans in the Southern African sub-region

to free themselves from bondage and join the cornitv of tree nations in Africa" 77

The reality was that although Chairman Rawlings was the leader of the

Provisional National Defence Council. all the other members could act in his

stead. Aanaa Enin, therefore. had the opportunity or receiving the credentials of

Ambassadors and High commissioners designated to Ghana. These were

opportunities she did not spare in marketing the potentials of the government and

by extension the country. An occasion was when she received the credentials of

Frederick Griffiths Livingston who was Canadian High Commissioner to Ghana.
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She was happy that a team of officials of the Canadian International Development

Agency was going "to review and discuss the nature and prospects for

development co-operation in the years ahead" 78.The Agency was to playa key

role in the development of the country through the assistance it gave to the

government.

For seven years, she remained loyal to government and country and was

not only to contribute to government policy but was also to urge women to unite

and take a place in the revolution. She was. however. expelled from the

government in 1989 for what official statement described only as "continued acts

of disrespect against members of the public and officials as well as other conduct

incompatible with revolutionary humility" 791t was rumoured that she resigned

before she was dismissed.

Four years before her expulsion. Susanna Al-Hassan, a veteran politician

who served in the Nkrumah regime. had also been appointed a member of the

council. The circumstances surrounding her appointment as told by herself is

worth quoting, "I was in my house one day when I received a message from the

PNDC Chairman. In his office he informed me of the decision to appoint me to

the Council. While I was marshalling reasons as to why I could not take up the

political appointment, he was espousing why I should. I asked for time to think

about it. At home I heard over the radio that I had been made a member of the
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Although Susanna Al-Hassan spent a relatively short time as PNDC

member, she nevertheless did make a more than ordinary impact. At the First All

African Wood Fair in Accra, she called on timber operators "to protect Ghana's

canopy of forests by avoiding ... indiscriminate felling of trees." She also charged

them "to encourage the use of the lesser known species to help popularize them,

thereby shifting the ... dependence on the known species". She urged the foreign

exhibitors who had come to the exhibition to "find areas of co-operation and

partnership to boost the country's export trade" 81.

The socialist inclinations which were a part of the Nkrumah government

in the early years of the attainment of independence were seen to be in Susanna

AI-Hassan when she joined the PNDC. Not only was she seen clamouring

indirectly for a socialist approach to the nation's problems locally but was also to

push for a deepening of relationships with socialist-inclined countries. At a

meeting with V.M. Sernenov, Russian Ambassador to Ghana, she was said to

have concerned herself with "co-operation in the fields of education, industry,

health and the effective mobilization of Ghanaian women" 82 At the same time,

she was conscious of the unnecessary tension she might create between the nation

and countries of the capitalist world. In another discussion, this time with

Radivoje Petkovic, Yugoslavian Ambassador. she called on the Non-Aligned

Movement to become more dynamic'". The Non-Aligned Movement was an

organisation of countries that within the era of the Cold War were clear that they
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were neither on the side of the communist East nor capitalist West. These

countries were mostly developing countries in Africa and Asia. President Tito of

Yugoslavia and President Nkrumah of Ghana were some of the founding fathers

of the Movement. Ghana and Yugoslavia played an active role in the affairs of

the Movement.

The Kumasi Shoe Factory and the Asutsuare Sugar Factory which

operated in Ghana briefly before collapsing were both sponsored by the

government of Czechoslovakia. The resuscitation of these projects was the

subject for discussion when Ambassador Ladislov Sobr of the Republic of

Czechoslovakia met Susanna Al-Hassan for bilateral discussions". She

"commended the government and the people of Czechoslovakia for their

continued support for Africa in the fight against apartheid and the liberation

struggle87
" . As has already been mentioned. this era coincided with the apartheid

era of South Africa. At this time. the tight against apartheid had been intensified

and all resources were being marshalled against the racist government of South

Africa.

Susanna AI-Hassan also played host to United States Ambassador to

Ghana, Robert Frins. This was prior to a donors' conference slated for Paris.

Ambassador Fritts told her. "The United States and other donor countries as well

as the World Bank are working out the possibilities of assisting Ghana to

overcome her present storage problem" 84 She on her part "expressed warm
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sentiments about the healthy relations between Ghana and the United States and

hoped the situation will continue for the common good of the two countries
8
5"

Eighteen months after accepting to work with the PNDC, Susanna AI

Hassan asked to be relieved of her duties on grounds of ill-health. Apparently, a

generally hectic schedule as Council member was taking a toll on her health. Her

resignation from the councilleli Aanaa Enin as the only woman member.

Another woman who played a leading role in the political activities of the

council was Joyce Aryee. She was not a member for the council per se. She was

one of the Secretaries that were appointed to head ministries. She began with her

acceptance to head the Ministry of Information in 198389 She functioned in that

capacity as the mouthpiece of the government. At a meeting with a delegation

from United nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation, she said the

government was doing its best in the face of difficulties in keeping pace with

ever-advancing technology in the mass media". Bureaucratically, she was the

liaison between the government and the media as far as dissemination of official

government information was concerned. In a discussion with the Australian High

Commissioner to Ghana, she affirmed that the activities of the government in the

form of the Economic Recovery Programme were intended to weaken the nation's

over-dependence on other countries for essential commodities. This way, she said,

the sovereignty of the country would be strengthened. She called for assistance

not only in material terms but also in the form of better understanding and
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goodwill". About the achievements of the government, she told the High

Commissioner, "our achievements are modest. at least we know we have taken

the right path and ... that friends will appreciate the bold stand we have taken to

assist us move forward" 92.

A reshuffle in portfolios in 1984 saw Joyce Aryee heading the Ministry of

Education. Her stay there was eventful: it marked two very important

developments. One was the introduction of a new school uniform that was to be

used in basic schools all over the country. This was irrespective of whether the

school was a mission school, owned by a local authority or privately owned. The

measure was intended to create uniformity among all school children throughout

the country. Objections were raised to this directive. This. notwithstanding. the

measure was adopted and schools changed to the new uniform. The introduction

of new educational reforms was another landmark in the life of Joyce Aryee as the

head of the education ministry. This reform saw the phasing out of the Middle

School, Ordinary Level and Advanced Level Certificates. In their place came the

Basic Education Certificate and the Senior Secondary School Certificate']The

new educational reforms were intended to equip students with technical and

vocational skills to make them readily employable. It was also intended to position

them to make them self-employed.

She also was involved in energizing the youth. She was a young person

herself when she came into office. After a peace march by elementary school
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children in Accra, she spoke to them urging them to take responsibility since the

future belonged to them. According to her, the time was up "for the youth and the

older people to sit together and think out a future for this country and the world at

large,,94, In another address to the All African Kindness Club, she again stressed

on peace saying that "the world's greatest concern... was for peace in order to

develop" 95. She therefore, called for a "type of education which will make the

educated person want to live with others. but not to be above others" 96. This was

because "it was only the education of the heart, making people feel for others,

which will bring peace and ensure that each man is his brother's keeper" 97. She

was influenced in her office by her religious principles. She was a staunch

Christian woman. Not only that. she was an active member of the Young

Women's Christian Association. This influenced her in her campaign against war

and violence and her advocacy for increased human rights98

Vida Yeboah, a former headmistress of Mfantseman Girls Secondary

School at SaItpond who had been the Deputy Director in charge of the National

Service Scheme was appointed in 1985 to the position of Deputy Secretary of

Education alongside Waiter K. Siege')". Vida Yeboah placed her vast experience

as a long-serving teacher at the disposal of the government. The administrative

work of the ministry. particularly at the basic level. came directly under her. She

was instrumental in the upgrading of some junior secondary schools. especially in

the rural areas, into senior secondary schools. This was intended to procure
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placements for the about 53,000 pupils that were expected to form the first batch

of graduates of the Basic Education Certificate Level'?'. Her experience as a

person with a long career in the teaching field" 101 came in handy. She was

competent and was relied upon in the work of setting out "the content and

structure of secondary education .. II'" in Ghana. A lot of her practical ideas came

to be factored in the new curriculum that was adopted for use at the Senior

Secondary School Level.

The education sector in the era of the Provisional National Defence

Council indeed was the major beneficiary of the immense experience of great

Ghanaian women. Ama Ata Aidoo. Joyce Aryee, and Vida Yeboah were some of

these women. Another woman whose contribution to education cannot be

downplayed was Esi Sutherland Addy. Her appointment as Deputy Secretary in

the Ministry of education provided her with the opportunity to make a

contribution which can be said to be extraordinary.

Prior to her appointment in September 1986. which came with a

reshuffling of portfolios, she had been the Deputy Secretary for Culture and

Tourism which position she had taken in March of that same year l 03 Though she

did hold it for a brief spell of time. her contribution in that position was great.

This was a very comfortable position since she was a specialist in African Oral

Literature and Folklore and had indeed read for her master's degree in that
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field lO4 , Her contribution in the cduc.uiou l11ini,tr~ i, whnt hi Suthcrl.uu! :\ddv

is most remembered tor.

The Ministry of Educution '"'' without doubt the liHl11dali,", I'm pnlil')'

making in respect of truining till' mnnpowcr 11",'d, of 1111' countrv. lhc 1':1\\

material in this I11Ul1pn'Wr t1':lil1il1~ '"'' tlu' \ outh. I11ll' c.in. Ih\'ll'I'1\", appr",';al"

Esi Sutherland Addy's II,II",'a,', a~,lil1sl dru~ abuse al1\lll1~ the vouth. Nnl nl1l~'

was she interested ill light i11f! Ihe 111,'I1'"',' as she 'uII ;I ill till' ~" HI\ h but a Iso

believed thut purcutx had In I", r"l",d ill "I" Illak<' the voutl: all all' IhUI Ih\'

aspirations of the nation urv dill,'r"II! Irnl11 ih.u "I IIll' ,k",\"p,'d lI"rld al1d thux

they should not emulate tl1l' p1':l,'li,',', of Ih,' d"",'I"I",d world""", She' al"'lll'~l'd

societies, church f!I'lHlp' and purcnt« I" ,'''Ill'' In~"tlll'r In promot,: "111"'\IIill~~htl

child training pl'llf!I':II11111'" In pr<'l"111 Ih,' vouth 1'1'''111 il1dul~il1", ill drug ah"Sl' alld

other vices" 1"'" I'll,' Sl'rinu'l1\'ss "I dn'l,~ ubu-«: III Iii",,,,, ill Ih,' I'IKIIs which

warranted her l'\IIK"1'I1 cun I", "i,'II,'d "~'li"'III\l' h:tl'k~r""I\l1 nf a xucictv th.u wnx

becoming incrells;,,~I~ ,'I1f!ulll'd ill Ih,' h.ihit. 1)1'. ,I,ll, A"lr,' "I' IIll' An'!'a

Psychiatric Hospitul wus "11 u vrus.nlc ill Sl"',,"d ,,~,,'k schoolx :t~"il1sl the 11Il'II:Il"',

One can, therefore. lIppr"l'iull' l rr. ~·I:II')' (;r"I1I's concern 1I'11l'11 'IS lJl'puly

Secretary for Health. she' "," calkd upon I" 'Iddr,'s, a Wurhl I lvnltl: 1)1'1',"11;'''1'''11

"consultative meeting nil as'l'ssl11l'111 "I' ,11II1d"rd car,' lor dnlf! ahl1"," III', Shl'

expressed "the government's dctcrminutiun In Ii~,hl Ihl' 111l'1""'" <II' drug ahuSl' 1<1

ensure the growth of the cconomv '111l11h,' 'UI'Ill':t1 <If the youth", She' viewed the
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issue seriously since the effect on the nation was not only in terms of its

destruction of the youth but the tact that "money has to be found to fight it" lOS.

The issue indeed needed addressing if one looked at the fact that Ghana was

increasingly becoming a strategic location in terms of transit for drug barons from

across the world.

The need to manage the population of Ghana to prevent a situation of

inadequate resources coming under pressure from a highly populated country was

one of the issues at play in the }980s. The 1984 population census had revealed

the need to reduce the rate of childbirth in order to ensure that population

increased at an optimum level. This was a way of improving the quality of life of

Ghanaians. As Deputy Secretary Ior Health. Dr. Mary Grant was actively

involved in family life management and was a crucial role player in the fight to

change the misconceptions and erroneous impressions that majority of Ghanaians

had about population and family life issues'?". She believed that a lot of

education had to be done and was ready to help couples "understand and realize

that such programmes are not directed merely at the physical reduction or to

discourage childbirth but to help improve the quality of lite lor both the mothers

and their children" 110 After the expulsion of Aanaa Enin from the PNDC as a

Council Member, Dr. Mary Grant was made a Council Member. She continued to

be a member of the council and continued to work for the government till the

ushering in of the Fourth Republic. Her duties included receiving envoys for and
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Beside women who held positions In the council and positions of

ministerial ranking in the era under discussion. there were numerous other women

who held appointive positions at the district assembly level. President Nkrumahs

pioneering appointment of Ramatu Baba as the first female District Commissioner

(for Vendi) in the 1960S" 5 had launched a phenomenon that was only to be

equalled under the Provisional National Defence Council regime which appointed

several women as District secretaries. Notable among them included Grace

Amma Serwa Hanson (Amansie West) 116. Sarah Kuntu-Atta (Mfantseman), 116

Georgina Bus-Kwofie (Ahanta West) "'. Christine Churcher (Cape Coast) 119 and

the phenomenal Rose Oteng (Asante-Akim North) during whose tenure the

Asante-Akim North District Assembly set up the Asante-Akim North

Development Company Limited l 20 This was meant to be the commercial wing of

the district administration. The intention was to use this limited liability company

to raise revenue to create employment and at the same time provide money to

develop the district!".

In appreciating the role Aanna Enin, Efua Sutherland, Gertrude Zakaria,

Ama Ala Aidoo, Joyce Aryee and all the host of the many other women played in

the Provisional National Defence Council era. one has to look at issues from two

perspectives. One is from the perspective of their contribution in respect of their

advocacy roles and the crusades they assigned themselves to and its overall

impact or intended impact on the society. The other is the contributions they
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on behalf of the government and canvassing for support for the government,

especially from Ghanaian women III,

In assessing the contribution of Ghanaian women to the Provisional

National Defence Council regime. mention also has to be made of Francisca

Issaka and Theresa Owusu who as Deputy Secretaries for Local Government and

Fuel and Power respectively did contribute their quota to the regime and through

it the nation, Francisca Issaka was involved in efforts to sustain the district

assembly concept and make it fruitful. Seeing it as the bulwark against

underdevelopment, poverty and depravity. she believed that district assemblies

must "submit their budgetary proposals to government on time II.)\' approval" I",

This in her view, would prevent unnecessary delays and instead, speed up the rate

of development of the country,

Apart from her regular schedule at the Ministry of Fuel and Power.

Theresa Owusu engaged herself in activities to promote efforts at helping

destitutes in the Ghanaian society. At a ceremony to mark the fifteenth

anniversary of the SOS Children's Association of Ghana. she said "the need to

care and sustain abandoned children are noble and commendable objectives which

should even win the understanding and support of all well-meaning people in the

world" Ill. In her view. efforts must continually be made jointly by the

government and Ghanaians generally "to provide appropriate care and

humanitarian services for the orphaned. destitute and abandoned children" 11.,
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mlIde to ensure the survival of the Provisional National Defence Council

government by acting as its eloquent spokespersons and defenders of its policies.

Each of these women was outstanding in her own right prior 10 accepting the

appointment. Ama Ala Aidoo. for instance. was an accomplish.:d author and

university lecturer. Joyce Aryee was a Public Relations Officer with Ghana

Standards Boardl 21 while Esi Sutherland Addy was a university lecturer'<'. It is

worth mentioning. therefore. that their appointm.:nts were not acts of tokenism.

Rather. they were a recognition of women' s capabilities and capacity tor service

within the context of a society that was intensely patriarchal and was heavily

influenced by cultural practices and belief systems that were inimical 10 the fairer

sex.

All governments that were 0\ enhrow11 in this country were overthrown by

an individual or groups of individuals after which a "Council" of military men

was formed to sene as the succeeding government. The National Liberation

Council overthrew the C,111\ ention People s Pam gOY emment. The former

handed over to the Progress Party which was also overthrown b~ the National

Redemption Council which "council" within the course of time changed into

another council. This time. it was the Supreme \lilitary Council. The Supreme

Military Council was overthrown b~ the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council. It

banded over to the Peoples National Pan)". The leader of the Armed Forces

Revolutionary Council and some other people then came again and overthrew the
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government that its leader handed over to. The new council that was formed this

time was called the Provisional National Defence Council. What is very

important is not the fact that all the military governments had the label 'councils'

but the fact that over a long period of time, despite the lofty ideals espoused, these

councils did very little to improve the status of women politically. The National

Liberation Council did little to liberate women and rather drew back the efforts

began by Nkrumah. The fate of the women in parliament in 1972 was also

seriously affected by the National Redemption Council which also did not redeem

the political image of women and rather kept them in the background till 1979

when its offspring. the Supreme Military Council. appointed Gloria Nikoi to head

the Foreign Affairs Ministry. This was then followed by the rather short lived

government of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council. Again, very little was

seen, The Provisional National Defence Council was a brighter spot in a dark

environment. This council. which of course was the last of them, projected

women politically. This was made possible by the very character of the

government which sought to create a political system with a solid base through

the mobilization of the support of the masses. This was done concurrently through

the Peoples Defence Committees. the Workers Defence Committees. the

Committee for the Defence of the Revolution and the multi-facial 31 st December

Women's Movement.
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CONCLUSION

Women have played an important role in the politics of Ghana since

independence. This has been in spite of the general perception of women as

subordinate role players in the Ghanaian society. This perception has even not

been as formidable as the matrilineal system of inheritance and a patriarchal

society attendant upon it. Another aspect of the Ghanaian society that has not

helped women is the assignment of domestic chores. Domestic chores have

largely been the customarily assigned responsibility of women thus contributing

to cut them out effectively from the exercise of political functions which are

usually exercised outside the domestic setting. These chores and their effect on

women's chances in politics do not apply uniformly to all Ghanaian societies. It

is the unique historical experiences of these societies that have informed their

treatment of women. One aspect. however. remains uniform and this is the fact

that as far as the traditional assignment of domestic chores is concerned. women

are more burdened than men. The naturally assigned biological functions of baby

making and child-nurturing have also jointlv been one of the barriers to women

and their desire to participate in politics. Again. one can also talk about the

expectations of traditional societies in terms of the general roles for women.

Women are constantly faced with the traditional" expected functions of being a

daughter, a mother. a wife, a sister and a contributor to household income all at
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one and the same time. In most cases, they have no options. Where they have,

they are limited in choice. This is because the seeming availability or choice only

presents women with the choice of being considered conformists or deviants.

The perception of women as the unequals of men transcends patrilineal

societies and stretches often into matrilineal societies. This is a perception that

has been a realistic part of the socio-political philosophy of the generality of

Ghanaians thus even making it difficult for people, especially mules, to ace cpt a

woman as a leader. The various womcn who curved political roles Illl' themselves

within the 1957-1992 period did so against the backdrop or the existence or this

socio-political philosophy. Too many women exposed the Irivolitv or this

perception and demonstrated that indeed when given the opportunity women arc

as capable as men. In the pre-colonial era. Nana Yaa Axnutcwaa or l.dwcso

(Ejisu) in Asanteman and Okychcnc Dokuuu in .vkvcm Ahuak wu were some or

the women that exemplified feminine military and political capabilities.

The pronunciation or the Atlantic Charter in 1945 was partly responsible

for widespread anti-colonial activities aimed at thl' renunciation or coloniulism the

world over. In what was later to become (ihana, the llnitcd Gold Coast

Convention and the Convention People's Party became the political mass

movements that were used as the vehicles of anti-colonial activities. The latter

gained pre-eminence and attracted Sophia Oboshie Doku, Hannah Cudjoe and
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Akua Asabea Ayisi among several other women. These women did contribute a

great deal to the attainment of independence.

With independence attained, President Nkrumah successfully pushed for

the passing of an affirmative action-type legislation to purposefully make ten

women members of the new parliament of the Republic. This, though criticized,

afforded the House the opportunity of benefiting from the ideas, suggestions and

contributions of the fairer sex. The Nkrumah experiment was enhanced and the

number of women was increased to eighteen in 1965 when Ghana became a one-

party state resulting in the proscription of opposition parties.

The fall of Nkrumah the following year razed the foundation he had laid

for women to the ground. Within the three years of its rule, the nearest women

came to participating in the government of the National Liberation Council was

the inclusion of Akua Asabea Ayisi. Ayishetu Ibrahim and Ruby Quartey-Papafio

as members of the National Advisor. Committee of the National Liberation

CounciL As has already been expressed in Chapter Four, the National Liberation

Council did little to liberate Ghanaian women.

The second Republic was also one or the worst regimes for women as far

as access, representation and participation in government and politics was

concerned. Catherine Katuni Tedam and Lydia Akanbodiipo-Kugblenu were the

only Members of Parliament. The latter represented Chiana-Paga whilst the
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former represented Sandema constituency, They, however, made a lot of useful

contributions to the deliberations of the House.

Perhaps the worst military regime for women in terms of recognition and

appointment to political positions was the National Redemption Council. This

regime did not appoint any woman into top national position. Ironically, this was

a regime that received a lot of support from Ghanaian women. Its offshoot, the

supreme Military Council, however, appointed Gloria Nikoi to head the Foreign

Affairs Ministry.

The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council cannot be roped into any fair

analysis (which of course includes some comparisons and contrast making) of the

political role of women in the various regimes because of its short lite span and

the caretaker nature of its outlook. It did not assign itself a political role per se.

As has already been mentioned in this text, it concerned itself with its "house 

cleaning",

The third republic saw the re-birth of parliamentary democracy in Ghana.

The elections that were organized in 1979 saw five gallant women entering

parliament. They did contribute to discussions on a variety of national Issues

thereby justifying their presence in the House.

The Provision National Defence Council. the last military government in

Ghana (and hopefully the last in the history of Ghana), saw the rebirth of vigorous

women's participation in politics. Ama Ata Aidoo, Joyce Aryee, Aanaa Enin, Esi
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Sutherland Addy, Gertrude Zakaria, Mary Grant and Vida Yeboah were some of

the women whose influence and contribution helped the sustenance of the

Council.

The involvement of women in politics can also be looked at from the

perspective of their involvement in women's mass movements which, as has been

discussed in chapter two, had an inter -conncctcd relationship with the various

regimes whose rule concurred with their existence. The two most influential

women's mass movements were the National Council of Ghana Womcn and the

31st December Women '5 Movement of thc first Republic and Provisional National

Defence Council regime respectively. The \'1rI11Cr was undisputedly thought to be

and in fact seen as an integral wing of the regime. The latter, however. maintained

an independent status in spite of its perception as being at the beck and call of the

government.

What has, however, not been contextuhlc is the commitment of the

National Council of Ghana Women and the:; 1" liccembcr Womcn Movement,

among other mass movements, to the general welfare and the creating of political

awareness among women. One consequence of these women's mass movements,

(intended or unintended) was the creation of an environment for the nurturing of

leadership skills which were later used in the political arena.

It is worthy of mention that there has never been any legislation in Ghana

(especially in the post-colonial era) debarring women from taking part in politics.
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In all the instances of constitutional rule, for example, sexual equality in

terms of the enjoyment of rights including the right to participate in politics have

all been guaranteed. In military regimes, too, there was no dichotomy between

the rights enjoyed by men on the one hand and the rights enjoyed by women on

the other, In dealing with realistic and practical situations, however,

constitutional guarantees of equality before the law, equality in respect of political

participation and in the enjoyment of rights do not count for much. This is

especially true when these guarantees have little or no effect on traditional and

customary law.

With the notable exception of the regimes of Kwame Nkrumah and Jerry

John Rawlings virtually no governmental efforts were made in the 1957-1992

period to place women in the mainstream of national political activity. One can,

to a considerable degree, therefore, say that both traditional systems and

contemporary political systems of the post-colonial era have not acted to

encourage women to take part in active politics.

The activities of non-governmental and other feminist-oriented

organisations especially in the post-1975 period played a role in the re-awakening

of both government and women themselves as far as political participation was

concerned. This is one of the interpretations that can be given to the upsurge of

women in politics in the 1981-1992 period.
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Another aspect of the question of women's involvement in politics in

Ghana in the 1957-1992 period which accounts for differences in the treatment of

women is the peculiar nature of the regime or govemmem. It can be said that the

treatment of women under the various regimes depended on the degree of elitism

in the government. In the military governments of the National Liberation

Council. National Redemption Council and Supreme Military Council which were

very elitist. women were to a very large extent not made an integral part of

government and this affected their political standing. This is because under those

regimes the only way. one could playa part in politics was to be a part. directly or

indirectly. of the government. This is in vie« of the fact that political opposition

was not guaranteed under those regllnL's In luct. political opposition was

proscribed. Viewed from another perspective, one can say that it was only those

in government who could take part in politic, The second and third republican

regimes also had semblances of elitism The intellectual elite were predominant

in the former whilst the old political elite dominated the latter. What perhaps

provided some respite for women was the presence in those regimes of

parliaments that afforded all citizens. including women, the opportunity to occupy

seats and partake in deliberations. lhis "III some women taking up those

opportunities. The difference between all the governments mentioned above on

one hand and the governments of Nkrumah and Rawlings' PNDC on the other

hand buttresses this argument of elitism accounting for the treatment of women.
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These two former leaders of Ghana saw their governments as revolutions

and decided to bring on board all manner of people. One needed not to be an

intellectual to have a place in the government of Nkrumah. The same can he said

about the government of Rawlings under the Provisional National Defence

Council. The result was that in these 1\\\' rcguncs. women occupied a prick of

place and made a greater contribution t\' the political and g\'v,'rnmental affairs of

the country.

Many women have indeed pl;ll,'d great political roles in this country.

This is especially true when one resists the lemptati\)n \,1' unal, ling the political

role of women in a vacuum but rather \""" ,1\ the situation within the context of

all the barriers already mentioned.

From all that has been said in this \\\1I"k about firstly the' concept \,1' polities

and secondly the various aspects of 1'"\111''' th.u thi-, \\\'11 kls trc.uc.l. it is

research has to be conducted into the a,'I;lit;"s "I' the various women toot soldiers

of the first. second and third republics \\ h, nel er made it to Pari iamcnt Another

area yawning to be filled is an academic illl cstig.uion II1t" the pcrson,t1ity and

political contribution \,1' Nana Konadu .\g"man Rawlings: the single most

influential First Lady in the post-colonial hist"rI of Ghana

Also. the activities of women 'Ipp\,inled to leadership positions in local

government as chief executives of dismct-, need to be studied. Iherc is alsl1 the
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need to research into the activities of women in ambassadorial positions and the

activities of women in opposition parties. This is because even though all these

areas fall under the collective broad definition of politics, they were clearly

outside the scope of the operationalised definition of politics upon which this

work has been based.
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